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FOREWORD
This study was conducted according to the provisions of House Joint Resolution No. 12 (1956). This Resolution directed the Legislative Council to do
the following:

"

1.

Study the four state correctional institutions for the purposes of
· (a) evaluating the existing laws relating to management and control;
(b) evaluating the existing laws and practices relating to the functions of each institution;
(c) evaluating the existing laws relating to the sentencing and rehabilitation of offenders.

2.

Study population trends for effect and impact on institutional programs.

3.

Make an evaluation of the organization of correctional institutions
and the procedures used in other states.

.,

At its quarterly neetinz held on March 28, 1956, the Council discussed
H.J.R. 12 with the director of institutions, the heads of the four.correctional
institutions, and the director of the parole departnent. At that meeting, the
Council received assistance fror.1 these officials, heard their ideas in regard
to "needs" at the correctional institutions and their opinions on the practicality of establishin!'Y, · sor1e sort of central correctional agency.
Since July 1, 1956, Haz-ry O. Lawso:::;, Il.es.earchAssociate on the Legislative
Cmmcil staff, has had primary responsibili t~• for r,mkin 6 this sttidy of the four
correctional institutions and of the laws pertaining to them, as directed by
H.J.R. 12. All four of the institutions were visited, with one week spent at
Canon City, four days spent at Buena Vista, apd three·days each at the industrial schools. The purpose of these institutional visits was to become acquainted
with their facilities, programs, staffing and organizational patterns, and "needs".
The laws for all four institutions and for the Department of Institutions
have been abstracted and analyzed, and questionnaires were sent to several
states which have some form of central coordinating agency for correctional institutions. Data on the lack of sentencing uniformity has been collected and
compiled by the classification and records officer at Canon City, and a preliminary analysis of this material has been made.
Acknowledgements
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In carrying out this study, the Council has worked with and had the coo,eration of the heads of the four institutions and their staffs: Wayne K. Patterson
and members of his parole department staff; "Bill" Williams, director of the
State Planning Cor.mission; Herb Allen, director of the Department of Public
Institutions; and Dr. Ellis Grahaz,1 of the State Department of Edt~cation. Other
state agencies and officials have also been of assistance, especially Harry S.
Allen, executive secretary of the Legislative Subco:mittee on Appropriations .

Approach to che St~!y
While H.J. R. 12 dire:::ted oci:, that a stud;y of the four ir:sti tutions be made,
it became readily apr.3.r-=::it--o:::::e research W3.S U!i.d.er-...ay--that the.functions of
·probation and parole also had to be considered, inas::ru~h as both play an i~portant role in the over-all correctional program, which includes the following
facets: probation, sentencing, institutional assignnent and classification,
institutional confine~ent azid rehabilitation, and parole.
0

...

The importance of the role of parole in the total correctional picture can
be seen from the following t-.ro facts: first, approxizately 98 per cent of the
persons who are confined in correctional institutions eventually ret~rn to
society, so that, generally, the institutional programs cannot be considered
terminal in nature. Second, 93.7 per cent of all adults released fro~ our correctional institutions in 1955 were released on parole (1,083 out of 1,156),
and virtcally all juveniles were also released on parole.

.
.\

In approaching this study, the following frame of reference was used as
~~ideposts, to give sone perspective to the study_ material (these were in part
s1.tggested by A Manual of Correctional Standards, of the .blerican Correctional
Association):
1. ·There are two institutional purposes: protection of society, and
rehabilitation. Proper rehabilitation not only saves the state
the cost of an in:na:te' s confinement, but also assists him to becor.:"e a productive nember of society, able to support hit~self and
his fanily and to live a norcal life. A good probation system can
kee9 an increased nunber of people out of our institutions in the
first place, thus red~cing the aggregate number which the institutions must confine.
:.

2.

A good parole system can accomplish a great deal toward keeping a
man from returning to a correctional institution once he is re-leased under the parole department's supervision. But no matter
how effective a parole system may be, it cannot do the job expected of it if the rehabilitation pro.grams at the institution are
not doing a sufficient job in preparing a man for release.

3.

In developing institutional rehabilitation programs, it is not desirable to strengthen one institution while ignoring the others,
nor is it desirable to develop progr.ms at each institution without
over-all coordination and common goals.

4.

It is difficult to coordinate institutional programs unless the
f1.:nctions of each institution are clearly defined--both as to each
institution's purpose and in regard to the other institutions.

5.

Rehabilitation pro~.s, no matter how well planned and staffed,
cannot be really successful without vnifonn sentencing procedures
and proper institutional classification and assignment.
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Order of Presentatio~
The raterial ,:,:resented in this re.:_::ort is discussed in the followinz order:

~·-

Sectio::!. I

Findings an:i Alternatives for Colorado

Section II

Administrative Relationshi,r,s and laws Pertaining to the Four
Correctional Institutions

Section III

State Correctional Institutions and Their Programs

Section IV

Probation ~nd P~role

Section V

Sentencing Practices

Section VJ.

Population Projections for the Four Correctional Institutions

Section VII

Correctional Programs in Other States._

The rerort is lengthy, . but to hav.e
"short changing" the reader. The entire
in Colorado is woven fror•. the threads of
simplification wot~ld res 1.:;_l t in providing
rather than a complete "bolt" of cloth.

reduced it in size would have meant
fabric of the correctional function
man.~r programs and an effort at over
a report which was only a "mill end"
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FINDINGS AND ALTERNATIVES FOR COLORADO
In genera1t-".:this report presents an inventory of Colorado's correctional
institutions.and·.their programs, and the laws. pertaining to their. organization
and op~rations. • Aorief look has been taken at the operation of the state's
parole· and probation r,rograms. and how they:fit into the total._correctional pie-·
ture •. '.:-Popu1ation projections-were used to:-hazard a prediction, as to what future
needs may be,~· and a summary: of some other; state· correctional· programs has also

t

/f:f.{':}~\//,t; ,;, _· ~J'.;~r{~itit:~:t,:],;/·l-

.:·; t·\/:;\ i

been in~~~~ei~{;~;.{{it;.;\;~t;;;i;:;~tdtiit}f.-'.?
: At.i±ts Sept"t,mber 26;.'.1956r\quarterly meeting,.the Legislative"Council.de- .
.., ,:{,::.. ·. , cided that :this?;:reporl.:l!d1<;>~~:represent the first~ phase of what should be a · ·
i..· .(;}{(:/.. continuing study:-\o.f. the·.'_co.rre~ional. instituti_o,ns··in Colorado,, and. the- possible,
,
;.J;:J,\\::";., direction. theo"icorrectiona1f·program might take~- :':'As· such,:· it tcontains, no re com- -_, ·
► "" .:,:;:?tli.:'., mendations ·to:."#ie\Forty-firsti.Genera1.-,Assembly ,other than :that: this. study, as ;. ~-,··

,. ~-1{{{~~iJ'. direct~t,;;!t~i:~~:i1;i,¥!~;/;?

(8'~t:!,] b;~{tu1~~,:!~~lu}:~~!,}t\\:i!Jt'·tt£:!Lt:i.;:r~ -;i:.ij;if''. .

" · ·~ t):c;;,
In an,y;:f"utur&;study~specia1." emphasis should ..be· placed on an analysis of ).'cJr' ' ..
·. :• - /sentencing lairs(and.-<recommendations for changing- :them. where _needed~ :'.,:The' Legis~tr:: ~;
_. .' >lative·;.CouncilltM$-:.requested.;::t}la assistance and:cooperation of· the. Colorad<L•,·:,i ·
,.,
. · . Bar Association.:{aridJthe Di~trict.Attorneys!. AssociatiO]!~Ul making an _analysis

~- .... ,... , ,.. of

·~~cn::; ~x~r~,~!4~:,· ;·-"·nti;~\~tf:~~~:~~~~i~~

I . -•.•

Findings."of:,this,_initial,study_of . the~state's:correctionar institutions, .•. , .
programs, -and laws: appear below,·.. as vell:as ,a presentation of. what appear :to be ·.:.
immediat, and :long-term pro bl.ems ri th respect to ,Colo~do ~ s correctio~l.,.insti.tutions.
;•· ·: :~.: -:.---=· - (!:.· · r;.·t"r ·
:·•·~~t·<:· ·_,_·,~·.:.·· .;.
~ -: .\~-':'.:".~~?-~\•· -·t /f

.'.l.•~?J:~:--:f}:::fti-~'.'· "-•..
-·-. -,
<,t,Jjg'~---;:;~-.'- ,.--~;;,;:;_ '.'-~;;_;;~!';I-. '
l~'.,. THERE .IS/NO·OVER-ALI/STATE CORRECTIONS. PROGIWt.,,.il. :'THE ··PRESENT TIME •
INSTEAD, THERE ARE:FOUR·SEPARATE. CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS, IACKING OVER,i."ALL COHE... ..
. SIVENESS- AND _CmDIO~ .GOAIS.,.i::.In general, the four institutions. are' doing: a cred-.
. ., . _. i table ''job,: considering-.the~ilimitations,·of staff and.·facilities. ·,The· existence.:'.·
.· .• ,J/(:';''of .four. separate::correctionai'.'programs instead of ·one· is a handicap"d.n'·the:\'. : >
./·,ti;t{S1\~~/operation, of. ~llese institut?,ons:~d-. their, programs:for~these: reasons~·, :;;;-:;:;:75:t{:
,. :~·-~:~'J~ij~)~~.~· .- _;., -, .-_ .¥ •;<1-~ /~ .:{t; '·. ,~~~•:jiij''f.-~·{'.l ·:." ~; )\';'-~~~~~~\~ .f ~
~
~~j :_ >,;ijJi~;i;~\:Ji{:-;-F;:t.¥~1:f~ ;}' -~~-, :·.; ;~?·. ~~~--\
•f_:,:;:,'?\, .,-tt:~ Prevents comprehensive-;• integrated planning and.programming for the·
·
. ;':\-, ·,., .f)~,::four institutions •.l' There.is-.noover-all plan;;,which vould•weight.and,~
.-f,.
0::\1··, }/)/';'.balance the·,needs :ofJ:each·J:institution. with respect::to '.the goals··o.r .···~-(~
· .,(.-.·a ·common program and\1rithin.:Jhe limi.tations,of . funds,:· staff, and • ·.,; : : ·
. ,facilities;,;.::.Hnstead;Jeach :i.nstitution has had . to develop· its. ·own , 4~)~ .
-;: .·
. ·..·. building program and ;project its staff needs independently of the . .·.·•· ..
other three.;·;:• The nee4 ,£or: over-all pl.anning will be even greater if-~·- ··
· .;;. the inmate •population of; the four institutions rises to expected levels
-during the~next··decade;t-.,~; ' 5
,.<t~=-•t•i-: ·
, ..... -·- · -~:_~f;:.'. ,:-,:3,':::.:.:i,·':_··_Ji;,~·'. ·•·.' :_:,'·i·-·,-, ..
.-'-· · >'t:· ':\).is~1ifcli'.tt~;~•1,\{i:ci:.~~1:,:i~.:,~;_f.•~,ifil¥,bt.;Y·:'a:'/<;'.·-:: ~ ": · ni ,. ::-- . '<\}):.t
*' .. Prevents. an.' over-al1f~~planned. fm and ·ui~ustries program, which could
-~ 'maximi~e·,thepotentiali-of the reformatory and penitentiary in manu-;;.,,:
facturing products for· use by state agencies, institutions, and
··
political subdivisions~,: Suc;:h a program would also allocate farm··
. <:,.,),

.,,.
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production according to what each institution could produce best, the
surplus of which could be used by other institutions and might result
in the closing down of inefficient farm programs wit_hout· rehabilitative
value. An integrated industries progra~ would not 0111.y save the state
money,: but would: provide 1.1s eft!l and beneficial work for inlll8.tes .. : The
state can well' be, pleased with the _.industrie~ program developed on a ·
one-institi.:tion-basis at the penitentiary, but this program is limited
in expansion i".lll.ess;there is a central plan which would base industrial
expansion and diversification. upon the needs of the state institutions,· :
agencies, and political. subdivisions, .and thus provide a ready market ·
for the products.JfAs is done ·_in other states, it might be desirable•
to locate some .industries with •definite vocational training value at
th
e re~o,~to7~~sitlt],:t _
* . Prevents a. stind~iz'ed; m~thod'.;or ~~po~ting ·data''peri~ini~g 't~ the how . .,': l
and composition of?~he dnma..te :POpula.tiOJ1,. _and of~·a central. reoository ·_·
for -this· data\whicli::Jiakesitimpossible·tomakeaey•aignificant anµysia ot ;,•
· trends in immlte~:population;,=,rate:"o£' crime, and' other factors which ... .
could assist· alt.l•agencies<-in'. the law' enforcement and ·correctional. field.. - : : ,-'~::;,;y t., \J~~~~,i:~ ~w:t')~titi'i',;::'':tt;r: , {f~:·~J;:,t i;r:..1 " ~- :". J.:":;~1,J;:f;\,irl~ ~,'J Fi'l'~1.ft:,:.t:11{tl,in~:,.;: •' f,
*· · Prevents the''posslbilit:y,}o£ ·any-, one 'agency or central ·source· having a· ··
total ricture of,athe{i!state's eorrectional operations., and leads to. each:.;, ·.y,,
institution devaropiilg: :its}o,m independent progra:.m. often:; unaware of what ; :if
the other three:th1sti.t-:.".tions are doing.· :· ·
-:,';-~:::f/:'_J~.,:. :: :;· . ·
.)~:;/·~~iti~:~~r:~. ~:·? ··>.): . .
\ -·
-~ \· i:~·~·;)~J:--:;\'.ft:r~-:\'(~-:: .
-~ /
Among other advantages. of" a single program, instead.of four separate
programs,. would·,~.the possible sharing of __ a limited supply of profes-sional personnel,'.' such as clinical osychologists ,· social workers, and. in•
service trairiing ~offi rers. · St~ch personnel might be shared between insti-tutions, if feasi1:>l.e, or retained on ·some sort of .rotation-basis among the,
institt'!.tibns·,. a~\~east in a consu1tative capaci-ty..,
·:
-- •'\' ., ._ : :,

Jfftit:{f~:./ii~I':lt{f;t;tt:iiwt:itti;f., .... ·_

.

--~

0

··•i•·•_

,·. ·t---~i_':Jt; ..

.

·;S --':_>,;-"

2. THERE IS A_ .NEED FOR INCREASED. E:MPflaSIS ON THE DEVEIDPMENT OF EDUCATION, .
VOCATIONAL TRAINim; MENI'AL HYGIENE, AND COUNSELING AT EACH INSTITUTION, WITH.
SPECIAL CONCENTRATION AT· THE1 TRAINING- SCHOOLS AND THE REFORMATOU •.
.
. · _·;,:Ji1;~;;t:i;:.t'r;f.,:'.?,i,·~fJif!~tif r,::, .-.- - _._., •:·-· ./ .._.-·.:-:<;•·,~f-~:~(f:•1H4/t:
i~_iyx:1{Z.'\;c
* It is generally :agreed· that···these programs. are of great ·assistan~ iri •'·:) ·, ~•-•·''
return~ng im:-.ates successf'::!!Y_ t~ society. The ~stitutions themselve~
.
recognize., this ~d:-.have .made··sJJD1.lar recommendations.:;_;::'> . :_-:
'<•:\\+\: ,. ·_·

·.ix :;:,

r·~-

*

One-third of· theif1inmates ·of -the ·penitentiary 'served·- at least 'one· ·t·erm -''.'.::-•'·~}: '-:'. :-_ : _·
in the reformatory •.- .. Almost,20. per . cent have served at -1east one sentence
at the boys•· scfuio1;·.. ,. Measures should be taken to-decrease this. "gradua•
tion". ,-:'An_ expansion ·of 'the\ve>cational training;· educationt · and mental
health services at:the training schools and reformatory level ~ be:·one
v to do· 1·t • ·•-,,,;
i'l""'-~~--•
~, ··
na._,
.. -~.r..,·,f,.st-i•

-

....

.....

. )!!ti-, ' '_-,~
~

- -....i-.-li,y....--i-nd
...ust~ial'' expansion·

should contaip adequate safeguards for.
private industry and.free labor;.a joint institut16nal industries advisory
board composed of-representatives of iu~gement_and organized_ labor-might· be
of assistance in this>respe ct.,

2 ...

""

t
J.}

It costs the state from Sl,200 ~o $1,500 per year to keep an inmate in
· a correctional institution. lHth the adoption of the forty-hour w.eek and
necessary staff expansion, the cost will be even higher. Program improve-·
ments at the training school and reformatory 1eve1, where the average stay
is much shorter than at the penitentiary, :rsay dec=-ease the expected population growth at the penitentiary,. thereby saving the state a great deal
of money •. <In addit:ion,. there are:.the ad.ded. savings to society from chang-. ·
ing ,a youthfuL of.fender into a useful, productive citizen. t, ·.
,,
-

.. . ,;·.~:";

.•...

:\:<.,,<··:-::·•

,..
:•·-·.•·t,'

• .· .. " -~-:•.;.""r.t:,,i~:•,_" ;.
··,: :··!~:;,_;,.:f~:·Jjf1.~N-;·.'··~·

:

, ;
--~~---

.••. ,.-~.:·.:·~.·.:.:.._-_·.,:...·.'···.•.."··"•;

~·.::::.·

r'-.,t

None of the fot:r institutions has- 'an. academic program that ·extends through·:
,,,~ high school. The girls' school is the only institution with vocational
~~:/:.training tied in with the academic·. program. •. ,. Yocational training at the
'.\!-\other three'.·institutions,~-what. there is o:f :i~;:·is-tied ·in with maintenance~
. j;;;\.iridu.strial·~:."aruL·farlll ·operationi, vi th: ~ • ac~t-~_yoc~~:1,<>ll.al\teachers
·\',,.

*

t'

f ..

:·•···•,;{~~;~~;:::'~~~i~-4~~~~z~i;~:~~~,~;. ~:·~~j:';~¥;~~:~?·; :·· · ·• ·•·~•·, ., .: i~~~:\?~~~~'.~t~'t1E4J~:~1r;~!<:~f~r~~lt,i/·:
.

. )·;r,i.3 . L:IT.2IS"fDIFF.ICULri,FOR.:,,TBE·,TNSTITUTIONS TO/DO.A GOOD ·JOBIN PREPARING A . :1 \t

-rt,Atiiit'., _
TO
~~URNING_HlM,:TO.~-£K~4~~f~1~/~f:••··'\j~:ii,?I:~fft'·~:~~:~;}_i,f~ifXi~~i;d~t·,~',

. MAN FORLRETURH&To,:soc;IETYt,liHEN;,SENTENCES oo NOT>coR.RESPOND To THE LENGTH oF _
TIME AN' OFFENDElLMAL';NEJID•:
·~g CONFINED BEFORE THERE IS A CHANCE OF .sue CESS-·

f.~· .

:: '. .,,
4
FULLY
~'.•'';{.
· . * '{It :makes:: .difficult cfor,the parole board .and thec:parole department ·if,·.<:_<,,:;.)
. ~: first ,',',t~he~,bo,ar._di:is._-faced,.]ri th having. to parole a :man..who llas. served his
·" t-fme-iand_ has~0iristitutu,ml~\7:equirements ,·~· even though~.he is -ne>tiready::for :;::?~?:?· release~~and:,. second;:-df·a the ·parole• department has . to _supervise·. off.enders who :·/· ...
~

';;\~{Ilr

.*

:~;~~t-tl/:/:{{~_/!~tl~\}:!~?~i?{i:?~~til.:111lti~,tifliI~jif{t~~~··.·•.

shoul~;;~;;;;:;~in~~:!ftw~::\ ~s~f
, It does·.theoffender·an injustice<·i£,he might successfully'·be·•:returned :·;
to society :but cannot because of the length oi his mini.mum sentence. above \,:':::Ji>

>~;;;:~g;_

;i~7-:-~,,;~:~%~rf

;~:·.,f:'.i~i':'?}~?f:~:1fr:r](~i?:~:{[i~~r~}]:;~~~~1~:s,:'.~·~rii~~i; .

·. :•··•• t~:•;,~:]•f
~X:,._t.he crime_. .
* · I t does society an injustice if offenders are released, even ··under·parole:-,;"_~:'~~"
supervision, who are certain DJt to make a satisfactory. adjustment on the : ::: , ·, ·

. :~t~'.u~

CORBECTI~::~~:~!!1~~!t!f ·. ·zt~r

miARDIN~ THE
. AND/0~ ARCHAIC·;/ .IN SOME.:I~TANCES, THE. STATUTES NEED;.TO· BE CHANGED
LAWS SHOULD EITHER. JE,'ENFOR.:CED·OR.: REPEALED •.
' ~ ':'yf;_ :(~_,)--1"\~s.r~<.~···~'3•···
.::,., ; ..
. i ·. *
See· Section.,;II;ofE.this!·report for recommendations •..

OTHER.

<

;)-.•~;~:~4~·--1t£~~~~~~i~i:~~~,\~iiD,

0
:' R G~· .•

OF

INSTITUTIONAL FACILITY

~-~ft!r~04iI1~~Jtttr,~::··}J?r+~~~t}tr;:1~r{::7;;:·~i/';:·';:;?}f.::,{;Rt{st.:;:::.,?t~;,~/:.

• . There· is· no. program' :for' these girls at the Denver county jail which
.... present... is: designated as the reformatory for vomen.
....· ... , •
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·,There- are no facilities.·,for·these·girls at the -girls' training school,
,. . although the 1aws ai; P!esent allow coDIDi tment there of girls between the
1

,;, ·ages. of,·_18_,am . 21i:;t f\{:,, /...
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There·is some-question as to the advisability of keE:Ping many of these
girls on probation merely because there is no place to send them. This, ;_-.<-> ·:.
, in and .of. i-tse1£;::-is: hardly··a cr1:terion .for granting probation •. , <i:,· ·.....·,:•:~.t'.::
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6.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS:: INDICATES THAT THERE I~ A DEFINITE NEED FOR
UNIFOR..\f MINIMUM PROBATION STAN>AR.DS, APPLIED ON A STA.TE-WIDE BASIS,• COUPLED
WITH Ai.~ EXTENSION OF PROBATION SERVICES.
,·
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Probation servi ces,<for,both adults. and·juveniles leave much to be desired
outside of the.metropolitan Denver area and the more populated centers, such
as Pueblo,· both:::;iii{theigranting of probation and the provision of~ qualified
full-time probati<>n officers, fpr adequate supervision •. The success. of.
··
the pro bationi·sy~t~m- so: far.~~;iconsidering_ the lack of._ full-time qual;fied
··•persorineLiri:s'om~areas{ofJ~heiistate·,\fis;,~an-s;indic'atioii>:of· its' poteAtial.. .

· - . ~, ·"> i:,fi::{$'.' <1.i1~,tf1t,~o;tt1ii,,~~al~-;«''.ti~}~;½.t:i,~w,£}i1,t:~~:,i~:. ,tJiii;,,h;,j.. •.•,·fr:t::fii~W:f;::-·. <>
The;,costtof stlp~rvising·•:ai{"riffendt?r: on pro~H.on, is· about· one-tenth"the:·'. •:; ..·

.cost of institutional· confinement.:::~~ With, the already realized, and anti"". .\.,
· cipated,.increal>eSl:~in.,institutionalJpopulation,': arid: the cos ti· of '.confinement.· .. ·
·: and'1~~~\c?~~ti!{~]g~,otile.i-Kf~ci1.~h-~s'fieff'o~tI: s~~~d'..?8·•· ajd: ;to. extend·,;~··;{
pro bat'ion·:.servi'.ce · an.d\reduce;;i·ther:cominitment\rate) oC:C· f irst-tl.llle off enders·,·· ·..• •

_;:'.!!~1rm,1:t~¥:."· .·0~~y~ntz~ii~~fi~~E:Jt~~i[;~1~~;f:llt½rs'rb5•\•.

*-'-~-· Expansion ·of>Juvem e·pro
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granted ...,}Wet·

offi rer-:·;:a1-x

:'>/:· ,_·,:· :.: ....

n~~., ··•:!i!!Pt,}J;·J,~':l.~~:t.~~s es ;:r~_siµ t,· in; PZ:.?ba~ion _be~g_ ":} ij •',,; <\ .

' More·i_~~e:5<:),::

. ,.

oni<'services'also' ,should not·'·be overlooked; :

·

· wrt1est,havefat':l~ast.·:one,e_full;;;,t1me probation ,· :-:\. :. ,;-;
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7. _.. IT, ·IS DIFFICUL'?°'•IN:1:IWEXTREME TO ·MEASURE ACCURATELY THE SUCCESS OR·. .
'°FAILURE OF A OORmCTIONAV.PR.OGRA.K,;'ESPECIAILY.BY THE RATE OF PARO°LE VIOLATION
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An expanded successfhl .probation program WOt:.ld mean.'that 'the institutions

would get the nore malad ·usted, difficult offenders. The rate of parole
violation and or(r:ec1ciivism. .with ,this . group of offenders. would ·be. expected
to be higher.,1~,This'rateoffincrease''would not necessarily ._be the fault of ·,>.::: · , . '
the, ins'ti tutio ' ~ · rogram ,''• ,· - ·. =·f, >''·,
· · , . ,:--'~::..,· ··iJ,1 ,,aj>i'P'tli!:', 1 '";J,.ff,::: ·;_p ,J.d,-.=l'- ; :
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-Other factors. es1des· the ,·success· ·OI" fa1lure ·of· the· institutional program':?:· . : '·•·~'.~,
may cause parole1;violation:.or another. offense, after parole is successfully: -< _·
. completecf.

_..: *
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lack•of· adequate,parole-,superv:i:.sion, because·of'-'increas·ed case loads :,.·'\<,/ ·
. ;,,
per parole officer 2 could also cause parole failure... ... .
.. ,
,; ,·>·,.)~>;::'.·:·
,
' '
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8.;IiEITHERTHE":DErARTMENTr..., F:tINSTITUTIONS.SHOULD'B!":;GIVEN THE STAFF AND.
_/<,FUNDS· TO.':PERFORM'ITS.-FUNCTIONS_,AS"OUTLINED BY. STATUTE. OR . THE STATUTES SHOULD
. ,BE-REPEALEI>.fAND ,THE;:DEPARTMENTi.-AB>LISHED
NEW
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Some Totmed.iate Problems and Alternatives
1 •. Establishment of a facility for female offenders of reformatory age.
_-.-~ '., __.- J.-1~
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There· are-: severa1: possible approaches to this prob1em. Chntinued use. of ..
the Denver· coW1ty~jail should not be recommended, because. of. the lack of staff :'.,
and facilities for.providing a· program for state charges confined there._: Warden
James Dolliver .of the Denver- county ·jail told the group assembled. <!.t_ the annual . _
meeting of >the. Colorado Parole: and· Pro~tion _Officers 1 - Associa_tioIL: in GleIIWood r:, ·. :·.
SP,_1"ings.in September,.1956, that his -institution. could not:.provide;,:an_ adequate,:,:;/_·
program.. for=;-~formatory~age -~1:s.c confj."ned, there~.;:.:f~'\_:,.,'.::..,j;.;:;;;:Ji\.:f:~l'i~~'.1-'<i~ .;;:_,~;,,>;'i;.:., l:i:~iff ·
.·_ ~, · · · ;, , ..;, .;;;,,,;,i~r:', ~ tI? ··EY:>Y.i:#($\'.~, :?'.i :;~'ffii1t'i::;~~s .· ,: · .; /,,,;,';- •;;,~~~ i.l,,,.i,;:j:::~liV.-:~i;w.:i~i~flt> ;)j) : ;; ⇒,:,~I~jt:Ji::;
·_· ./:, ' If.: the: cilntiinied ':inten:tion'-of .'the{Genera1 Ass~bly-'is~· to'• hav~-ithese .• -_ glris'.:~:r~:_:t;k: .
·confined· at--the-girl.s't:train:fug_schooiifunds -shou1d:.be provided :to\,build fa.cil-'.if{;_
i ties to house.· them.. andf:to/set._ up,a program. forio.them at . that: institution.:{',: . ),)\b.?~:;f!{
"'·.·•~:. :):t,;~1))~,if,;,~' . . . . . _···•ft~➔~~~tj'):,'•, :;,, ~,-.: ;· J' ~: ;i;{t#;. 1·'·:\ .· ~\:::);~{I·.~M,,;ii:!~f~f~ti"J~~~~'.~
. .It. would::
. _ ~"' oo)costly for, the state to build its olfll,·.separate·:Tnsti~(':',
·tution ·fors:,these:•g:ir1s}ji:,'eciiuse,.thereprobably vould.not.
of:· them·_co:~~,,<,)f .
. fined durin&;;'.:the";inext/£ev••tyears·,- to make it economically f easib1e. -": A possible {;ff}f't:f
solution 'would-:;b~{the,:bu:i.idin.g·· 0£·, 'an· institution·jo:intly vi th' other western :'.:??~'.J~_:-:
· states through:Jm~?interstate,compact.; This institution cou1d. b~:located. in °/{"ift;~:-··
Co~ora~o or:intari~tl:l~r. _s~te; and might- have s~t~:: f:cilities~?f-::~~-: ~am'.e,inj-J:}i~¥;:,:
st1 tution for females of. ;both reformatory- and pe_nitent1ary""age.i·,ti:':i.;;;,.,ir.;.~,c~~;~,;.:;, :-,,'.:;Afthfi' • ',>

be(enough
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If such·;an institution were bui1t,::c:the women's ·department of, the:peniten~ ~ 'tt:/ ·
tiary-which;,'Warden .. Tinsley_~feels is a security problem because of_ its. location \f'.!{
adjacent to-t_h~_.mai:n_ prispn--could be closed ~o~.~ th~ ~~e~: :~rans_ferre~. ;-.";~;t
, . ·-- (e,;~i,It~tt -t..,,t.~:4~iJ.:'\, . .;..
. _;.:~..;,,-,,.~, :,.. f,-;~~l-~,:~\ ,. - ._ :.'t -r~ ~-· •',"~ i...:~\-1~- ,.x:.;t?m.:.;.;,:'::1~:. :.I _ _ .
2. Establishment 'of'
integrated farm and industries. program. 0~,;C;,. ':t~,~~:·:;:r,:,':l;~t,J> .
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This program could.be set up by making use. of_existing:statutes which give)'.{,=·
the Department of .OPublic, Institutions· the authority to coordinate· pr,ison :in- c.~,,5/i.}>

t

duS ~i-~~· ..

~}}{2: -~\:f;}t~:J1i~;?\-;t'~}~:. . , ;, .-••.' :{tfit/.~::·:.<:'. :t:i·t}Xtt~}M{f~!~iti;~?\[r!ti1:_
0

. ¥ this.were dooe;·;,'.a:'.well-qt:ali£ied person .shocl.d be added\to:,the;staff ;;,.~;;;IJ;jl.,{::
·of the Director·of •Ptwlic/Imtitutions-,~d- two"'statritory changes:woul.d-be ·,. ....:.;,)~;~.'.~;;T
desirable~ The first> change wocl.d be necessary to bring .farms, and. agricul tura.1 :;?\·;/ .
·; -/production underthe:department. 1 s contro1,: and th~.second 119u1d:remove the'.· ,,~;'-:;{},,-:;;:.:;_
stipulation,that. a.11/~go~s.·,be_.: sold "at. or near: prevailing .market 'Fie.es" ~f;:,,,/t'· i'Ef:i,
. ; C ,_,_' ;f" .,.\.

.:·; ?,f.~, ','/}" ·.11:;1•i'fJ,~;y: ;-tJ. t<·· '; :' .1'.,:·t:,,,::,i~,·; ;'. ,,;:/\,:t·t~}f/-:fJ;'-•~( {~B.c!'.:;.{\:;iditiif:~ }-t~*-5..:-t),if.

.. ~·1:~? .·

<

.';. :::;.,. Another: a1ternative~.':iJf\:.this _program· is- considered desirable,\would · be ~o:{"i/;9
set·.it up in._ the-Controller.!s ·office as: part.of a:·.division :of imtitutional ser.Z\\j·
vices,. and ·to:·_repea1·"the.::sta~utes giving this authority. to the Department .of __.·,,_t,Xi:
0
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. ,,There are..two £urthertdecisions to be made in regard to a farm:-and indus-.<·;,·
_tries program.;:;·: First;};sJiould .'this program .take in ·a11 inst1 tutions _on the pro_;'.".
duction end,- ..or just,thefcorrectiona1·.institutions?Second, should ·action be. _ '.
taken. to. integrate thiS:~program -now,.· 0Ti;shou1d it. be del.ayed unti1 decisions ·
have been_ made··· on·_wha~;<>yer-all,,'7hanges,ai-e, needed_in the _state,.,.•,.s_.. "·-,.,..,_.
c-.•.. ,L-:'."',;o-,•.-, .
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3.

Uniform minimum state probation standards and extension of probation
services .. -

Preliminary.analysis .in:dicates that the setting of minimum standards might
increase the quality of probation servi (:eS outside of the metropolitan area and.
the more·populated districts,:and(count:i.es. :·At. the present time, most:;judges
are oppos_ed~to a.'centralizedt'.probation s·ystem, espe.cially for adults. '}What
::
might· be_ done· instead would: b·e;;;;:th'e·· combining;of some districts for probation ser-·
.►
vice only~,thus insuringl· eaci-Jfdistri ct .oi, thefservices of, a· qualified/'- ful.~~
.
;~ time· pro bat ion: :offic·er.;~f Thist"expanded probation servic_e ~for·. adtil t offenders
. :ft _,
.. might; i,e:'financed by}sta'.te>graiits~in-aid; to/the;]udicial 'districts,. if minimum . .
··:\:\;'(.-.
•. ": standards .are met-;J/."Atgrant-:tn.:ucr::prograin'..'m1ght'- be"~justified on the grourids:-c: ' :
. .'-' <V .
ff.tha.t f_or;ey~~~£,f~eiider;ion}probation/L!~~state pr,esently,is :~aY,_i~g- Dl~~~Yf;a.t·)/ .: ;)::·~:~r;./~
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· -i.1/'tj;Out•;the:·,·sta·te'.;t~Oth811POSSibi!ities:/inc·lude\t_hecreation :Of'/regionai':juvenile ,';:t,S}:;,,',,:··;/:·.,~·).:;'. :·:

4.

Qual1fi-edrtea.chingp testing,''and. counseling personnel ·at''.the four·:: ···•·· ·· .,_,.

·

· .•

-H~~:: : : ic:.1:F2~~~,~~!~zr~r~";;:~rf!!t:trJ:g~~i{!t·'i~~~~~';.);:::•·.~.•

pendent upon these~-.four{things:.~l_First',"-.the:,institution' s,.opinion as:..to need, -· .;" ..
as may be--:translated·;thr.ough its·:budget request; second,. the appropriation to '.>
. ·. hire suchpersoimeif:&third; a.civil service:pay classification.- which will enable
. -~the ins titut ion~ to'l.hl±e;~:qualified}'personnel, once they-:J1ive the: money; ~;i and::/f ·;
. ·:· fourth, the availability_ of qualified personnel willing<to :work at· the estabifsh-,i
:e::ed pay rate .. (It ·is.l~epo,rte~,;tha:b:'present pay_scales and classificationproce-. ,.
;":;/dUl"es :rr:..ake· it diff:i#tfto:·:hirefq_tial.ified·personneLto fill these·- jobs at the . ;,,,,,:~"-·'"·"·'•
,,,i;,:institutiom"';~ evenlwfien?~~ppropr;ation~:to~ do! so are :·available.) .
-·
7
·:~-;~·. ;c:;: ;"·.'. ·. .· ·· ' >:\ ·,~-; J-t'~\\~.ltt'j~~~!l. .. . .· -... ,
tt\-' f.1;itf';;
ftL;.'/:;,/,'{· · .It-· might·, be--. 'de~fra?tee ,t:o:::pro;~idetthe 'Department· of'>Institut ions
'f.'ij!qualified' staff officerlin: charga{of:{classiiication and··training, to assist .
}t}t~;~the institutions jn?deyelc:>ping:,;th~se·programs-~·: .,·, This'is:·a job. now being capably
>., .done by Dr~" EllisfGrahain''of,fthe'.fstaff,·,of· the-';State ·. Department· of' Education.
The--addition!of :thiitf,positioiiS'tofthe'"Department•of . Institutions·.· staff . would ':5?t-t/.· .
t .. help-:.to-~ c'entralize:rservi"ces::f"oE,tcorrectional:'-·institu.tions•;with1n·•·one agency,':?/•~/·<:.
°\ ~--'especially; if:a
,and indus*ies\program were to bci(:coordiriated by· the same·.\': .. ,
"-'
::::-'.department;._· Againl;:1t~is\implie5;_~·t;hisic·decision ..as ,to.whether or not the : :. : ~:. ..:.,··<\('
D~tmen~, or- •Instiiutioris;~a~~o#ciODStHuted, is the prope[ agencyfori?se

:~trr' :" ~:•,r~,-,•rr·l}itrf
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5.

Adequ.ate parole supervision for juvenile parolees.

It has been pointed out that additional parole personnel is needed at the
juvenile institutions because present case loads =ake it difficult, if not impossible, to give adequate-supervision to all jt!venile parolees.· This supervision
could be a·'deterrent in many cases in the continuance of cri;i,inal acts, especially.•
if home conditions are less.than satisfactory.
·
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.· ·_· ., The 'jµvenile. :institutions. f ~el ·that 'they· shoultl retain this. function:. arid·: ?/:'~:
should also· contii:me:/t~~rdetermine vhen·to · release a··~juvenile ·.on parole .:i ·.They·\:,:s0)};_:;':J .
point out::further~that\they:::CC>uld'do· an adequate· job·o:r·superyision· if•pr.ovid~d/;/:t/t with.· addi tiona.l.t 'personnel!:_t('rhey: believe :that. the pa.role o:f:ficers will•· become . \\f\J\
better acquaint84 rith··tne'::school.· program and the·youngsters';,they=will·supervise'!{
0

. . By· removing:bothpare>Ie ,determination· and·.supervision· :from •the,·juveriile ·',~\.,A-;-:;:;:
. institutions~{.:more!ob,1ec-ti,ve criteria might be us~ hi determining release and~''.;?;(j.'.~
there could} be:lu1.1...;;tim~'re·sident supervision·i.i(districts throughouf ·the :.state'<Ji{,':';
similar to\the- method.:"used _by the adult parole department· .. ,., The iristi tutions ·. t;J.:/'. .
would sti1r·refer •imna.tes· to. the .juvenile parole board -and ·their· recommendatfons>.y; .
would carry-.. weight in the board's decision .... Each institution could _have a parole\-.
o:fficer in residence and·. the other ji.-venile parole of:ficers- could pay periodic :!·"/'' ·
visits to t_he~~institutions ·to become. acquainted both with the program and.the,~/-', ...• :.

yonngs~ers, . ./.

~obl~!i~~:!1i~,:~~t~ifSi'?~J,:f~;%i{~!L

The need for a much better coordinated correctional-·'program. is the ·major ". \)f'~
long range problem~:,°, Consideration and decision-· concerning·_som.e of the problems' y> ·.
. and findings'..:fistecFa.bov:e,·:;:-.ay :bring about su:f:ficient improvement for the present/
and thus delay:;the-~ need. for an_e:f:fective central'agency_ to. coord:f.nate the _totaL•\·::,
.. program t including ciosJra:liaison betwee11 the ins ti tut ion and the probation
/t. .

~:~~?;·:;:~it¥ir~,-~. .

and

:i~-;--\?;:~tt{

;,~t~~~r{,

2:•:::· :~ :·~'.i;;:~< :
parole :f~1t,t~;;#g~~f
•.·cc:·,
In·;the~•long·run,i- h(!Vever-,..: the increase in
:number;of :people going through ·,
the courtsf: either::Y:eceiving· prob~tion or_-being _committed to· an institution, and
.. eventually' being pa.zyled 'rill 'increase 'the need :for _some kind· o:f centralized co- ..
-.·.ordination·and::c:_ontrorl[:;1.~e-magnitude':of ·the correctional program arid all its 2{,~<-.
; aspects·:can-,be.:seen•·:from-:-t_hese :estimates- for 1965;- the end. o:f the· present 10-ye'ar> ·
building program. I, 'lb.ese,·'.esti.mates are •based on expected state population in- . ·: .
. . crease aµd_:assume the present-·commitment rates.without any expansion o:f probation~
.· :.:·services:-,-- penitentiary•.:1;88'Tf· reformatory 472; ·boys' school 283; ·.•girls' schooL:,.: .
· 160; adults on probation'.2,000;.; adults on parole, 2,400; · juveniles on parole 550.
I:f the average ,sentence. at:,;the_-reformatory and boys' school is increased :from .C:/,~i
eight to 12 months,. . there•·vill: be corresponding increase o:f one-half, in ·the -in;;?t
mate population o:£:.,these: t,ro institutions making the prediction for_ the reforma- ·
tory, 708 and·f'or.
· ·
· ·.
•·
:i
·, .. ·•
' ··· · ·
·•
C 'C'C•·'' ' '

<• ,.:~

.

,. ·•..

The basic question involved is ·whether ·or not the juvenile.·parole' functiqn ~}- ·
should,. continue to. be part:of .the insti~t_ional·program, tr-ansferz:ed to some other. agency,: or JC?: a ne.i ~gency se:t:·~p- expressly for: thi_s pur.pose~ ...·.; ;}/; '/: .:,_;,_._ · ..
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The q:.!estion that must beanswered sooner or later is:
have a central agency to sup;rvise corrections?
First,. the objections to a central correctional agency.
..,.~ •. ,.~., ...,, ....; .• .,_

,· ':-·•,.•

t_·.

. ,

~fr~,-~):~·:,.·

c:~~~h;~:; ;~s:.:;~; ;:o;~iJ~L.. .· },: •&:~~;:, . . i ~~( .
. -:·,-~;: :::;}_..;-;i)f:.~:,_ -

·• . Ob je
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Should Colorado

'' ',•,"', --· -

It ·would be :tj_uite~~experisiW-:--to·/set: up a·' well;;.staffed ·centra1-·correctional
amount. to· ·little· mo're
?~f',than the Departme~t\j>f?InstJ.tj.i~ioI1S__ does -~t. present;.; As it is_ ?-ifficult _ to
'f;~/ measure'.·_thejn.icces·s;::-0£.}afcoif.et:tions··,program, can t~is_ ·additionaL expense: be,_ ..

/j.~·/. agency-.· >liithout.:a:L¥~ll~qual'i'fied:itaff';~ tl'le-;agency'would

•4llSi:;?t\~1·~~tt~l~t¾~~t?;~;9;~t,:e;;,~~~~,i,.•~~!:;i,1~t1i·•.·
·\?f.J,,.,:,;-.,..;, __ , 2.-,_ -centra

oblem·o:f ll.llll.ted· ac1l1t1es-;,

i~Ji~tr· •· •,i:~:::.:t'<

~!~::::.~,~;;:~;}fj/.diit~f:,;\,),i~\~f}'¼f$}~~t;';;i;

at·,the .. irati
..
c~_~ssfully~impose :a: program -upon the; institution5 ·. ·
- -if 'the facilities:,
-~~ . _equirements.fare·,·110t:: sufficient" to carry: it· out.-\,-·:·:< ,
.-(Data from,,othe-r:{~
f'supp~fts"tt~his'.''conten1:ion~) _\If/fac1li'ties·and·staff are· :'.\·:i
~,_ provided, ,_won 't,(t:' ,;~
'V&rt''-!;,~"'_rq_bleJI1s:'.a'._nci··~~--·a.''t~njfa1_:a.gency::unnecessary?_._):c:_-···•.

'.:·>· · -A -.c:entra1-"ca
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3. ··
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·

~

~.!t~:%,~:;~J~trJN:;~;i¥:~i:,~~~~~~;~~:-:z;:~~-r~~i1~: ;~ ~~

The :i.nstitutions;.'have·;more/than enough red tape ·now in their, ·a.ealings with •·'
. : .,,_, ·the various- state ·a:·gefi"cies?on'-'iiud:ters-involving purchasing, financial" management,
construction, and personnel, among others. A central. agency would merely add to · ·
the administrati ve:_cllarinels-:):hat' exist and._ cause delay:_and additional paper work. .
.- .- ~ '· --~~~t,:;,;: _;_ ·:, .,tJj·~-f~_i•;, .- ·,:, L--: '.;.;-··- _.' :·:v:/'.i\:'.~i:,}f}:-~:.i;,_f:"-,~~:: ": ·. ·_• -.- ?{,:;!::ii
4. Colorado-·does:: not- have~-su£:ficient':eenal population or' the problems to.• ..
make a central-agency necessary. . .
.,.,; :·~,-,t,:, ." :;.,.--., ,.
0

-.- . ,

· -,:; 1;~1;1:tti;:~f1-r'>f::;~it~i1''~"·~~-,: .•. :-"·._,.· .

,c,,·::. ·.·.--~ C.·i•:·;_· A:~:~:rft',-·::-::, ~.:. \-:,_::}(: ,:::,?:·_-:_:··

.-\/

.••··.

. ·.. A central ~ut1ior_;tyr)ia;y:;",.pe,-)1eeded in' the •. _larger,_s_tates .'such as California'·
·_ . ,or even Inci;ana,·~Ji : loiado·?i;'.::Joo/sma.11 i.to,·:need· an\a~ditiqml. centra1·.:agency •

.!t . ·. _... ~§;1~itfj'.7fc{trii'E{ffs:\'./!i·;·t~!tt!}I~!r:~i~1f[:+?t1·,;rJt1(~i%t;'.';;fp('.f·'k'-ii"}{·t .
5. , A central agency mght''standard1ze procedures too much and not allow ·
-f_;_\~_~J_;_~;_·,':. - ;·: ,,./: enough flexibility- on ,the part of the institutions in developing and
,,.,, ..• ··· · ··:_·.~administering··their·programs.:·,. ;., ... ·~·-·. ;- .,,,'.:--,-,<·"·,~•-_;,-,,,.,,, -. '-'-•···
· ,':;.,\,:
.,::•.: -'~-•-. ,_: ..... , ;,'.-;::,,; · ',/i~-,.,, ':--• - .

:~{\:,'~?.·:'·
'·-:1'?'.?'~ .·'. :.·..

•·.·~~?',agency,- the•·juvenile,,:institutions might lose their identity and have ··:,.,

·

t.

>;~·;Ji'._

};~~/{{'~;~their iu:o~s~bor~nated .to_ the ad~lt ·ins~itutio ns. .
\,.'c-'':·_·_;:_lr_'._[~;_;_,·:".~.;~.:.,,•·•~,,,_·.~.}.
;, ,:'··.·~~y-':~,:(~:~~:.-' //;,:~..,~~1---~~4;,t;~~i~""- =~~J,-,1;:,t~;a.~:-0_/~1~'1«;,:_,F~'?, r;.,"'/,:,_:~~:;:_,.;:,1•,.,~~.':.~•,;r._
-· ,-~
P·_,'I,._"~~ • ~-· •
•
'~•
-;·- 7 •}. Solution·o:f"'the ·various small-"problems and ·correction 6:f program trouble
;\;spots.wouldmakea-~central agency unnecessary•,.;•:·- . . ~'" _.. ·,.,_-~ .. ",,·•--: ,,.·::-- :,·_:,;,

,-

_•.-.··•--_·•·:··:"_i..'_•.·.:_:,,'·-'..·_.__·._i•··-.·..·,_.·:_,_:_••::··_;_·_-_··:··.·:·-:_~_,_'.····.:~_·_.-'".-_.··.

.: ~J~::'~~~e!b~:=~!:~~t~~-~{i~if~~f;4.~w,~~?~¥"t~~~
lifith·- the increased correctional needs'and·a,-limit"on_: the resources available . , ...
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This planning would allow allocation of resources to the institutions on the
basis of overall goals rather than on an individ~al institttional basis. If
this is done, there is less chance that any part of the program would be slighted or any institution make gains at the expense of the others.
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2.

Elimination of di.!plication of effort and facilities~

· The centra1 ·agency would not have to be another administrative _channel for
the institutions to go-through. Rather,: if properly organized, it could funnel
and ··,expedite procedures, involving personnel, purchasing, finance etc., and
give the institutions one agency to deal'irith on.the state.level•instead of

_:.)fi:f;i{;\If~~:4\\1::··J{}?:l~i-

s~~ral.~·::·f:.\~~:_);~i~:t~~~L\l'·.:~_J:~·:/:
.,
_•,:r:;:1;;1;.!\~.'.':i''t.
·' ·· ,.
.·:::.• The central::: agenc;y' wouid be/able to curtail-:-the neecl for · new facilities by_.,>::
avoiding :duplication.}/For.·:example/':setting up one~-classification and admission~-;'.}-?
center for the,·penitentia.ry~ .the new medium security institution and the refor-)\}
matory, and--with-·,the.;,•cooperation.of<the parole department--use;of.:the same pre-_/:-,
parole unit for. both/the: penitentiary and. the reformatory. .
. •: 'i,,/J:;; s =:t,·:: :.. , '.. ;;:::;=}t::<
'.• <·· , ;;·•·,>t/f,:~:,.;,~-~;fl i'~~~~t;t-~~i.:it{/{?"''=-~:%'>t'.(;;::-: :':. · ·• .· {i:.%~f;if:&J(;'/·_. ,: ~:':::,t_,~(\j~{~tr~_'\. .
. 3. ·:.,.,·Provi.de·coDJ>etent1~professiona1 ·staff ·services •. '.:'··: . ·-: .~;,-:-;·,,.~ .-~-:·· .: ·- · -.-- ~-;.:,JA·;;.,:,_ .
::;.,::t-:f,,1: ~. :·4J1;,j-~,~~.:5.~~:;,$,~~•-.~/~.l--,;~•.r --• •
•• • ~~ ';~:~• .••;~>,~,\'~~\~~t.'J~:/~f-;}.,<:!?{~~:~:,•;.·~~~~•,: '••
•
It wow.d'_,be.•foostJ.i'. and. perhaps. not necessary: to maintain· in residence at . .
all the instithtions 1suc:h tpersonnel as professional. dieticians 1 ·training officers, ,
and complete/psychiatric: teams. These-services could be' provided ·the institution,
on an advisory and consul.tive basis. In addition; the.· central agency: could pro- .
vi.de supervision and consultation on fiscal matters, ·the farm and industry-·program'
· and education and vocational training, as well as devising a system of sharing.•··-,,\-.<
professiona1"per~~-~el." be~een institutions whenever feasible. -. . -·::_': :'., · :.. __.·. ·:

::i!t}f\
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4. A central.: agenc;i·:will not take; responsibility away:from .the· :inst1.'tutio~,' .
.; but will assist. them in carrying ont their- frnctions. · · :- :·
-
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: :·\

~-,,;,,,\·_\:-..

,:.:~~~\ .... '

It would not- be .the intention or pt.rpose of the central agency·to interfere
with the control. of the wardens and.. superintendents. ·. The agency's :function is to.· ·
develop· common goals- and, give _ass is tan~ .to the institutions in ·carI"'Jing out.· <,·.\:';'
th
eir~ pr~-gi:0}:~·~;(\~/~i~~3litt±l{{~~f.{'.'})~£~i~\;~./1:~ifJti\I~;\1tith:f
5. Provide centralized statistics· and records control.:, ' ''.!:':'/:.::~\ !' '."''''/ .· \;'."< · .
··., -.,: : ·. ·- - . . ., ·- -~-,-.,_ ..·..
~ .:.,, . , :• . , _;:_- ~;..:_:;U>:~_}.<:,?' . . i_~\ft~t(:: A centrabagency-, could standardize, report1.ng procedures-' involving various '_,:/·:
kinds of imnate and inst:itutiona.1 data.'.:.'.'.A method. of central.' collection ·could be\:;;
set up, which. :would eve'ntually have .enough data: for various research projects.·)<{/{
and analysis.- . · Standardized records and centra1 contro1s would eliminate the · _.. :~'. - }
duplication '0£._effort :on,·the -part of institutions in compiling complete·:case - ·<<•,: :
, ·histories on. -i.mnates>on,,:whOm,·this was ~eady done by another state correctiona1 .• _ .

J~1:~jt~;f+~}~};;

-~_;;, •;:,
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institution;~~~;·i~:~\:_;J;f!i~t;%,~i;~(/ -~ .
6.
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Utilization of")ersonnel and facilities.

:_} . .· ·
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..;"}~f{';f
,:':2"

. While·-'it\s:.t~~:'tb~-~ :d!ntraL ~~~ncy needs adequate facilities· arid -staff.
on .the institutional.levei.:,~-the arguments above and the experience in.other
;
states.indicate .that;given.-the ·necessary_ facilities and. staff, a ·central correct- _
ional. agency~c~·make\:~etter use, of them through planning and avoiding duplication •
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Closer liaison with parole and erobation agencies.

7.
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. A central. age_p,cy.~-:ca,n; effect:.:..clos~r liaison,with ·:the probation and parole

agencies than the :i~d;Lvidual agenc1es _can, _themselves~ : ::_This- ·liaison·-could come
about through top level agreements and understanding of goals and purposes and
the cooperation il'! ;;;t.ll~~t~c~Ju,tion.~o:f :.c.omm_on_ -~_prvb_ lems.; ,:. ·- _, ._ •:,,.,:: _,, .·-~~--·-., ,;LZt;,.·' , ~:
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;!,iexistin .de artmen
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~:~~ien;~i!i~t~"tj.?4-P~:t:..edo{P9 .,....a.,1,9~'.'l:ncr.easepi,:ofi,±ne{i:co~ec:ti_pnaJ.:<:institutions· ·

_:;~,:.n_~~:tti~P~9~~~A9>r.\~:'~1/!aridi~a.te, :the,;,need~,fo:-';a,;rc:s~~:at~::r~gency~;;rSuch ·'

~ !!,,gep.~Y.''i:i;:t. ~~ P.!'..2!~JP.ftf,~t,~,P~t1-i:t;,1ha~.:..on81. set·;,up,.,.1u.:thin>-.an ...exist xng.:depa;r;:1:ment,

'b~c~~ei~th~~1-.4A!t~!~-it.9!·Pf~~i~~£~ssionaJ.":;-,staf'f' -IcS.ervices:;which ,might:rdupl:i-:
.;;;:; ca.t,~:!l~?'flf:.!~\~~Jl!-'R!#Yi;.!i~~:~~:tal>li'!hed-.de~rtment?·~'-1rl_1e::, al:ternative: -~~~~ , :. ,, ·,, ,.. ;; .•
;·,t~ b!o!?;:9'~J.;~;1-J!;t~::.-~~,rr~~~&(,9~.9':'P1es,.~enc1.es;. butt s~htpract-icei:would ,partiall.y. ~-_..
trti~?,egate•:. the;~justificatlon•::fc>~iatsepara te agency. _/ It ,f~;;'possible thab.Colorador.l: '?\ . ... ·'~,;:
. ··.::nll 'eventually beJlarge 'enoii'~'Xto:; eonsider:.an' independent' department. 'of'' corrections' ·.. ·•"
;.;,{but it doesn''t:necessarily:· ne~gne.t,now-..1::i·]i:ts· .£::1-ari;i~tfo&-==~o• 'Ho-l'±'.s:si:.Ei"'f:l" :, ~a:.·.·•. . . .' ~v,;,,~ ·• -··\\ •·
·,: .\·~i,;ftf: t{j_tW::i~.;JfrJ~ .· . . ::~J-· . . -.~ . - •. .. ..:~Ji~i=:,0r·;i~f;.:;ic~,,,;Ef~;.;:~;:)i)r·1"c\\!<.'.. : .-.. ~;: ·•:;.•:;~}-1//:iJf:ft~t.
· ; ,:;~; ., Po;:;sibili.tie
~·~•~ ·
~•-~Y11-:l1Pt:wi.thiri~.exis-ting:·depa.rtlrien.t:&:;-;ihclude : · ,, .: . < ··
.. : the~. ~~~t?.J.~-~t;Rff!~~i~!io,~~"~h~De~~t~ 0£-t Eclµcati.o?~rs~~h~ ·Depa_~entt~-o_:£ ..
-t~RC?,.;~ l!~.f..gg .Rr;111.!:t9ff,ige_;,gf.fJbtc£~n'!.:oller-;n Al.though!_ 1.~;1s '.d:on&.ii.n:: some. other
£:oi:l!~!~~.P:t ~1!r_e.1i1-,.s;ti~1~nP~~~i~¥Jomi:-94.son ,,rhy~~:'.C,o1orad0,;.a:rce.n.tr.i·:L-eorrect:fons .
. agency· should: be .placed nth1ne:.e1ther ,the education or· welfare departments •. ,It . . • .
is possib_~tt that .::th~\c::orrec,tional; agenc;y. might ..·be'.: buried_. under those circumstances.\; . ,:,
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Depart;-:.ent of Institutions. The Department of Institutions remains a good
possibility~ because of the area of its ~ain activity and because existing sta~
tutes providea frarework for settin~ up a correctional division. Specifically
(3-11-3) which states that "the eovernor r:::ay appoint such other.personnel subject to civil service law and within the departr:ental appropriation, as he feels
necessary for operation of the department". Also to be considered are the statutes cited ,in Section II outlining the de.ties of the director: of the department
in respect~: to the· institutions, and pr:ison ind-...:stries.
·t,1 /~:·\t:>
·..:_:/5:~::.r .t;; ·
- One , drawback· to· placing the correc,tional di vision ri thin the Department
of Institutions is-the present method of. appointment and-the salary scale of the
director~· .·In the. past; the position of director has been primarily a political ·
appointment and is subject ,to reflecting a change. in administrations .. ,. The sal.;.
ary:set for.this,position,is$8,500 which makes it.impossible to attract;a·,
,<.\.;:t ·
well;.quali£ied._~/%;,:th~-jqb_..;,:/lhis.,salary l~\".also -imposes _.a lesser,:limi~ ;,>,;Y, -~
on_ the.-man: chosenttq,jfhead-the-;; correctional._division. and upon. hi~_· subordinates./,·:(\\(
· It is ·obvious~:Jhatfcompetent''ttel1-qualified personnel. cannot·be~ recruited .itnder{{}"_T
, - ~... .y. . .
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is considered/thefproper,:agency~~for. -, .. correctional di vision,<these. are ;_alternative _. ·.·
....

methods

o, •.. '

a. ·( Provision;of';''aJ.l\; central staff ~.::fervices',:arid.' supervision: vi th:in . the· <. ·/::·~1-~.:.L~
_"'divi~~.oi;P1tl'hese(~taffservicesmight/include· .• farm-anci.in4u~try.r;;:,:.h)?()~)I\-Y
· iprogram.iT.classification and training, ,.food. and _nutrition,-rrecords•,i·;•tt:tLr
and' statistics:/i.and_ business•·management~.-among others~·-.-:,;>{\.J,·,.;;;_L~--3fJ·:'£~{tt1~t,-: ..
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. , b ..... A director and •a·• sEall staff to administer and suoervise. the, correc- · \-,_;,;;~;>
-·.
_tions ·'pro~ with: the services to be provided by- the depar~ent._as, ,,·;},iWJ:t
·· ·a whole. under the .director of_ co·rrections in"'."so-far · as . they:, apply : · , .·•L, -'
to the correctiona1 program. ·
·
. · · .:fs;\\(,
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A.division ofthe.'departr.entC>finstitutions.cinto three functional _·ti.1:,,.
uni ts: corrections, nenta1 heal th, and welfare insti tt1tions. Under ,:\::.,fj;,
, this arrangenent:_eachdivision would beCresponsible £or its program
· an.dts_ome~services_)dth the remainder to be provided by:;the;depart:.. __ jt,:;.;;J.

·<:t:~F_:L ·

:::;i~iit\.',:)'.~f~tJg:;~,{}~?~}t{.~~:!;~{if~,-, -~~-~~••-·-

·. -~ ·:·1!1,e1ti~t;;._-tt~tf}t~J:~other:· divisi~n_.•
. Office of Controller.,::.L:The office of' the_·controller might~also be ·the place ·-:,:;.·_
to set up a division 0£ iristitutional/management;~of.;Yhich corrections would be ';,;:/3;:'.
·. one agency;:.,,.The:possib1e:·organizatioii,o:f· . this:division and}the correctional . - :)t::tlr'
, agency. wou1d·'.b~f~ppro~tely; s~r:iJo:.'.~stablishmen-t:'Jllld~i\'th~.;~epartment, 0£./f~:'{.

.

. .- . Provisions, of': the·•·wminfstrative code appear: to make .it possible· to set up ::(~•::>
a division of institutional: management within.the: office. of the controller·~'-_-:' ..tt!::
Section J·-3-1-states;in':part ..that
and-·duties.of' the ·divrsi·on of ac~:i:.<t/.
counts and control __sha11:·be:-··~.:\
J-,.()i> ·.: ·
- ·;, · · :(;'t:-/.~_.,.· .... , "', ·. · :;,J{{;j;'

the.powers
. . . . __ .,. . /'}~--~; ..';t/1~~!t:d,2:~;•::·. ._ ,:r.)::_;r;\: .,

··" _,; -/. :irl;.:,JU.~
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_ · ~ · _.· (1)_ to. ~~ep:in ·continuous· touch.with the opera~ons, ._needs, .plans of_.,· ..:•).,;; {;

~ti.;~[7~:r~lt1iltS:ttr~

.·-.:···, :;i: -. ~:1

:s~tt½j})'.<·: _;:,: ~-~~/4:;~f;~ttits.~\\-~\\:;::.\it[;:\~~, -"

:~tz.ic,t:t ~-. . _ .
· (2) · apprai:S_e·~qual_~tj/and quantitY.•:~t:;services ·rendered ,by each .depart-:,;,.;.;~·,t/)i

...

...

men1:'aixtagency{aDd the need~'£or such services and

nevci•)td, 'T~'.

(3) tc tlevelop plans for iEprovecents and econonies in organization

a:1d operation of depart~ents and install such plans a3 are. approved
by the respective heads of departnents or as are directed.to be

;., °"" '

installed by· the. governor or the General Assembly.
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(4) to develop.''in·cooperation with ·the several_ departments compr~hen. si ve, :long range plans for capi tai::improvements and the mearis lor
. ,.:::r/
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~ 2.-:~~~-Should; botn<juveni.18-" and' adtilt-·:insti tutions be. under"the same·;·ceii-'0 ,·.
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Somen1uthorit1e ;On/ e inquenc~(programs 'an . JUVenile'institutions}'object::."':tl 1
,_,strongly::::fo· ihavii£~PaY:'c'ombinedlcorrectional 'agency'. fe>r' 'both . juveniles. and-'.adul ts Y\\}·'./\}~(-►
iit is- explainedqt.li~:fl'Jl1V8~Jes?coiistltute>a'f completely~ dif~erent. problem' from.
/
+adttlt:offendersran&tfha£t··, .. '"iivenile<program'.does':beconie,:subordinated;: to. the
. adult

coz~~r~11(.~. ~:;.,~"'o'gt;~'~

"•;i;···· .·. ' . . ' . .. ·:~~B('.{i;{ii~1}f~:h~1:?,··••···:
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· On·.the;..othe~ . ·. ·... ,,,. some>:-s a_ es'appear to~have ·. ~uccessfully-:combined the two .
for example; -Ind:fan~f,:;}Jisc'ons:i:n·~;?and Rhode·--Island)> At the present or- even in . · .
the next decade_,. oifJ~fit.··doesn't''see;; likely -t~at· Colorado>w-i11-),e ,large enough-.
to waITant two:separat~ a~ericies ·for corrections::·· The·re is·'one exception, however>
· If it is consider~4i~~esirable· to< set up_ a CO!"·muni ty, services program to combat .
·
.'C"~- ,:~, delinquency~ on' theJtcfornmunityFiever ( these programs have been considered successful
.. · . elsewhere), 0 then \thlis{program;could~·be.iricorporated .as .one div.isl.on .o:f a "ji.lVenile '·
agency which wou1d{also'.iriclude(the"'jiivenile·institutions·~'.{.- - ·."'. ·/.\";),. - .
0

; _(t.tt~tit:.:\•:;·;.~;:_:~rttf-:t·, .. · ,,itrc·:·,.··. ;· · --"I2;;:if-.ttff:::t:fF .

Among the alternatives-·to ·a.separate. agency for just the· juvenile
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. a.?·A

·.J;r~?:'.'··•·_
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division",of;:childrens·-s·ervices which would;,also:include 'the jti~,;·.--.,·

< :•c

:·.:,f~~i~i~Jj~~~~~:~~i~,~U~,,t~~~f;1$I~'~se'.]!J~-j~~~~;~~Ii~c ·J.i ~~

· JHf::} ; ~-; .b • •t~..As·· ass is. ant'~direc oz:-.~f.or/Juvenil,.e· programs_ and ,training-schools .;,· ... .;.:;'tC,;.-•

.·il~l: ·••··•··\:';~\;,it"""eW::'lrt~ct,:o,;~A~t:;1rt1~\~fr~ll1!tJ.,lit~i1tt:f{ I~l-• ·
1

t)t.\,·,· c-;~1:~'...A,centr. ;-;~gency\
c,_r;, .. u ,,..1nstitut1ons only',. leaving the Juyeru.le :,:,i~,· -,,:,7.., .., ....1
1...._-~~_,, ·:
;·--·'f.;,:-r .\,. ...i-~:f-training.~schools:;'.to{o'perate:their:.own independent_.programs ;.:at;~i.£,.···•
.·., i~7<•"
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;:~~;\~/;: -. 3_~---!:Shou~df~ither:·paro eoi-probation orboth•·'come· under the centrar-::./ :;~,:__:·.::

:·::t(>L
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This•:is.an::~a·/which:mustbe .explored _more· thoroughly before any;decision .. · .
, ·.. ,...·· can be
As:~ye:t;fthe·:·sta:te{does·
·not'·.;..·
evezi·
have.
a centrali_zed .. probat,ion.
system~
. made-:1;<
-·.
.... ~_,:-.-,,
... ·.
..
...-,..
.
.
. ·,. .
· · nor is the_re- much'·~nthusiasm?-t;oward: setting one UP•:'' Therefore, the question in
. respect toe· integra:~ion o:f pz;_obation into a central correctional agency is- quite
· ~acade!".ic'at- the pr~sent' tiri.e~•'' ~Other';states have. integrated either or~ both their.·
adult and juvenile)'parole,.departnents with their centrai - correctional agency~·
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The next phase of this study should includ3 an ~ysis of the st!Ccess or faih·.re
of this integration to develop soLe criteria !!pon which a decision may be made.
4.

,~

Shotld the central agency have a board of control, an advisory
board, or no board at all?

The effective~ess of boards of control, at least those with part-time members
is questionable. The states that have boarjs of control for their correctional
program either have full-time, qualified and well paid members, or confine their
activities to limited policy makjng leaving the amnjnistrative responsibility to
the director o.f .the agency•~,
-.-'~~;-.·':~:-.
c-::. .::/:-·.'.,.• •i-,_ : ~, .·
?''.'': ~ _ , ·)•::.\t~.<j' /·• ,:>L, '
-fi{tff'.:C;, - . · >.
.
_
It is. doubtful.:~that it· would· be advisable to set up a board
control
all for a central\correctional. agency vi thin another department·.. Such· a board
would represent.another layer of authority betveen:,.the director
the-depart.:.
ment and'the·direc:tor of'_ the correctional agency;.;J.In that situation, to whom
would the· ciirector?o£ the correctionalagency be 'responsible: to _the board or
to the director.0£:the:,pai-ent department? · If' the director of the correctional
-_,"
agency were, respo~ible/to,.the board, would the board be responsible to the '. . ,'_·,,-°'),_
director of·~·:t~_e:::parerit d~partment or directly tt? the governor?
_ .-,;\~t::,;_,f:~·-•,.(t,.,:j}G.
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· It might·'bel'.better_in:_this
-si tt.:ation to have·on.l.y an advisory corrections
i;:-'/:c· ·
.·
.
.
·" '.,
board, if an,r board"is needed at all. Another alternative would be to have a: ', · • ·
board for the deparbent of 'Which the correctiona1: agency is a part.- ·. This board
cot~ld include am.on~ its ?'.!.enbership one or two qnali.fied persons interested in ·
and aca.uainted with the field of corrections. IT this-yere a board of control
or a p;licy making board, the director of the department wocld be responsible to.
-•it and the director o:f the· correctional aeency responsible to h.illl.. : The establishment of an advisory board at the departr:ent level ci~ht also be considered;
a board s'inilar- to the present Board of Ir:.sti tutions. T .'. . L _;;:--:,:·:: . ·
·
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Again, further stndy and analysis of the f::nctioning o:f'.both,
_
control and advisory boards in _the field of corrections is needed before-:a:c'

satisfa:t:~~-l~tl~i¥";·••··s~ -~f:~~i>~,1~~-~~~~•tj(i-f~~:11;~~{ll

In this··'s~ction/,the~:findings of the first phase of ;the correctional ·study ·:· f>"'
have been listed';,&:_., On· the:.basis of the research. to_ date, i.Emediate and long range·
problems have beea-enumerated and discussed~ Also presented in this section was . a preliminary: analysis of/various_ forms a central: correctional agency might take,,
and some arguments pro and''c·on on the usefullness of a central correctional ·agency- - ,,
in Colorado.
: :-;·/_;{,:\ ..

I'

In toto.this report presents the basic data lfhich resulted from.initial
research in the field of'corrections and provides
base for further study.
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ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONSHIPS AND LAWS
PERTAINING TO THE FOUR CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

I "

~-

I

·,

The legal and actual relationships between the State Department of Public
Institutions and the four correctional institutions are outlined in this section. In addition, the formal and informal relationships among the four institutions are discussed. The last part of this section is devoted to a presentation
of the laws pertaining to the four institutions, showing some statutes which
need repeal or revision and includes comments of the institutional heads concerning the laws under which they operate.
Administrative Strttctrre and Relationships
Supervision of the Correctional Institutions by the Department of Public
Institutions
Statutory Provisions.
Among the institutions controlled by the Department of Public Institutions
are the reformatory, the state penitentiary, and the State Industrial School
for Boys(3-ll-4). The girls' -training school at Morrison is under the direction
of a Board of Control; the Board of Control is supervised by the Department of
_ Institutions (3-11-5).
The governor as head of the Department of Institutions has the power to
transfer inmates from Buena Vista to Canon City under certain conditions. He
may also transfer inmates from Canon City to Buena Vista under certain. conditions
(3-11-6). (See discussion of inmate transfer below.)
The Director of Public Institutions is authorized to receive and make inquiry into complaints regarding the conduct and management of the institutions,
their officers and employees and shall transmit his findings, conclusions, and
recommendations to the governor (3-11-7). He also acts as liaison officer for
the department and keeps in touch with the heads of the institutions and consults
and works with them in order to develop simplified and economical procedures of
operation, management, and accot'.nting, and to report the same to the governor
(3-11-7). He also may investigate the conduct and efficiency of the officers
and employees of the several institutions an-1 upon the request of the governor,
he shall initiate and maintain proceedings before the Civii Service Commission
for the .discipline or removal of such officers and/or employees (3-11-7).
According to the statutes, the Departz:1ent of Public Institutions has the
following authority and responsibility at specific instih::tions:
Penitentiary

*
*

May approve additional time allowance for trusty prisoners (105-5-5).
Prescribes rules and regulations for the institution (105-4-12).
~
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➔,

Endorses good behavior certificates of outgoing inmates (105-4-13).

~:-

Prescribes rules an:! regt:lations for convict labor (1C'·5-4~2).

i:·

DetermiEes the necessar:v personnel reqt'.irements (1[5-4-2).

➔}

May~ order inmates to worl: on county roads upon written reqt:est of a

majoritr of any board of county comdssioners (l05-4~16).
Reformatory

*

Determines the necessar"J personnel req-..ri.rements and consents to warden's
appointments to other staff positions (1C5-3-2).

*

Establishes a uniform plan by which inmates earn good time credit whether
by a system of marks or otherwise and also sets up a uniform plan by which
each inmate shall know his status once a month or nx>re often if requested;
may also make provisions for prisoners to meet with the department du.ring
every month and also determines the date of absolute release of each inmate
(105-3-3).

*

Notifies courts of record as to which county jail or institution in another
state has been designated as a reformatory for women {108-3-7).

*

Notifies courts of record when the state builds an institution to be designated as a reformatory for women {105-3-9).

--

Boys' School

*

Receives biennial report to be made on the 10th of N~ber preceding the
opening session of e~ch General Asse~bly (105~1~3).

*

Prepares a system of government with st!Ch r.1les an1 regulations as may
be deemed necessary for preserving order, discipline, health, and imparting
instruction for proper physical, intellectual, and moral training (105-1-4).

*

Pursuant to Article XII, Section 13 of the Constitution, may appoint a
superintendent and other officers and designate their duties {105-1-4).

*

May decide to parole boys under such terms as authorized by the governor
and return boys upon violation of those terms (105-1-9).

➔~

Prescribes reasonable times and places for religious instruction to be
given (105-1-13).

*

Authorizes the superintendent to place boys in the
of a resident
family of good moral character and sets conditions for such committment
(105-1-8).

•· !

.,_,

The law also give the Department of Public Institutions some specific
responsibilities and duties in regard to prison industries.
-1~

To have manufactured, mined, supplied, or produced; rrticles, materials,
.
and supplies which are used by the state--its departments and institutions-and which can be manufactured by prisoners of said institutions (105-5-5).
- 15 -
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-:1-

The p-;.;rchasing agerrt reports to the department estimates of the amounts
and kinds of articles and Si.,pplies or prod~'cts required by other state
agencies. The depa:.t,·ent certifies to the state p:·rchasing agent those
~oods wh.:.ch cannot be supplied (105-5-6).

*

Notifies the state purchasing agent from time to time--in w.riting-- the
kinds of articles etc., the depart:.:.ent is prepared to fnrnish and their
prices. The departce~t shall fix and determine the price at which all
labor is performed and at which price all articles etc. shall be sold-price to be as near standard market price for goods of similar kind and
q~ality as possible (105•5•7).

*

Authorizes the development of diversified industries at Canon City and
Buena Vista after ascertaining the needs of the various state institutions
and decides whether the products produced meet necessary quality standards
(105-5-8).

*

Department makes rules and regulations relative to the payment of wages
and disbursements and there shall always be kept copies of these rules
and regulations and amendments thereto, so there may be m question at
any time alx>ut this subject (105-5-9).

*

Empowered to allow the same good time allowance for conscientious endeavor and outstanding application to work and training as is allowable
for trusty prisoners working outside the walls of the institution
(105-5-1<').

-i:-

The department may req1:ire reports from the wardens at Canon City and
Buena Vista regarding the operation of prison industries (105-5-11) •

*

At~th_orized to obtain--wi thin the appropriation for this purpose--all
necessary materials, supplies a;.1.d eqt:.ipment needed for operation of
prison indt~stries. All of this material, st:pplies etc. to be boi.•ght by
sealed bid unless the departr"ent considers it in -the oest interest of
the state to buy same on the open market. The department reqt:ir.es bidders to comply with the terms that it sets t:p and awards contracts to
lowest bidders except that the department has the right to reject any and
all bids (105-5-12).

*

The department shall re~uire that the industrJ operation be conducted on
a business basis and that books be accurately kept along with reports of
work hours (105-5-13).

*

The department has the power to establish rules and regulations governing
· th~ employment, conduct, and management of the prisoners at Canon City
and Buena Vista when employed on work provided for them by the department
and the department shall have full power and authority to carry into
effect the provisions of the above statutes regarding convict labor and
goods (105-5-14).

*

The Department of Institutions also may approve the use of inmate labor
on state highways upon request of the chief engineer of the highway department with the consent of the Highway Commission and the approval of
the governor (105-5-18).
·

'
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House Bill 38-S e~2te·:. by t.he i'irst. session of t.r:.e 4-oi:':J. Ge::.eral Asserr:.bly
allows the superint.e~de~t. cf a:::.y institution in Colorado to ~~ich children have
been committed or se~te~ceQ to request tee Director of ?ub:ic Institu~ions to
have an evaluation r~~e ~t the Diagnostic Center of any chi~~ in his institution.
The Director of Public Institutions is prohibited frc= accept;ng ~ore than
10 children at one tir-"" for such study and. evaluation.

The clinic reports the evaluation to the director in ~ting and the child
is ~ither returned to t~e institution or e.ssign.ed to another o~e.
Actual Relationships
In discussing the 3.CtuaJ. relationshi:ps bet"1een the De:part:::.ent of Public
Institutions and the f'cur correctional institutions, several factors should be
remembered:
1.

The DepartI::ent o:f Public Institutions has a veI".f =al 7 budget and
a staff composed only of the director and his secretary.

2.

The correctional. institutions are only a portion of' the egencies
and institt..'tions over which the d.epart:n:ent has eit~er advisory
powers or direct control.l

3.

The a:ppoint:e:::r~ of the director of the departr::ent has been based
essentially o~ ~olitical considerations, and no r::atter hew competent the man is holding this .job, he can I t do :c.cre than get
acquai_nted ;,,--i-r.h his duties in tvo years.

4.

Son:e of tne present statutory po~ers of the Departr::ent of Institutions in ·regard to the four institutions resulted fron: the work
done by tee revisor of statutes -ten he audited tee statutes to
cull tbe laws end eli.J.tinate ccn::'l.icts. In regard to the correctional institutions, with the exception of the girls' sc~ool,
he change:i 1;Bce.,.~ of Control" or "Corrections Boa=d" to Dep2.__---tment of Insti~u~ions wherever o~e or the other was fa..md.
Conseq_ue!'.ltly, this is no·,1 the 12.-.,; -.;hether or not i t ,;as the ";,c,!original i.!:te:::rt .

In actual. fact the I:epa.---t:o:ent of Institutions has not had. very cuch contact with either the penitentiary or the ~~formatory except for occasional
conferences with the institution heads a::d institutional vi.sits. None of the
provisions regarding convict labor and goods have been ca..--ried out. In
general, the nature o'f the a:p:point:ment and the lack of' sta!':f and :funds has
handicapped- the departI::.ent. in carrying out its statutory i'u:1ctions, especially
in regard to prison ir:.du.stries and shops.
The boys I school superintendent re~rts that he confers weekly with the
director of institutio~s and receives assistance from h:il!l on such n:a.tters as
personnel, administrative problems, and institutional policies. The superintendent states that he has these conferences in order to wide by the letter
1.

Five instit...."tions direct 'control; seven agencies and. institutions
superrised.
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of the law in regard to the Department of Public Institutions. The girls'
school has had little contact with the Department of Public Institutions, as
the department's role is strictly advisory by statute and the Board of Control
sets policy for that institution. When a matter of policy comes up in regard
to the girls' school, the Board of Control contacts the governor directly.
Policy for the girls' school is established by the Board of Control and is
written into the board's minutes. However, the girls' school does refer girls
to the Diagnostic Center through the Director of Public Institutions; a
practice also followed by the boys' school, and which is required by law.

! -..

,,

...

The four institutions have little direct contact with one another. The
penitentiary and the reformatory do work together in regard to a few procedures;
the transfer of prisoners from one institution to the other and with an informal
aggrangement on fa.rm products from time to time. All transfers of pr:iqaners
have to be cleared and approved by the governor, and such transfers are limited
by law to the following circumstances: l. from the reformatory to the penitentiary whenever an inmate fraudulently misrepresented bis age or gave false
evidence where age was the factor that kept such committment from being made
originally; 2. from the reformatory to the penitentiary when an inmate at the
reformatory represents such a serious disciplinary problem that his remaining
there is detrimental. to the proper functioning of the reformatory program;
3, from the reformatory to the penitentiary when an inmate falsely represents
that he had not been convicted of a felony; and 4. from the penitentiary to the
reformatory with the approval of the penitentiary warden for good conduct and
recognized behavior for the purpose of aiding in instructional. work at the
reformatory. (3-ll-6). In case of insanity, an inmate of either institution
may be transferred with the governor's approval to either the state hospital
in Pueblo or to the state psychopathic hospital in Denver on a temporary basis.
Occasionally, the penitentiary and the reformatory ini"ormally may exchange
farm produce on a barter basis, if one has a surplus of a commodity needed by
the other and visa versa. The other three institutions may use the products of
the penitentiary canning and soap factories, but if they do it is only because
Canon City submitted the lowest bid and/or the best quality in relation to other
bids received.
There is no machinery set up for the transfer of inmates
tentiary and the reformatory for a:ny other reasons than those
and all such transfers have to be cleared and approved by the
also impossible under present legislation to transfer inmates
Buena Vista or from Buena Vista to Golden for any purpose .

between the penistated by law,
governor. It is
from Golden to

Institutional. Relationships with State Agencies
The four correctional. institutions deal with several state agencies in the
normal course of carrying out their functions.
Planning Commission--------=building program
Civil Service Commission----personnel
Controller----------------~-financial reports/annual audit
State Purchasing Agent------procurement of supplies etc.
Department of Education-----educational p~ogram standards and consultation
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The four institutions usue.l..ly deal cirectly .ri.t~ these state agencies and
not through the De99.rtz:.ent of Public Institutions.l The penitentia_ry and reformatory have contacts and relat~onships .n.th the stete hospital in Pueblo, and
the juvenile institutions, through the I'.€:pa..--tr.:ent of Institutions, work with
the University of Colorado ll!lder whose sponsorship the Diagnostic Center is
operated.
Statutory Analysis and. Revision

....

Suggested Changes by Institutional Heads
The wardens and superintendents of the four correctional institutions have
pointed out several changes in the statutes which would be of help to them in
developing these institutional. programs.
Warden Harry Tinsley of the penitentiary feels there is an urgent ~eed for
revision of the state•s sentencing laws. Revision is ~eeded to provide more
uniformity of sentences as well as to provide sentences that are flexible enough
to equate the period of i!l.carceration 'With the length of time needed for rehabilitation to insure ::ore possibility of a successful return to the outside
world. 2 Standard probation procedu..~s are also needed, according to Warden
Tinsley, with each judicial district meeting state minimum standards. He suggests the passage of such legislation as is necessary to implement this progrrui:.3
A very vital part of the institutional. program is the operation of farms
and industries. Warden Tinsley feels that these operations at all the institutions should be centralized. The statutes at the present time would allow such
centralization. Sections l05-5 through l05-5-l4 {as shown above) give the State
Department of Institutions the authority to control and coordinate prison industries and an amendment to these statutes could give the depart~ent the same
authority ~n respect to institutional. farms.
A centralized program would ~ake planned expansion possible as well as
allocation of various industries to those institutions best equipped to operate
them. Farm production could also be allocated according to facilities and type
of land at each institution. Industrial expansion could be geared to institu
tional needs and the central department could coordinate this ex:pansion with
institutional markets for the increased production. Each institution would benefit through the use of its own resources f'or the goods and farm products it could
most efficiently produce and the acquisition of other goods and fa.""1II. products at
a lower cost.
1.

One of the most voiced concerns of the heads of the four correctional
institutions is that a:rzy kind or central correctional agency may be
just one more agency between them and getting their job done, unless
it can serve as a substitute for having to deal directly with the
agencies above.

2.

See Section V, Sentencing Procedures, for a further discussion of this
topic.

3.

See Section rv, Probation and Parole, and Section VI, expected increases
in institutionel populations 8.!ld their i.I::pact on institutions, probation,
and parole.
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The statutes would also need a change to allow a centra.:.ized industry and
farm revolving fund to operate the program and to retain reserves for expansion
and replacement. The earnings from this fund could be transferred to "-.he institutions either according to profit shown at each institution or according to per
capita or some other formula of distribution .

I'

. The present law also .authorizes payment of inmates for labor done, and
Warden Tinsley believes this statute should be implemented. Many states make a
practice of paying inmates a nominal sum for institutional labor. This payment
provides an incentive, gives the inmate a little money for his personal needs,
and enables him to contribute to the support of his family on the outside. !n
addition, wage payments encourage good work habits and are a stimulus to inmate
reform.
Warden James Thomas of the reformatory sees the need to abolish the mark ·
or credit system as a means of determining parole eligibility. Offenders are
committed to the reformatory on indeterminate sentences and, according to Warden
Thomas, the mark system is not a true indeterminate sentence, because the time
period in which the necessary marks may be earned sets a minimum on the amount
of time to be served. He would like to have offenders committed for an indefinite
term up to the maximum sentence for the crime, if necessary. Eligibility for
release would be determined by an institutional classification or merit board. 1
In order to institute this change, the law requiring that each inmate shall have
his standing in respect to his progress toward release given him monthly (105-3-3)
would have to be repealed.
Warden Thomas is in agreement with Warden Tinsley on the need for an examination and revision of the sentencing laws. He also feels that chronological
age is not necessarily a good criterion for judging reform.ability and would like
to hav~ the statutes changed so that all offenders considered reformable be sentenced to the reformatory. The reformatory would then be designated as an
"Institution for Reform.able Males", regardless of age.
Gunnar R. Soelburg, superintendent of the boys' school, believes that the
school's academic program should receive state aid on the same basis as the
other state public schools. The superintendent of the girls ' school, Betty
Portner, also concurs in this statutory change. Mr. Soelburg would like also
the repeal of the statute authorizing the use of inmates at the boys' school
to work the farm lands at the State Home and Training School at Ridge (105-1-15).
This has never been done, at least during the past 28 years, and should be repealed, as it does not fit in with the institutional program.

,,.

,..

Miss Portner wants the law retained that the school has the prerogative
to return a girl to the committing court if she is an improper subject for
school care and management, is incorrigible, or is prejudicial to the management
and discipline of the school (105-2-32). The boys' school has a similar statute (105-1-8). She wants to retain the school's Board of Control regardless
of the creation of any state centralized agency for correctional institutions.
The law now requires the school to take girls up to the age of 21. 2 The
1,

See fuller discussion of mark system and proposed changes in Section III,
Correctional Institutions and Their Programs, Parole and Parole Procedures.

2.

CLa_cJter 91, 1956 Session Laws of Colorado.
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The superintendent ,;,;ill not accept these girls until t!:.e s~bool has funds
enough to build separ<>"'.e facilities for the:!!!.. Miss Portner would also like a
statutory change :c;a.1.ti.ng :i± f'a..,datory for all staff r:.e.r:;bers b.ar.dling funds to be
bonded.
'I.

Additional Co:r::n:ents

O!!

a Centralized Farm e.:id Industry Program

Warden Tinsley's proposal for a centralized division of industries and
farms has much to cor:m:end it and has been very successful in other states.l
If properly handled, 2 it could save the state, its institutions, and political
subdivisions a considerable amount of n:.oney. :a:o..,ever, the present law requires
that these goods be sold at the prevailing LlaI"ket price for such goods and products as shall be practical (l05-5-5). There is little advantage in an expanded
prison industries progrem for state institutions and political subdivisions,
unless the products may be bought at prices ..,hich '.lill represent a saving to
the taxpeyers.

--

The law should be changed to allov prices to be set so that institutions
and subdivisions mey nake savings, but such prices should take into consideration all overhead costs as well as the cost of production. The overhead costs
should include inmate labor and whatever custodial costs are charged against
the industrial prograi::. It should still be possible for the industries to show
a profit without charging :r:.arket prices. T"nere is no reason for institutions
without industries to subsidize those that have them.. Tn.is program should be
operated for the rntual benefit of all, including the in~ates ..,ho may receive
vocational training and learn good work habits -,;hile -.;ork.i::g on the farms and
in the various industries.
The present law provides the framework for the DepartTT'ent of Public Institutions to~set up such a central program.. To do so, ho~ever, would require a
full-time prof'essional staff' I!lember capable of evaluating needs, allocating
production, and coordinating the various phases of' the program. Such a person,
if he could be found, could be hired under the provisions of ( 3-11-3) which
states that the governor mey appoint such other personnel subject to Civil Service Law and within the departmental appropriation as he feels necessary for
the operation of the department (Department of Public Institutions).
On the other hand, consideration IC.ight be given to assigning this function
to another state agency such as the office of the controller, or to establishing
such a centralized program within a separate correctional agency.

.

Assignment, Transfer, and Ref'usal of' Imtes
Necessary changes in legislation f'or inmate assigmi:.ent and transf'er, and
whether the juvenile institutions should retain the right to return inmates to
the courts cannot be determined unless the fUilction of' each institution is
clearly defined and the relationship among the institutions clearly understood.

l.

See Section VII, Correctional Programs in Other States.

2.

With proper safeguards to protect
- 2l -

fre.e.

labor and private industry.

,.
If the juvenile institutions are a last resort for delinquents after all other
measures, including probation, have failed, then it is not logical to return
an incorrigible juvenile to the court. (A partial an~\rnr to this problem
might be the provision of facilities at these schools such as the new guidance
center at the girls' school designed to house problem .. cases,) .•
.If the reformatory should be an institution for all reformable males,
then facilities and staff should be provided for the necessary program, and
transfer should be allowed more freely between the penitentiary and thereformatory.
Should it be possible in some cases to send a boy either to the reformatory
or the boys' school? If so, should there be a method of transfer of iilillG'.tes
tetween the two? Under what circumstances, except age, should a boy be committed
to the reformatory instead of the boys' school, arid under what circumstances
should transfer be made between them?

.

,

'

,.

What is the relationship to be between the reformatory and the new medium
security prison to be built at the penitentiary? This relationship should be
spelled out, especially if the reformatory is designated as an institution for
all reformable males.
This short list does not by any means exhaust the basic questions regarding inmate assignment and transfer in the state's correctional institutions.
They are presented here to point up the need for a unified approach and one
correctional system instead of four.
The Department of Public Institutions
State law gives this department a great deal of authority over the affairs
of three of the four correctional institutions. This authority is largely a
legal fiction; the department does not have the money or personnel to do what
the statutes say it should. If the department is not to be given the personnel
and the funds to do a proper job as now required by law, the statutes should be
repealed. Thete are many factors involved in determining whether this is the
proper agenct· for control of correctional institutions; these were
discussed in the first section of this report.
The contin ance of the Board of Control at the girls' school is contingent
to a certain degree on whether there should be a central correctional agency,
either as part of the Department of Institutions, or otherwise. With a central
agency, the board becomes a buffer between it and the school superintendent
and might better be abolished or retained onl~- in an advisory capacity. Three
of the fovr institutions do not have either a board of control or an advisory
board. The need for the continuance of such a board in the successful operation of ·the girls' training school is questionable.
11
•

"

Other Statutor,J Differences
Only two of the four institutions are required by statute to file annual
or biennial reports. The two juvenile institutions are so required, but the
law differs on the period tp be covered. The boys' school is required to have
its report ready on the 10th of November preceding the opening session of each
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General Assembly. This report is made to the Department of Institutions which
transmits it to the Gene~al Assembly (105~1-3).
The girls' school is required to transmit an annual report to the governor
covering the period through November 30 (105-2-16). The report of the boys'
school covers a two-year fiscal period and the one for the girls' school a 12month period from December 1 to November 30. There is no s:i.:ri.lar requirement
for either the penitentiary or the reformatory, although the reformatory is
required to file a semi-annual abstract with the governor on each prisoner
(105-3-3}.

.

There is considerable value in compiling accurate statistic~ concerning
.the population flow at each institution, crimes committed, inmate·composition,
program cost, etc.; this data should cover the same time period at each institution and be reported in a standardized way to be useful for anal,ysis and
comparison. Present requirements do not meet these needs, and the reports are
a needless expenditure of funds and staff time. The girls' school.has not
filed an annual report since 1949, because of a lack of time and staff to get
the job done, according to the superintendent.
The age limits for co::mnittment differ between the two juvenile institutions. The girls' school may receive female offenders from 10 years of age to
21 years. Comnittment to the boys' school involves only those offenders be~
tween 10 and 16 years of age. The age limit for the girls' school was increased
to 21 by the second session of the 40th General Assembly1 with the intention
of incarcerating thereat female offenders of reformatory age. No facilities were
provided for this purpose and there is some doubt as to whether it would be wise
to confine girls in this wide an age bracket in the sar:r.e institution. (The
superintendent of the girls' school also takes a dim view of such mingling).
:.

...
..
1

.
.,.
~

Even if the age limit for committment at the girls' school were changed back
to 18 years, a difference in committment ages to the two juvenile institutions
would still exist. Inmost states, committment to juvenile institutions for both
boys and girls is from 10 to 18 years. Why the difference in Colorado?
There are two statutes which authorize the assignment of penitentiary labor
to work on county, city, and state roads under certain considerations and requirements (105-4-16, 105-5-18). Another statute authorizes the assigmnent of
penitentiary and reformatory imnates to work on county fish ponds (105-5-19).
These statutes should be reviewed in light of current practices. Perhaps these
statutes might be changed to be more applicable to the honor work camp concept,
an example of which is the mobile road camp at the reformatory.

~

..
L

,,.
1.

Chapter 91, 1956 Session laws of Colorado

~
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III
STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND THEIR PROGRAMS
Institutional Purposes
Each of Colorado's four correctional institutions receives a different
category of offenders. The penitentiary at Canon City receives convicted adult
felons, both male and female, including murderers, kidnappers, and those convicted of other crimes of a similar nature. The penitentiary may also receive
young male felons--age 16 through 25. As a general rule, the reformatory at
Buena Vista receives most of the youthful felons-~age 16 through 21. The reformatory rnay also receive those males 21 through 25 who have been convicted
of a felony, and all males in the 16 through 25 age group who have been convict=.'
ed of a misdemeanor with a sentence of more than 90 days.
The boys' industrial school at Golden houses male juvenile offenders--age
10 through 16 at the time of committment. The girls' training school at Morrison
receives female juvenile offenders between the ages of 10 and 21 at the time
of committment, but will not accept girls over 18, because of a present lack of
facilities for these older girls.
In a sense the state also has a fifth correctional institution--the Denver
county jail--to which girls are sentenced whose age and offense fits the reformatory committment requirements.

·"

Establishment of both the penitentiary and the reformatory is authorized by
thestate constitution, Article VIII, Section 1. No specific functions for the
penitentiary are spelled out by law other than that the warden and his staff are
"conservp.tors of the peace" (105-4-3), and that every able bodied convict shall
be put to and kept at the work most suitable and advantageous to the people of
the state and which work will conflict least with the free labor of the state
(105-4-7). The reformatory is required by law to securely confine all persons
convicted and sentenced to that institution and also to employ them at labor
and discipline them for the purpose of punishment and reformation (105-3-1).
The boys' industrial school is to see that each boy connnitted to that institution is clothed, bedded down, disciplined, instructed, employed and governed
until discharge or upon reaching the age of 18 (105-1-8). Similar instructions
apply to the training school for girls. Girls coilllllitted to Morrison must be
clothed, fed, disciplined, instructed, employed and governed under the direction
of the Board of Control until reformed or upon reaching the age of 2a:--.h05-2-8) •

...

.,

.-

The Denver county jail was designated as a reformatory in June, 1955, by
an executive order of the governor under the provisions of C.R.S. 105~3-5, which
states tnat all laws of the state referring to sentences to the state reformatory
shall be applicable to females as well as to males except that separate institutions shall be maintained. Until a reformatory for women is established, the
state department of institutions may designate a county jail for temporary confinement of women reformatory inmates.
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Staffing Patterns
'l'he penitentiary has approxinately 260 employees, the reformatory and the
boys' industrial school 70 each, and the girls' training school 37 employees.
The ratios of inmates to employees at the penitentiary is 6 to 1, at the reformatory 5 to 1, at the boys' industrial school 3.4 to 1, and at the girls' training
schoo1·3 to 1.
At the penitentiary, the warden is entirely responsible for all personnel
and functions of the institution with the exception of the resident parole
officer, who is an employee of the State Department of Adult Parole. Following
is a summary of other top level personnel and their responsibilities:
Deputy Warden

Responsible directly to the warden for custody
and discipline, special prison services through
the day captain, the training program through
the training officer.

Business Manager

Responsible directly to the warden for all
financial transactions and purchasing, for prison
industries and maintenance through the superintendent of industries, and the production and
financial aspects of the farm and dairy operations
through the head captain.

Head Captain

Responsible for farm operations, custody and
discipline to the deputy warden and to the business manager for production and financial aspects.

Superintendent of
Industries

Responsible to the business manager for operation
of the prison industries and maintenance shops.

Training Officer

Responsible to the deputy warden. for in-service
training programs.

Day Captain

Responsible to deputy warden for custody and
special prison services.

Night Captains

Responsible to deputy warden for custody and
services on their respective shifts.

.

The warden at the state reformatory has the same general responsibilities
for his institution as does the warden at the penitentiary. The resident parole
officer at this institution is also an employee of the state. adult parole department~ Following is a summary of top level personnel at the reformatory
and their duties.
Deputy Warden

Responsible to the warden for education, maintenance and special services, also for custody
through the head captain.

Head Captain

Responsible to both the warden and the deputy
warden for custody and discipline.
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Busines, Hanager

Responsible to the warden for all financial
operations, records~ and office operation.

Farm Hanager

Responsible to deputy warden for farm operation
and to head captain for custody and discipline.

Captain in Charge
of Honor Camp

Responsible to warden through deputy warden for
all honor camp operations and custody.

At the boys' industrial school 1 the superintendent has full responsibility
for all phases of the institutional program including parole. Top level personnel
at the school include:
Assistant
Superintendent

Responsible to the superintendent for all phases
of education, counseling, and training.

Ad mini strati ve
Assistant III ·

Responsible to the superintendent for the maintenance shops, the kitchen, and through the farm
manager for the operation of the farm and dairy.

Adninistrative
Assistant I I

Responsible to the superintendent for office
operations, record keeping, and induction
procedures.

School Principal

Responsible to assistant superintendent for
operation of the school program.

Head Cottage
Counselor

Responsible to the superintendent for the oper""
ation of the cottage program and custody and
discipline.

The superintendent of the girls' training school is responsible to the
Board of Control for all phases of the institution program including parole.
Top level personnel at the girls' school include:
Assistant
Superintendent

Responsible to the superintendent for all farm
and maintenance operations and recreation programs. Also acts in an advisory capacity with
cottage counselors.

Administrative
Assistant

Responsible to superintendent for purchasing
and stores, also is in charge of institution
in absence of superintendent and assistant
superintendent.

Principal

Responsible to superintendent for school program.

Nurse·

Responsible to superintendent for medical program and orientation an~ induction procedures •

r

.

There is considerable variance at three of the correctional institutions
as to some of the job titles and also the job titles and the work actually
performed by persons holding those job titles •

.
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At the penitentiary, alnost all employees are classified as custodial officers of various grades, regardless of job content. The exceptions include:
office personnel, ba:.i.d director, cattle buyer, dentist, p~·sicians, and chaplains.
The head captain is a Custodial Officer V; the training officer, the day captain
and the superintendent of industries are all Custodial Officer TV's; the classification and records officer is a Custodial Officer III; ar:.1 the receiving officer
and the school teacher are Custodial Officsr II's--to mention a few examples.

•
::

The same practice is followed at the reformatory w-here employees are classified as correctional officers of various grades, despite job content, with the
exception of the teachers.l At Golden, all maintenance and farm personnel are
listed as vocational instructors, although it is very dubious whether very many
of them do any instructing whatsoever. In general, job title and job content
bear a close relationship at the girls' training school.
The chief reason that most jobs at the penitentiary and the reformatory
carry titles of custodia1 officer or correctional officer is the emphasis ·
placed on custodial or guard duties at both institu~ions. Such emphasis is
considered necessary because of the institutions' obligations to the general
public in keeping their imnate populations confimd. Consequently at both
these institutions, new men are hired at the beginning le,~1 for officers
regardless of their skills. 2 On1_y after they complete their tour of duty at
the beginning officer level and become acquainted with the custodial aspects
of the institution is it possible for them to be assigned to a job which will
allow them to make use of their vocational skills.
There are both advantages and disadvantages to the system of personnel
classification and assignment at the penitentiary and refo:r.natory.
Advantages:

1.

Teaches men how to handle custodial assignments and gives
thea this type of experience before assigning them according to vocational skill. This is considered necessary
because maintenance jobs at an institution involve more
than the skills necessary for the perfon:aance of the work
and i:ecause every employee may be called upon at a time of
stress, such as during a prison break or riot.

2.

Builds morale among employees as all pro:notions a.re made
within the ranks, and no man is brought in from the outside and placed in a position of line authority because
of any special skills he may have.

;:

"-

1.

2.

The civil service classification for Correctional Officers is one
grade less than that for Custodial Officers in the lower positions.
In the higher positions, such as captain, the difference is two
grades.
.
Excluding administrative and professional personnel except for the
school teacher at the penitentiary.
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Provides for the opportunity for on the job training,
even in the employee's vocational speciality, before
being promoted to a position of responsibility.

4.

Establishes a uniform job classification and pay grade
system easy to understand and administer.

...

~ '

'•

tDisadvantages: 1.

Discourages men with vocational skills from accepting
employment because of having to begin at the lowest
officer rank and having to work for men who may be less
skilled 1but 'who·have more custodia1 experience.

2.

May result in an unqualified man holding a position of
importance,if no one with the proper combination of
skills and custodial experience is available.

3.

Places an undue emphasis on custody, through giving the
impression that all jobs are custodial in nature, when
this is not the case.

4.

Makes understanding of an institution's needs and
functions difficult if job titles do not correspond
with job content.

At the present time both institutions are adequately staffed in those
positions in maintenance and plant operation which require skilled or semiskilled workers. This system of personnel classification and recruitment
- might cause the institutions some difficulty if they had to compete in a tight
labor market to replace several of their present skilled workers.
The superintendent at Golden readily admits that most of the people classified as vocationa1 instructors do not instruct. He pointed out that such job
titles make it possib1e for him to hire competent maintenance workers in competition with other employers. He would have no objection to reclassifying
these positions according to job content if no change were made downward as
to pay grade.

•

I

I

3.

,

The following table gives a comparison of civil service grades for
-selected jobs at the four institutions. Comparisons should be made with
caution because of differences in job content--even for seemingly similar
positions at different institutions.
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TABLE I

.

COMPARISON OF CIVIL SERVICE GRADES
FOR SELECTEJ) JOBS- AT THE FOUR CORRECTION~-\L INS:'fITUTIO~
Position
Warden or· Supt o
Deputy Warden or
Ass't. Supt.

Peni tentia.ry

Reformatory

Grade 20

Grade 17

Grade 15

Grade 15

17

15

13

13

8

10

8

8

11

Farm Supt.

ll

School Supt.

8

Teacher

8

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

...
7

8

Head Cottage Counselor
Head Captain
Teacher II
Custodial Officer II, only one teacher at penitentiary
Cottage counselors
:.

the
the
has
for

....

Girls' School

.\.

Captain

Lowest Rank
Custodial Officer

Boys' School

In-Service Training

Only one of the four institutions had an in-service training program at
time this report was prepared. The other instit'utional heads have expressed
need for such a program, and Dr. Ellis Graham, State Department of Education,
been working with the staffs at Morrison and Golden in setting up a program
them._

The penitentiary has a training program for new employees and is also establishing refresher courses for experienced personnel. The program for new
employees includes class sessions for six days, tours of various institutional
departments as well as discussion with several experienced staff members on
different aspects of institutiona1 work. During this period, the new employees
take tests and observe on-the-job demonstrations. Follov:ing the completion of
the first six-day session, each new employee is assigned for two more weeks of
on-the-job training before being assigned to a regular position.
Description of Inmate Population
The institutional population as of July 1, 1956 at the penitentiary was
1539, including 30 women, On the same date, the reformatory had 355 inmates,
the boys' school 230, and the girls' school 110. The increase in actual
number of inmates over the past 20 years at the four
institutions is shown
in the table below.
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TABLE II
INMATE POPULATION AT THE FOUR
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 1935-1956

.
Year

Penitentiary

Reformatory

Boys' School

1935
1940
1945
1950
1956

1,194
1,445
1,035
1,266
1,539

125
198
170
240
355

179
208
191
154
230

a.

Girls' School
a
151
150
125
110

Not available

Since 1935, the population of the penitentiary has increased 28.9 per
cent and that of the boys' school 28.5 per cent. During the same period, the
reformatory shows a population increase of a staggering 284 per cent, and the
girls' school a decrease of 27 per cent since 1940. The population of the state
of Colorado has increased at.out 40 per cent during this twenty-year period.

'
The overall increase in Colorado's population, quite naturally, is one of
the causes for the large increase at the reformatory, but certainly it isn't
the only reason. The chief cause is the change in the incidence of crime among
males in the 16 to 25 year age group. Conmrittments in 1935 averaged about 2.4
per 1,000 males in this age group. The committment rate at the present time is
4.3 per 1,000.
_ Penitentiary

j

"

The median age of all Canon City inmates is 32 years. Eighteen per cent
of the inmate population falls in the 30-34 year age group and 22 per cent
are between 25 and 29. Only five per cent are 20 years old or younger and
about the same proportion are more than 50 years old. 28 per cent of the
penitentiary inmates have not finished the eighth grade, 17 per cent have
finished high school, and 5 per cent have finished c~llege-. Fort,peP cent
of the inmates are serving their first terms in prison on a felony charge;
approximately 25 per cent are serving their second sentences; 15 per cent,
their third; and 10 per cent are serving their fourth sentences. The remaining 10 per cent are serving anywhere from their fifth to thirteenth sentences,
Anglos make up 65 per cent of the inmate population; Spanish Americans, 26
per cent; Negroes seven per cent; and two per cent are either Indians or
Orientals. 1
Reformatory
Sixty per cent of the inmates at the reformatory are first offenders and
their average stay is about 8 months. Thirty-five per cent of the inmates are
parole violators and the other five per cent are serving their second or subsequent sentences. Spanish American boys comprise about 52 per cent of the

1. This data is taken from the statistical information furnished the
Council by the institutions' records and classification sections.
Much 11ore complete information may be found in the Council files.
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institutional population and Anglos 41 per cent. Six per cent of the inmates
are Negroes and the reEaining one per cent, Indians.
The present- im!ates of the reformatory come frO!Il all of Colorado's 63
counties; Denver provides 53 per cent of the total. Pueblo, El Paso, Larimer,
and tdams counties committed between 20 and 25 coys each to the reformatory
approximatefy five per cent of the inmates come from each of these four counties.
Fifty-two per cent of the boys are in the 18 to 21 age group; 23 per cent
are between 16 and 18; 20 per cent are between 20 and 25; and the remaining five
per cent are more than 25. The average IQ for the inmates of the reformatory
is around 90 with 45 per cent of the boys having IQ's between 80 and 100. The
average inmate has a 7th grade education, although there are usually a few
inmates (about two per cent) who can't read and write and even fewer who have
finished high school or taken any college work.

~,

The greatest number of boys were sentenced for larceny, robbery, and
burglary with 62 per cent of the present population being comnitted for these
crimes. Ten per cent were sentenced for auto theft, and 10 per cent were
comnitted for delinquency. Eight per cent of the in:nates were sentenced on
forgery charges and the remaining 10 per cent were committed for an assortment
of crimes including rape, arson, assault, indecent liberties~and possession
of narcotics.
Boys' School

1

At Golden, 58 per cent of the inmates committed during the 1954-55 period
were Spanish Americans. Thirty-four per cent of the 414 committments were
Anglos, with Negroes comprising six per cent and Indians two per cent of the
total.
During this period, boys were committed to the industrial school from 41
of Colorado's 63 counties. The greatest number came from Denver, which contributed 53 per cent of the total. The average inmate at Golden is 13.5 years
old, has an IQ of about 85 and a grade placement of 5.4. All-of the boys, of
course, were sentenced for de1.inquency, but a summary of specific acts which
caused committment shows that 38 per cent were appreheJided for breaking and
entering; 19 per cent for stealing; 13 per cent for car theft; eight per cent
for assault; five per cent for property damage and the same proportion for
running away. The remainder were sentenced for sex offenses, armed rolf>ery,
drunkeness, truancy, arson or for some other cause.
Facilities
Just as the purposes, inmate composition and staffing patterns at the four
correctional- institutions are differend:,. so there is also a variance in the type
of facilities at each institution.
Most of the facilities at Canon City within the walls of the prison proper
are designed for prisoners in need of confinement in a maximum security institution. Outside the walls of the prison proper, those inmates working at the
1.

Statistical data describing the inmate population at the girls' school
were not available at the time this report was written.
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institutional farms and gardens live in minimum security dormitories. (New
facilities being constructed or to be built at the penitentiary are discussed
below).
The reformatory has no walls as such, but it does have fences and two guard
towers. There are some dormitory facilities 1 but in general the inmates are
housed in cells quite similar to those in Canon City.·
At Golden--at the present time--there is a mixture of facilities. A fence
has been constructed around the institution, but it is locked only at night.
The new administration building contains individual rooms which are equipped
similarly to standard prison cells. These rooms are used only for new boys
aud disciplinary cases. The majority of the inmate population resides in
oottage-type buildings all of which are old, and all of which have facilities
divided among three floors.
The girls' training school has a fence and a back gate which is locked
at night. The girls are housed in cottage-type buildings, for the most part
in small individual rooms. The girls have more mobility within their cottages
than do the inmates at the boys' school. (The reasons for this difference are
discussed later in this section.)
Buildin~ Program
In 1955, the State Planning Commission approved ten-year building programs
for the four correctional institutions. During the second session of the 40th
General Assembly, the building mill levies.for three of the four institutions
were repealed and a lump sum building appropriation was authorized instead. The
only institution to continue to have a building mill levy is the penitentiary
whose l~vy was set at .1216 mills through 1960. The building appropriations
made by-the legislature included: reformatory, $500,000; tie boysv industrial
school, $750,000; and. the girls' training school, $682,000
0

The following facilities have been approved specifically by the planning
commission for the four institutions and are either under construction or in
the planning stage.
Penitentiary:

Pre-parole release center, a so··bed facility for inmates to
be parolled within 30 to 60 days; a separate medium security prison to be located away from the main institution and
constructed on part of the institution's farm land; a new
cannery located within the walls of the main prison; and an
84-bed addition to the hospital, which is also located within the walls of the main prison.

Reformatory~

A 150-bed dormitory and utility building with individual

,>

rooms.

1.

These appropriations cover only the first five-year period of the
ten-year program.
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Boys' School:

T¥o 24~bed cottages and a new school building.

Girls' Sdlool:

A guidance center building to house 24 girls plus
offices for testing and diagnostic personnel.
Adt:ri.ssion and Orientation

All of the institutions are in agreement that a period of orientation
of from 30 to 60 days for all new inmates is desirable, although the induction
procedures vary slightly from institution to institution. Three of the
correctional institutions have set aside special quarters for the interment
of new inmates. The fourth--the reformatory--now houses new inmates in a cell
block with other prisoners. However, when the new dormitory is completed,
the reformatory will also have a segregated area for new prisoners.
In general, induction procedures at all the institutions contain the
following items, 'although not necessarily in the same order: removal of
valuables and receipt for same, shower and institutional clothing provided,
interview with the records and classification section, discussion of insti~
tutional rules and regulations, medical examination, interview by institutional
officials, testing and assignment to work or school, to cell house or cottage.
Testing
Testing of new inmates also varies from institution to institution. The
only test given presently at the penitentiary is the California Achievement
Test. This test is given by the school teacher, and the results measure
whether or not an inmate has at least an eighth grade education. The California Achievement Test is also used at the reformatory, which,in addition.gives
new inmates a version of the Stanford-Binet intelligence test. These tests
are administered by the reformatory's head teacher.

~

~

At the boys' school, one of the teachers, who works half-time as an
educational psychologist, administers and grades the tests. He used the
California Achievement Test and also the Hennon-Nelson, which is a group intelligence test. Only one test is given at the girls' school--an antiquated
rev1s1on of the Stanford-Binet. This test is given to each new girl individually by the school principal.
Assignment
Initial assignment of inmates is made by the day captain at the penitentiary.
This assignment hoias until the inmate goes before tne institutional classification board.1 Theooard hearing is usually held approximate],,y 60 days after the
inmates first assignment. At this hearing each inmate appearing before the board
receiv'5 ~ security classification, which has a direct bearing on his assignment.

1.

Bbard includes the warden, deputy warden, head captain, day captain,
classification officer, and receiving officer.

-.
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For example, no irunate considered a maxi~um security risk wo~ld be_a~lowed to
work outside the walls at the farm or dairy, regardless of his training or ex~
perience in agricultural work. Usually a man_will_~e assigned t? some job in
line with his training and skills on the outside, if at all. possible. Such
assignment is governed, however, not only by an inmate's security rating, but
also by the needs and the openings in the various institutional departments.
An inmate at the penitentiary may be assigned te school full time, if he lacks
an eighth grade education, and there is an opening in the school for him.

.'

,,

..

'•

'

The deputy warden at the reformatory makes the assignment of new inmates
after ne receives the report from the education department. Each new boy is
assigned to a shop or detail full-time unless he is unable to pass the fourth
grade on his achievement test. Under such circumstances, he is assigned to
school half a day and to a shop or detail, the other half day. Boys with more
than a fourth grade achievement and less than an eighth grade achievement may
also go to school half a day if the classes are not crowded and if the boy
shows a genuine desire to finish grammar school.
Several officials participate in assigning new inmates at the industrial
school for boys. The chief cottage counselor assigns boys to cottages. The
administrative assistant in charge of maintenance assigns the boys to a shop
or work detail, and the school principal makes the school grade ijSsignment.
Boys under 14 attend school all day, and~those over this a~e, work half a day
and attend school the other half day • .
The nurse at Morrison, who is in charge of orientation for new girls,
makes the assignment of the girls to the various cottages in conjunction with
- the superintendent. Each new girl is assigned to the school and spends a half
a day at academic classes with the other half day devoted to sewing, cooking,
and oth~r domestic science training.

_,

Shortcomings
In making some remarks about the shortcomings in the induction programs at
the four institutions, it should be pointed out that many of these criticisms
were also made by the institutional heads. Top personnel at all four institutions have indicated their desire to improve this phase of their programs.
The most important lack in the induction program at all the institutions
is adequate testing. As institutional classification and assignment plays an
important role in rehabilitation, such assignment should be very carefully
made. Testing needs include: up-to-date intelligence tests designed as
nearly as possible for correctional institution inmates, aptitude, and per-_
sonality tests,all of which should be administered and vaded by personnel
with training and experience in testing and interpretation of results.
Closely related to testing is the need for interview and evaluation of
new inmates by either a clinical psychologist or a psychiatric social worker.
Only the boys' school had a social worker or psychologist of any kind on the
staff at the time this report was written. The psychologist, however, spends
only half-time in testing and is an educational psychologist without a clinical
background. The social worker has had no special psychiatric training.
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The accuracy of present test results may be questioned on three grounds:
First, the lack of rapport between the tester and those being tested; second,
the limitations of the tests themselves; and third, the validity of the results
and their interpretation.
Both the penitentiary and the reformatory had made personnel requests for
clinical psychologists at the time of this report. The penitentiary request was
for a man with a Ph. D. in this field with some institutional work. The reformatory requested a man with an M.A. in clinical psychology and five year1
experience. There is even a greater need at these two institutions for this
kind of professional personnel than at the two juvenile institutions~ The
juvenile institutions have the benefit of the Diagnostic Center's evaluation.
when juveniles clear the center prior to institutional placement. Also, the
juvenile institutions may refer children to the Diagnostic Center for testing
and observation. No such service is available to the penitentiary and reformatory, although under certain circumstances they may request the governor to
transfer an inmate to the state hospital in Pueblo for observation.
Records and Case Histories
There is a variance in the kinds of records kept and also the method by
which this material is assembled at the four institutions. The penitentiary
begins gathering data on a new inmate after his interview with the classification
officer. The iDJJ1.ate is also photographed and fingerprinted at the same time,
and he fills out several different forms for use by the classification and records department. This department then contacts the FBI, schools, other institutions where the inmate has been incarcerated, family and friends, courts, military. installations, probation officers for pre-sentence reports, district
attorneys, and arresting officers for actual charges, hospitals, former employers,
and anyone: else who can provide any history on the inmat-e. When this material
is received, assembled, and cross-checked, a case summary is written on each
inmate.
Besides the extensive case histories, the records and classification
section has eleven differen~ card files including fingerprint cards, name
and alias cards, a .numerical. card file, an alphabetical file of inmates, an
occupationaL card file, a work and cell house assignment file, and several
others.
At Golden, the full-time social worker puts together the case history on
each boy, writing to various sources after an initial interview. Sources
contacted include: parents, schools, court, public welfare departments, private
agencies, child guidance clinics, the Diagnostic Center, and any other places
where information can be obtained.
The work of assembling records is divided among two departments at Buena
Vista. The Classification officer assembles information on the inmate such
as crime, ·origin of committment, age, height, weight, plus a summary of habits
and information taken from the boy regarding his parents, education, etc.
Fingerprint records and photographs, educational achievement and the institutional
record is also assembled by"this department.
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The parole officer writes all case histories--obtaining r.ts information
in the same manner as is done by the classification officer in Canon City and
the social worker in Golden. The assembling of these histories takes up a
considerable amount of the parole officer's time, but there is no one on the
reformatory staff at this time who is qualified to do so.

►

r

.

r

i ..

At Morrison, the origiqal intake interview is made and the cas~history
assembled by the parole officer. Since she has to supervise all the girls on
parole, she cannot devote a~ extensive amount of time to case history development without neglecting her other duties. The administrative assistant may
. also take the original case history from the incoming girls. Officials at
the girls' school state that they never receive any adequate information on
any girls committed with the exception of those received from the City and
County of Denver. In some instances, they do not even know why the girl has
be<en commi tted--the only crime listed on the admittance papers is delinquency.
Handicapped by the lack of personnel such as a case worker, it is very difficult for the institution to follow up and make requests for data. The parole
offioor and the superintendent both state that very often such requests are
ignored.
Three of the institutions attempt to keep their cumulative statistics up
to date as to number of inmates, composition of inmate population and population movement, counties of origin, etc. Their record systems lend themselves
to this type of analysis. No stress on this type of statisticaLpresentation
has been made at Morrison.

,

There is great need for coordination among the institutions in regard to
the type and purposes of records needed and a better system of interchange of
-information. A central statistical clearing house providing for the interchange of records might provide information more readily for parole officers, law
enforcement authorities. and institutional personnel and cut down on duplication
of effort. Also, possibly the courts should be required to send as much information as they can on a person sentenced to one of the institutions. With the
exception of the larger counties, however, the courts do not have either the time
or the personnel to gather information and write adequate pre-sentence reports.
Education and Vocational Training
Each institution's education and vocational training program is designed
for a particular kind of offender and can be measured only in regard to how
well it serves its specific purposes and not by what the other institutions
are doing.
Educational Program

' .,
.,

At both the reformatory and the penitentiary, the educational program extends only through grammar school with some ninth grade work. At Morrison and
Golden, the academic programs at the present time extend through the 10th grade
with an occasional pupil doing eleventh grade work.
School is a full time assignment at Canon City for those inmates who attend. At Buena Vista, an inmate attends school only half a day. This is also
true at Golden except for boys under 14 years of age, who take classes all day.
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At Morrison the girls go to school half a day, but in reality may spend all day
in the school building as the required vocational subjects are taught in the school
building in conjunction with the academic program.
Penitentiary
At Canon City, the school program. is under the direction of a Custodial
Officer II who has had teaching experience and who has a Colorado teaching certificate. The program was started in January of 1955, and since that time 24
men have received their grammar school diplomas through the Canon City school
system. At the time the institution was visited, 47 men were attending school.
During the winter months, between 65 and 70 inmates go to school as a full time
assignment.
The school is divided into several sections. During the summer months,
classes are divided into three sections: Grades 1-3, 4-5-6, and 7-8-9. During
the winter when more men are attending school, four sections are used: Grades
1-2, 3-4, 5-6, and 7-8-9. The teacher in charge is assisted by several inmate
instructors, most of whom have college degrees.

-~

Those inmates with a sixth grade education or better, upon being admitted
to the school usually finish the eighth grade in about eight months, according
to the teacher. Those with less than a fourth grade education spend, on the
average, 18-24 months in completing the school program. The inmates are given
a California Achievement Test every three months to measure their progress with
tests covering the course material given from time to time.
There are also. inmates taking correspondence courses, but their number is
limited, because they have to pay for their own courses, and there is no one on
the institutional staff to provide them with assistance.

.)

Reformatory
There were 52 inmates taking part in the academic program at Buena Vista
at the time of the institutional visit. At that time, two class rooms were in
operation. Sixteen were in the class for 7, 8, and 9th grades and 10 in the
class for the lower grades. Approximately the same number attended these two
classes in both the morning and afternoon sections.
The head teacher teaches the 7th through 9th grades and gives all the intelligence and achievement examinations. He states that the boys may spend from
seven to nine months attending school. Those who are closest to an eighth grade
achievement level upon entering the institution may be able to complete the
academic program in three or four months. He said that the average stay in school
is five or six months and that occasionall.y boys are paroled before they complete
the eighth grade.
Thw lower classes are being taught by a new addition to the staff. This
teacher is using the block method of teaching his classes--three weeks on
arithmetic, three weeks on English, etc. The block method enables him to cover
each subject for a sufficient length of time so that the boys retain some of the
subject matter without getting it confused with the other subjects. The new
teacher is also conducting a class for illiterates. He has this group isolated
and has an inmate assisting him with them.
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Educa.;:i.on Needs at the Penitentiary and Reformatory
The practice of using inmate teachers at Canon City is questionable as the
regular staff teacher is at times placed in the position of having to support
sone inmates against others in case a dispute arises in the classroom between a
pupil and an inmate instructor. Such practice also gives the inmate instructors
the opportunity to be arrogant toward the other inmates in the classroom. With
an increase in the number of full-time instructors, it may be possible to do
away entirely with the use of inmate teachers.
The penitentiary is in need of additional teachers for other reasons as
well. A larger teaching staff might make it possible to set up a high school
program and to provide assistance to the inmates taking correspondence courses.
The reformatory is also in need of more teachers so it can set up a high school
progra.~, which is especially needed when the age of the majority of inmates is
considered. Of the two teachers on the staff at the time t~e reformatory was
visited, one was a retired business man·, who had not taught in a great number
of years, and the other was teaching on a temporary certificate as his college
program did not include the necessary prerequisites for a teaching qertificate.

;

The greatest obstacle to hiring additional teaching personnel at the reformatory has been the salary schedule, according to the warden. Teachers are
classified as Grade 8 by the Civil Service Commission and have a beginning
salary of $300. The warden finds it impossible to hire competent teachers at
this salary as most teachers can earn more in nine months in a local school
system than they can in 12 at the reformatory. The teacher at the penitentiary
is classified as a Custodial Officer II in Grade 9 with a salary range of $320
to $403. However, this man did not join the penitentiary staff as a teacher
- but as a Custodial Officer I, and as such he went through a year of custodial
work before assuming the position as a teacher. It is doubtful whether this
process would appeal to very many capable teachers, and the question should be
raised as to whether a teacher--even having to deal with maximum security prison
irunates--needs to have that much custodial experience and training.
Boys' School
All boys under 14 at the industrial school--as mentioned above--attend
school all day. The older boys attend school half a day and are assigned to a
work detail for the rest of the day. Subjects taught in the academic program
include music, mathematics general science, English, social studies, and physical education.

I

•,

The normal academic staff includes seven people: the school principal, who
teaches half-time; the educational psychologist, who also teaches half-time; four
full-time teachers; and a coach, who is also in charge of physical education.
The average class size is approximately 22 pupils, but varies from time to time.
In the summer, when teachers take their vacation period, classes are usually
larger than during the winter months. As a usual practice approximately 90 per
cent of the boys attend school at least half a day. The other 10 per cent represents new boys, those wo are sick, or those in isolation as disciplinary
cases. In the late summer during vegetable and crop harvest, a number of the
older boys may be withdrawn from school to assist with the crops.
According to the school principal, the average grade advancement is .8
grade during each six-month period. From a survey of 322 boys who have been
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released from the boys' school, only 43 showed no academic advancement at all.
A check was made of those boys who had been in the institution at leat six months
at the time the boys' school was \~sited to compare their achievement with the
results obtained by the principal. Of the eight boys under 14 years of age who
had taken two achieve~ent tests, the average advancement was 1.4 grades. For
the 47 boys over 14 years of age, the average advancement was .6 grade for the
six-month period. nbile this number is too small a sample to be very conclusive,
it appears that the younger boys--those who attend school all day--make more
academic advancement than the older boys.
Such findings seem logical, since most of the younger boys have not rebelled
as much against school as the older boys and may have still been attending school
at the time they were picked up for delinquency. The biggest school problem is
with the older boys, especially those in need of remedial work. There is no
specially trained remedial teacher on the staff, and there was no evidence of
the use of remedial texts or techniques during the visit to the school.
Girls' Schbol
The academic staff at the girls' school consists of four teachers and the
principal. One teacher is in charge of the junior high classes, another the ninth
and tenth grades and any students who are above this level. There is one teacher
for the remedial class--all girls below the seventh grade level. This teacher
has had some specialized training in r8!1ledial work and is the only instructor at
any of the four institutions with this kind of training. Commercial subjects
such as typing and shorthand are taught by the fourth member of the academic
staff. All of these teachers as well as the members of the teaching staff at
Golden have either temporary or permanent state teaching certificates.
Musical Education

-

In addition to the academic subjects, the girls also participate in several
dramatic programs each year under the direction of the administrative assistant.
The music teacher gives individual music lessons to the girls and also conducts
the choir. Both the boys' school and the penitentiary have bands, with the
penitentiary also having a couple of jazz co~bos, a hillbilly band, and a dance
orchestra. Playing in the band at the penitentiary is a full time assignment,
and the band occasionally plays outside the institution. At the boys' school,
the band occasionally plays outside the institution. At the boys' school,
the band and music instruction are integrated into the academic program. Years
ago the reformatory also had a band and a music program, but has not had recently because of lack of trained personnel to handle such a program.
Vocational Training
Girlsi School
At the girls' school, the vocational program is integrated with the academic
program with stress placed on homemaking arts. Each girl takes courses in cooking
and sewing and must complete a certain amount of training in these subjects before leaving the institution. In conjunction with their training in cooking,
some of the girls work in the cottage kitchens preparing the meals under the
direction of the cottage personnel.
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The 2rts and crafts class meets twice a week and is a special privilege
class. Girls are selected for this class on the basis of th~ir attitudes and
work ana school achievement. Girls in this class do leather work, weaving, make
jewelry, do some wood work, crocheting, etc. A few of the girls are assigned to
work out of doors half a day, which may mean working on the institution farm,
taking care of the grounds,or delivering produce to the cottages.
The average number of girls in the cooking class is 12; arts and crafts, 12;
junior high, 17; remedial class, 10; ninth and tenth grade class, 10; and the
commercial class, 10. The school has one room outfitted for cosmetology work
and a beautician devotes one day a week free of charge during the fall, winter-,
and spring months to work with the girls interested in this type of work. ·It
is the hope of the superintendent that cosmetology may be developed into a full
time pro gram.
Boys' School
Th~ vocational training program at the girls' training school is the only
one at any of the four institutions which is integrated directly irito the academic program. At the boys' school, the boys receive tthat the institution calls
pre-vocational training through assignment to the various maintenance shops,
the farm and dairy, the laundry, printing shop, or kitchen. The primary purpose
of such assignments for the older boys is to teach them good work habits, according to the superintendent. It is doubtful whether this program is successful
in teaching the boys good work habits with the exception of the shoe shop, the
print shop, the kitchen, and the farm and dairy. There are too many boys assigned
to most shops for the work to be done, and the maintenance men must not only get
their job done, but·be responsible for the custody of the boys as well as instructing them. There is little that can be accomplished under·such circumstances.

_,

At the present til'll.e there is no industrial arts or crafts program tied in
with the school, although such a program is part of the future plans of the superintendent for the institution. The boys assigned to the print shop and the shoe
shop do get some vocational training in leather work and printing. The boys
working in the laundry, kitchen, and on the farm do acquire work habits, but the
skills involved in these jobs do not take long to assimilate. Since a majority
of the boys come from and will return to the metropolitan Denver area, the value
of farm work is questionable. The same question may be raised in respect to the
outdoor program at the girls' school.
The table below shows a typical daily-work assignment for boys over 14.
These boys work half a day and the same number replace them during the other
half day.

....

Boiler house
4
Carpenter shop
7
Electric repair 3
Farm and Dairy 15
Kitchen
15
Laundry
10

Paint shop
Plumbing
Pr1nting
Shoe repair
Tailor shop
· Office

6
4
8
8
6
4

Penitentiary
There are no vocational training classes as such at either the penitentiary
or the reformatory. An:y skills developed or knowledge gained is done so on the
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job at these two institutions. Warden Tinsley has pointed out the lu:ritations
of vocational training which is tied into a ma~ntenance or industrial program
without any additional classroom work or instruction. First, the purpose of
teaching is subordinated to that of getting the maintenance work done or making industrial production quotas. Second, a man who may be skilled in a par~icular trade is not necessarily a good teacher.
Warden Tinsley would like to establish a progralll in -which classroom
vocational work is tied into maintenance and industrial assignments with
the instruction and experience gained credited to the inmate as apprentice
training when he is released from the institution. To have such a program,
the warden estimates he would need at least two or three qualified vocational instructors. to begin with, and classroom space for such training.
In this respect, he is contemplating remodeling the area above the motor
pool garage. Many of the Canon City inmates already have skills or are
semi-skilled workers. Some of these men have enought background or aptitude
when incarcerated so that the additional experience gained in the institution is of help to them in finding employment on the outside.
Inmates at the penitentiary may be assigned to the following industries
or maintenance shops: cannery, -soap plant, concrete block making, envelope
making, tailor shop and knitting mill, mattress shop, construction work,
prison farms and dairy, blacksmith shop, plumbing shop, boiler room, laundry,
electric shop, storeroo2 and butcher shop, motor p~ol, print shop, paint
shop and the kitchen. These assignments are in addition to the inmates
employed in the hospitai, the canteen, and in the various clerical postitions
throughout the institution. On some of these jobs ,•.,_ it is possible for a
man to learn more than on others, because of the institutional personnel
involved and the type of work itself. So:oo of these skills have limited
application, however, license plate making, for example, being a skill in
demand for~the most part at state penitentiaries.

.)

The following table shows a typical assignment of inmates to the various
industries and maintenance shops.
Cannery
30-125 (depending on season)
Soap Plant
12
Concrete Blocks
4
Envelope Ma.king
50 (4 months a year)
Tailor Shop and Kni. tting Mill
45
License Plates & Road Signs
70 (35 each shift)
Construction (of New Cannery)
50
Construction ( Pre-Parole Center) 50
Farm and Dairy
215
Blacksmith Shop
24
Boiler Room
16 (divided among three shifts)
Plumbing and Sheet Metal Shop
20
Laundry
50
Electric Shop
30
Storeroom & Butcher Shop
20
Motor Pool
12
Print Shop
7
Carpenter & Paint Shop
32
Kitchen & Bakery
50 (Mainline only)

)1
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Reformatory

,._

,,
'
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At the reformatory, vocational training is also limited in what may be
learned on the job. Warden Thomas is very interested in setting up a vocational training program with classroom instruction in addition to maintenance shop assignment. It is extremely important that boys confined in the
reformatory receive some kind of vocational instruction as most of them are
past "legal" school age and have had very little work experience, if any.
If the institution had a well-rounded program designed to provide apprentice
training, more of the inmates might be able to find decent jobs on the outside and be less likely to become
recidivists.
Warden Thomas feels that, despite the lack of organized vocational
courses, some of the inmates learn quite a bit from their institutional
assignments. From observation this seems true to a certain extent, especially
in respect to those inmates assigned to the automotive and welding shops and
also those working in the barber shop. The barber shop is operated under the
direction of a licensed barber, who was an inmate at the penitentiary and
transferred to the reformatory for instructional purposes. The instruction
by the inmates in the institutional barber shop is now credited on a halftime basis as apprentice training on the outside.
Other places an inmate may be assigned at the reformatory include: the
carpenter shop, the kitchen, the power house, the tailorshop, the storeroom,
the farm and dairy, and the laundry. Below is a typical inmate assignment
schedule.

:.

>

Carpenter Shop
Automobile Shop
Welding Shop
·storeroom
laundry and Tailor Shop
Barber Shop
Farm and Dairy
Kitchen
Power House
·plumbing Shop
Electrical Shop

14
12
6
3

12
4

40 (varies with season)
30
8
4
4

Summary
Education and vocational training play an important role in the rehabilitation programs of the four correctional institutions. The four institutions are doing an acceptable job in this respect, considering present personnel and facilities; yet, all four of the institutions recognize the need
for improvement in this phase of their program and are working toward that
end. None of the four have academic programs which go through high school;
both the reformatory and penitentiary feel the need for high school courses
and hope to enlarge their academic program to this extent.
Classroom vocational training is also needed especially at the reformatory and to a lesser degree at the penitentiary. An industrial arts program
integrated with the school would be very useful at the boys' school and the
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superintendent has ideas along this line. The girls' school is the only
one at the present time with vocational training tied in ,d. th academic work.
A good education and vocational training program not only aids the inmate by better equipping him for employment or a return to school upon
release, but also aits down on his idle time in a constructive way while he
is still ·confined

...

0

Industry and Farm Operation
Industry and farm operations at the four institutions have been touched
upon briefly in the foregoing section on education and vocational training.
It is dealt with in this section in terms of the scope of operations and
production. All four of the institutions have farms, but only one--the peni- ·
tentiary--operates aey industries. These industries include the cannery,
the license tag plant, the soap plant, and the tailor shop and knitting mill.
Less.important industries are the mattress factory and the making of concrete
blocks.

:..

License Plate Plant
The tag plant with two custodial officers and approximately 70 inmates divided
between two shifts produced 1,962,617 license plates, 50,125 reflectors, 19,069
road signs, and 1,583 special license plates .during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1956. The total value of tag plant production for this period was·
$313,940~25 or $140,809.09 more than the cost of production. 1
Soap Plant
The soap plant employs 12 inmates and one custodial officer who is in
charge. Prqducts of the soap plant include solid soap in several forms such
as flakes, bars, chips, and powder, in addition.t~ liquid soap. Other products
cover a wide range of items such as germicide, insect sprays, lanolin, sweeping compound, bleach, hair tonic, shaving lotion, furniture polish, and
many others. The value of all production at the soap plant for the year ending June 30, 1956, was $19,391.59. The total cost of production was $14,585.94,
or $4,805.65 less than the value of the products produced. The soap plant
provided for 95 per cent of the penitentiary's needs for products of this
kind. Seventy-five per cent of the total production of the soap plant was
used~ the penitentiary, and the remaining 25 per cent was sold to other
institutions.
Tailor Shop and-Knitting Mill
The tailor shop and knitting mill has one custodial officer in charge,
and he has 45 inmates working for him. These inmate workers are assigned to
the knitting.mill, the tailor shop and sewing machines, shoe repair department; and the harness shop. Products from this operation include various kinds
of trousers, shirts, suits, sheets, shorts, pillow cases, socks, coats, towels,

1.

Cost of production figures and value of production figures cited on
pages 28-35 were provided by the respective institutions and have ·
not been audited.
·
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coverallss and many similar items. Ninety-five per cent of the production
from the tailor shop and knitting mill is used by the penitentiary and the
other five per cent is sold to other institutions. The 95 per cent of total
production used by the penitentiary comprises 80 per cent of its needs for
these products. The total cost of production for the tailor shop and knitting
mill for the year ending June 30, 1956, was $60,606.19. The value of goods
produced by this operation--was $72,392.87 or $11,786.68 more than the cost
of production.

,,

Cannery
From 30 to 125 inmates are employed in the cannery depending upon the
season of the year. Three custodial officers are assigned to the cannery
with a Custodial Officer III in charge. During the calendar year 1955,
35,077 cases (six one-gallon cans to the case) of fruits and vegetables were
processed and canned, Products included: apples, apple butter, apricots,
green beans, beets, catsup, cherries, corn, peaches, sauerkraut, spinach,
tomatoes and several others. Seventy-two per cent or 25,617 cases were sold
to other institutions~and the remainder was used by the penitentiary. The
value of cannery production for this period was $129,985.02, which was
$23,180.43 more than total production cost of $106,804.59.

..

Some of the produce used in the cannery was grown on the penitentiary
ranches and farms. The rest was purchased in the open market or supplied by
other institutions . on a share basis. All the corn canned was grown by the
institution and 40 per cent of the beets, seven per:cent of the spinach
and a little more than 20 per cent of the beans canned were also grown on the
penitentiary farm. The other produce was purchased.
Institutions purchasing canned goods from the penitentiary during the calendar yep.r 1955 included: State Hospital, Pueblo; Children's Home, Denver;
the reformatory, Soldiers and Sailors' Home, Colorado School of Mines, boys'
school, girls' school, ~tate Home and Training Schools at Ridge and Grand
Junction; Western State College; Florence City Schools; and the Pueblo County
Farm.
The new cannery now under construction with1n the walls of the penitentiary
will have a productive capacity 50 to 75 per cent greater than that of the
present facility.
Mattress Shop
f'.

The mattress shop is operated about three days a month and is under the
direction of the officer who is in charge of the print shop. Inmates are assigned to the mattress shop as needed. The products of this shop are mattresses
and pillows, and during the fisca1 year ending June 30, 1956, 288 mattresses
and 265 pillows were made. Eighty per cent of the mattresses and pillows were
used at the penitentiary and these supplied all of the institutional needs during the year. The other 20 per cent were sold to other institutions. The
cost of production for the mattress shop was $3,827 and the value of.production
was $4,530.75 or $703.75 more than the cost.
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Concrete Blocks
At the present ti.rae there are only four im.ates assig:ied to the manufacturing of concrete blocks and these blocks are used entirely by the
penitentiary, primarily in the construction of the new cannery.
Expansion Possibilities
In surveying the present status of orison industries at the state penitentiary and the possibilities of industr-i_alexpansion, both Warden Tinsley
and his business manager feel that additions to the J)l"ison industry program
might be made without interfering with private ousi.ness or labor.

-:-:-
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For such expansion to be feasible, they both point out, the laws regarding prison industries (discussed in Section II) should be followed with
necessary changes made by the legislature to facilitate the establishment of
a centrally-coordinated prison industry program. It is their opinion that
prison industry expansion is not justified unless there is a market among
state institutions and political subdivisions for the products, and they feel
that the coordination of production and markets on a large scale is beyond
the scope of the penitentiary and should be handled by the department of institutions or some other central state agency.
As mentioned before, the new cannery Yill have an increase 50 to 75 per
cent over the present facility. Expansion is also possible for the tailor
shop and knitting mill and for the mattress factory.
New prison industries such as a paint plant and a furniture factory
could conceivably be set up at the penitentiary were there a need for these
products or a market at other state institutions •
.:

Penitentiary Farm Operations
All four correctional institutions maintain farms, with the most extensive agricultural operations conducted at the penitentiary and the reformatory.
Farm production at the penitentiary is divided among three different locations:
the gardens located near the main walls of the pe~itentiary; Ranch V located
east of Canon City, and Ranch I, which includes the dairy, located still
further east of Canon City. Truck crops such as beets, lettuce, carrots,
and other vegetables are grown at the gardens. The gardens are also the
location of the piggery and the chicken farm. Ranch V, which will not be
operated after the summer of 1957, is used primarily to grown corn, and
beans. These 89"irrigated acres have been traded for an additional 1 1 000
acres on Ranch I, because the institution felt that Ranch V was becoming a
security problem as commercial and residential buildings. have-been' going up
around it. ~ome truck crops are grown at Ranch I and t~is areas is also used
for the dairy, feed crop acreage,and grazing. fhe penitentiary turkey r~ch
is also located on Ranch I.
The following table shows the distribution o f f ~ acr~age at the penitentiary as of July 1956.

~
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TABIE III
DISTRIBUTION OF FARM ACREAGE
AT THE PENITENTIARY JULY, 1956
Total number of farm acres
Total number of farm acres after Ranch Vis
traded for additional land on Ranch I
Number of acres in crop production
Number of acres in livestock feed
Number of acres in grazing land
Number of acres not in production
Crops produced during the fiscal year
June 30, 1956 include: corn, corn fodder,
beets, peas, lettuce, cucumbers, parsnips,
barley, oats, cane hay, turnips, radishes,
onions, apples,and greenpeppers.

3,529
4,440
629
150
50
2,700

beginning July 1, 1955, and ending
alfalfa, straw,,spinach, cabbage,
carrots, squash, ·grass hay, silage,
cantaloupe, onions, green beans,

Livestock, poultry and dairy products produced during the same period include: pork, eggs, capons, turkeys, chicken friers, milk, cream, butter, and
skim milk. The penitentiary also buys and fattens beef and does its own
butchering.
The crops grown at the penitentiary are sufficient to supply approximately 40 per cent of the institution's needs. The remainder, including additional produce canned at the cannery, is purchased from outside sources. The
production at the prison dairy is
sufficient to cover alJ. institutional
_needs in this respect, and no dairy pro4ucts are purchased.
Th~ total cost of farm production tor the fiscal year-was $241,624. This
figure, according to the penitentiary's business manager, includes all expenses except officer's salaries,
·
and the cost of convict labor which
the institution estimates at$.25 per hour in computing costs for its industrial
operations. 'When the salary of the eight officers working in the farm program are added in, the cost of the farm program for fiscal year 1955 totals
$278,834. The reported value of farm production for this period was $227.148.
The following items which did not add to the productive value of the farm
program for 1955 were included in the cost total of $278,834~
7

1. Food and housing for the 70 inmates l1ving_~n Ranch I who are
doing construction labor.
2. All food consumed by inmates working on farm operations ($46,000).
3. Costs of feeding non-permanent irunate work details which are fed
at the ranches and farms rather than returning them to the main institution.
4. ·$18,000 for the purchase of livestock. This increase in livestock
will be shown as additional income for fiscal year 1956-57, but the purchase
shows up as an expense in 1955-56.
5. Additional expense for feed and forage supplies for retention of 69
calves who were not sold due to poor market conGitions. They will be fed
until the narket improves.
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After consideration of these cost figures, the penitentiary business
manager estimates net income for fiscal year 1955-56 at $24,000 rather than
the loss of $51,686 that the actual cost and value figures show.
;...

Reformatory
The reformatory farm has 1,568 acres used for grazing and production with
about 700 acres used for crop production at the present time. Crops grown
include: hay, potatoes, field corn, wheat, barley, oats, straw, carrots,
cabbage, onions, lettuce, radishes, cauliflower, beets, peas, beans, spinach,
turnips, cucumbers, garlic, and parsley.
In addition, the reformatory also has a dairy farm and raises some
livestock and poultry. Livestock and poultry butchered for institutional use
includes beef, pork, chickens, and turkeys. Whole milk, skim milk, butter
and cream from the dairy provide all institutional needs for these products.
The reformatory farm also provides all the institutional needs for eggs,
chickens, turkeys, pork, and one-third of the need for beef. Sufficient hay,
grain, and potatoes for use by the institution ..re also grown. It is sometimes
necessary to purchase vegetables because of difficulty in raising;~ome truck
crops at the reformatory's altitude and the shortness of thz growing season.

,
'

Six correctional officers are assigned to the farm. and daiiy operation .'
at the reformatory. Three officers are assigned. to the dairy and two to the
farm, all of them under the supervision of the farm manager. From 20 to 100
inmates work at the farm and dairy depending on the season. The usual number
is 15 to 20 inmates at the dairy with an additional 30 to 35 at the farm and
gardens.,
The re£ormatory intends to cut its beef and dairy herds in the future
because of the lack of good grazing land. There is a great need for water,
if the reformatory is going to expand its farming operations, according to
both the warden and the farm manager. If the "Arkansas frying pan project
is approved by Congress as it is presently set up, it will bypass the reformatory and take the water surplus depended upon for spring soaking. The
flume carrying irrigation water over the river is in a bad state of repair
and may need replacement in a few years. The reformatory is also engaged
in a local controversy over legal water rights._
According to the farm manager, the _reformatory cooperates with and receives assistance from the soil conservation district and also from Colorado
A & M College. At the present time, the reformatory has some land in experimental crops in conjunction with the extension service of Coloracfo A.& M.
During fiscal year 1955, the reported total cost of farm operations including salaries_ was $35,128 and total expenses, $35,341. However a $1,500 credit
from the soil conservation district enabled the farm to show a net of $1,287
over expenses.
Boys' School
The farm and dairy at the boys' school consists of 688 acres. Dairy products constitute the major portion of the farms production. However, some
vegetables are grown, and some pigs are butchered for pork. The excess milk
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produced is sold commercially and also fed to the hogs. There are four staff
members assigned to the farm operation and they have the assistance of 22
inmates who each work half days.
During fiscal year 1955, the reported value of farm production, including
the sale of dairy products and livestock, was $29,054. The reported cost of
farm operations including salaries was $25,609, or $8,445 less than the value
of farm production for the yeare
Girls' School
The girls' school at Morrison has a 30 acre truck farm, a chicken farm,
and an apple orchard. There are three full~time people assigned to farm
work including the vocational instructor in charge of the outside program.
For fiscal year 1955, the total cost of the farm program, salaries included,
was $14,588. The value of farm production--mostly vegetables, some fruit, and
chickens and eggs, was $5,360 or a loss for the year of $9,228. The question
has been raised as to the possibility of doing away entirely with the farm
program at the girls' school because of the cost. rt has been determined by
the staff of the legislative sub-committee on appropriations, that the fruits
and vegetables could be purchased cheaper on the open market than they can be
grown at the institution.
The value of the farm program as a rehabilitation factor at the juvenile
institutions is also open to question. Most of the inmates at both institutions
come from the metropolitan Denver area and will return to this area upon release
from both training schools. This is a factor that should be taken into consideration in determining the extent of agricultural operations at both training
-schools in the future •
..:.

.:

Recreation Activities

All four of the institutions have organized recreational programs, with
the reformatory and the penitentiary placing the most stress on athletic teams
competing with outside teams.
The penitentiary has both football and baseball teams which represent the
institution. These teams play games with outside teams, but the games are
held within the confines of the institution. The penitentiary also has a boxing team which occasionally has matches with outside squads. The intramural
program includes: baseball, softball, horseshoes, handball, and basketball.
The Custodial Officer II in charge of the athletic program coaches ~11 the.
institution teams. Approximately 100 inmates turn out for baseball--~18_p.1~
on the varsity squad and the rest in the intramural program. Forty-five inmates
turn out -for football, and the boxing program usually attracts about 30 inmates.
The reformatory has a baseball team, a boxing team, a football team, and
two basketball teams which compete outside the reformatory. The baseball
team (18 inmates) plays service and town teams. The football team (6-man
football) plays teams on the high school level in the immediate vicinity of
Buena Vista. One basketball team plays in the local high school league, and
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the other team--made up of older irunates--pla.vs to ..-n anc. independent teams.
The ooxing team competes an.·iuall,y in the Gale.en Glo\·es. T'r.e athletic staff
includes a part time basket~all, foothall, and baseball coach and also a boxing
coach, who assumes custodial duties when not trainin:; the boxing team. In
addition to the in...":lat.es playing on these tea=.s, about 50 TI!.Ore take part in the
intramural progran which includes basketball and baseball. The refonnatory
also has a miniature golf course and horse shoe pits, which are used by the
inmates during their free time.
The boys' industrial school has one full time coach who also teaches
physical education. At the time of this report, there was no organized intramural program, but the boys had informal softball and touch football games.

•

The boys also box and use the swimming pool under the direction of the
coach. In the past, boys' school teams have played basketball ganes with Denver
Parochial schools, Federal Correctional Institution, and the children's home.
Because of the need for another coach and a lack of athletic equipment, the
outside athletic prograi:i has been curtailed. It is the superintendent's belief
that outside athletic events should not interfere with the operation of the
intramural program.
At the girls' school, the athletic progran is under the direction of the
assistant superintendent. This year the school entered a team in the Jefferson
County Girls' Softball League. Approximately 18 girls participate on the institution's softball team. The fall and winter programs include square dancing,
volleyball, and basketball.
In general, the athletic programs at the four correctional institutions
seem adequate. The boys' school, however, has not kept up ,,,-i th the other two
male institutions in this respect. The boys' school needs another coach, and
much of the.available athletic equipment is either da:naged or obsolete. According to the coach, Sl50 has been spent on athletic equipnent during the 18
months previous to this report.
Canteen, Library,and Institutional Publications
Canteen Operation
Each of the four correctional institutions has canteen facilities for i~mate use. At the penitentiary, the canteen is open from 6:30 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.
and carries food stuffs, soft drinks, tobacco, candy, cigarettes, etc. The canteen is operated by a custodial officer with eight inmate assistants. All
profits from the canteen are deposited in the canteen and library fund; also
deposited in t~is fund are proceeds from ticket sales fro~ tours conducted through
the institution. Expenses against this fund incluce athletic supplies, library
books, and all goods bought for resale in the canteen.
The canteen at the -reformatory is open only one night a week and is operated
as a private concessio3. The canteen at the boys' school is also operated only
one night a week, but by the institution. At the boys' school, the boys are
allowed to spend 35 cents a week on candy and pop. They are narched from their
cottages to the canteen, which is set u~ in t?e butch:r shop. ~h;_boys m~ke
their nvrchases and are allowed a certa1.:i period of tULe for dr1runng their
pop, u;ually tne~ sit or. the butcher shop floor to do so. The boys are then
marched back to their cottage.
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The girls' school canteen is maintained in the administration building
and is open during the day at all times. The amount each girl may spend is
flexible depending on the amount in her account and is supervised by her cottage
matron. In addition, a mail order catalogue is available in each cottage,
and the girls are allowed to order from it within certain broad restrictions
set qy the institution. One of the members of the office staff
does shopping for the girls in Denver from time to time.
Library Program
'

r

~

i
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maintains a library. The
Each of·the four correctional institutions
penitentiary library has approximately 5,000 volumes representing about 3,000
titles. The reformatory library has approximately 1,500 volumes, the girls'
school 2,000, and the boys' school 500.
The penitentiary library is 60 per cent fiction, and the library staff
consists of seven inmate librarians.· The institution also subscribes to
26 different magazines. According to the head librarian, approximately onefourth of the books are in circulation all the time. The penitentiary now
buys all of its books through the canteen and library fund. The state librarian has been of assistance in culling the library selections and in making
reconnnendations for additions.
The library
and most of them
The head teacher
academic duties,
placed neatly on

volumes at the reformatory were all provided by donation
are not necessarily suited to the needs of the institution.
is in charge of the library, and with the press of his
it is difficult for him to keep the books catalogued and
the shelves. Library night is held once a week •

rTI1iie the 2,000 volumes in the library at the girls' school were mostly
obtained through donation, there seems to be a better selection than might be
expected. The library is integrated with the school program and is under the
supervision of the principal. Each girl has one library period each week and
is allowed to check out books and take them to her cottage. At the time the
institution was visited, there were 94 books checked out for 110 inmates.
At the boys' school, the inmates were not allowed to check out books at
the time the institution was visited. The practice of checking out books
was resumed.in September, however. The superintendent says that $1,200 has
been spent on books in the past few years and that most of the donated books
which were unsuitable were removed. He stated that the inmates were restricted from taking out books during the summer months because staff vacations
made it difficult to find personnel to supervise the library period.

I

.

Institutional Publications
•.

Three of the institutions have publications--all except the reformatory.
At the penitentiary, two magazines are published by inmate staffs under the
supervision of a custodial officer. Both magazines are issued bi-monthly, and
one is the organ of the prison's Alcoholics Anonymous group.
Golden has a school newspaper published in conjunction with the printing
shop operation and the boys gather the news and edit the paper under the direction
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of the printing shop supervisor. The paper at the girls' school 1s mimeographed and is printed as part of the school program.
Medical Facilities
Three of the four correctional institutions have hospitals; the fourth-the reformatory--makes use of the Salida hospital when necessary. The penitentiary is the only one of the four with a full-time doctor, appointed
July 1, 1956. The penite~tiary also has a part~time dentist and calls upon
other medical specialists as needed.

..
,._

The reformatory and the two training schools have the services of parttime physicians.and each one also has a part-time dentist on the staff.

...

A member of the custodial staff is in charge of the hospital at the penitentiary. Except for an additional custodial officer, all of the other hospital positions including nurses are filled by inmates who are screened as to
background, intelligence, work experience, etc. The hospital has 45 beds at
the present time with five permanent patients. The new hospital is being
built as an addition to the present structure and will have a capacity of 84
beds. The average number of inmates hospitalized during a typical month is
about 55 with approximately 3,000 inmates going on sick call during the
same period.

In addition to providing dental work and glasses as necessary, the penitentiary is also making a practice of corrective surgery with the inmate's
permission. Such surgery is especially attempted when the defect to be corrected is considered to be at least partially to blame for the inmate's lack of
social adjustment. In general> dental work and glasses_,are provided at the
other three institutions ··and both the training schools indicate that they
will have corrective surg~ry done if agreed to by the juvenile's parents or
legal guardian.

..

.
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The hospital at the boys' school is temporarily located in the new administration building along with the first aid and examination rooms. The old
hospital~which had 26 beds,has temporarily been closed. Only three or four
boys at a time are hospitalized and they are presently confined in the single
units in the administration building, but are separated from the disciplinary
cases and the new boyso The superintendent is planning either to renovate
the old hospital or to convert the basement of the old school building into
a hospital. Approximately 12 boys a day go on sick call, and in the past few
years there haven't been too many cases of a serious nature. Polio vaccine
has been given to all the boys.
Sick call at the girls' school is held three days a week with from 20
to 35 girls on sick call at any one time. Very few of the girls are hospitalized and when they are, they stay in rooms, similar to those in the cottages.
The hospital is combined with some cottage facilities and rooms for new girls
and disciplinary cases •. The hospital capacity is 15 beds and the nurse feels
that it is well equipped.

,;,.,

For serious illnesses or .surgery at both juvenile schools, the patients
are brought to Denver. Pregnancy cases at the girls' school are placed in the
Florence Crittendon home for pre-natal care, birth, and post-natal care.
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Counseling and Diagnostic Services
Only one of the four correctional institutions has the services of a
visiting psychiatrist and none of them has one in residence. A psychiatrist
from the state hospital in Pueblo spends two afternoons a month at the
penitentiary.
The boys' school is the only one of the four to have the services of a
case worker. There are two social workers at the boys' school, one of whom
works half-time as a parole officer. The boys' school also has a psychologist
who teaches half-time. He is an educational psychologist and does not have a
clinical background. None of the institutions, at the time this report was
written, had the resident services of either a clinical psychologist or a
psychiatric social worker, although both the penitentiary and the reformatory
now have personnel requests for resident clinical psychologists.
The juvenile institutions may send inmates to the Diagnostic Center for
analysis by referral through the Director of Public Institutions. They also
receive the results of any analysis made of a boy or girl prior to committment.
However, the services of the Diagnostic Center at the present time are limited in the number of children which can be accommodated,and the lack·of ·tra:ined
personnel makes it difficult for the juvenile institutions to follow through
upon a recommended treatment program.
The visiting psychiatrist at the penitentiary can do little more than
screen the men he interviews to determine whether or not to comm.it them to
the state hospital for observation. Inmates are referred to the psychiatrist
_by the warden, the doctor, or top staff personnel after CO!J-SUltation with the
warden and the doctor9 The psychiatrist says that he se~rom 12 to 15 inmates
in one afternoon and is dissatisfied with the length of time he can give to
each man, but that is all he has available.
At the time of this report, there were 150 inmates at the penitentiary
talcing tranquilizer drugs upon order of the psychiatrist. He admits that
this procedure is a stop gap measure, but points out that the state hospital
doesn't have room for them, that most of them don't belong there anyway, and
that the use of tranquilizer drugs allow these men to take part in the institutional routine without becoming disruptive forces.
Still, a few inmates may be committed to the state hospital for observation
for 30 days upon order of the governor. From the reformatory about 20 inmates
a year are sent to Pueblo for observation. During the past several years,
according to Warden Thomas, only one has remained. While the penitentiary
received summaries on all their inmates returned from the state hospital, the
reformatory receives no information whatsoever, even though the warden has
requested this information on several occasions.

.,

.,...

In general, counselling at the four institutions is a function of all
staff members with no one staff member or group of staff members assigned
to this task. All four of the institutions recognize the need for professional help in this respect and (as mentioned above) both the penitentiary and the
reformatory are in the process of recruiting clinical psychologists. The
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girls' school has a guidance center in the planning stage and hopes to staff
this center with a clinical psychologist and a psychiatric social worker.
One other item should re mentioned in connection with this subject. The
penitentiary has an Alcoholics Anonymous group of approximately 135 inmates.
The Colorado Springs AA group was of assistance in getting the penitentiary
group started, and other outside groups have also helped .and have given assistance
to some of the penitentiary group members
released on parole. The ·
inmates plan their own programs, have their own steering committee, and participate on their own time. At the weekly meetings, the talks and discussions
are originated by the in:nates with an occasional outside speaker.
In general, the institutions are in need of professional help for
co~selling and therapy. These needs might well be satisfied through the
employment of clinical psychologists and/or psychiatric social workers with
part-time psychiatric services made available to the institutions. At least
for the presnt, there is no need for resident psychiatrists at any of the
institutions. The cost of employing psychiatrists would be prohibitive, and
there aren't any available who would be likely to be interested in a residency
at any of the four institutions as a full-time job.

:..

Special Work Program
In this category are the honor road camp at the reformatory and the work
out programs at ooth juvenile training schools.
Reformatory Mobile Road Camp
The reformatory's road camp consists of several pieces of mobile equipment
and has facilities to house three officers and 30 inmates. In 1955, the legislature appropriated S38,000 to equip this camp. Road camp equipment includes
four 38-f oot trailers, one 24-f'riot trailer, an,· old Denver Tramway bus, two
supply tents, plus some oth~rolling stock such as trucks and a station wagon.
Two of the 38-foot trailers are outfitted to sleep 14 inmates in each.
The other two 38-foot trailers serve as a kitchen and dining room with the
kitchen trailer having bunk space for the inmate cook and his assistant. The
24-foot trailer is used for officers' living quarters and has its own bathroom and shower unit. The bus has been rebuilt as a toilet and shower unit
for the inmates.
The road camp finished its 1956 outdoor program by doing some work on
Cameron Pass for Colorado A & M College. This project included brush clearing
and road work. Other road camp projects were located near Rifle, near Littleton, near Pu~blo, and on Cottonwood pass. At Rifle, the camp worked on improving the city of Rifle's mountain park area. Roadside parks were set up
near Littleton and Pueblo. The road camp crew also helped build a road across
Cottonwood Pass. During the winter months, the road camp crew works in the
carpenter shop on maintenance of camp equipment and build.s _ tables, benches,
and.other items for_ future mountain and roadside park sites.
Inmates assigned to the road camp are very carefully picked from the
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institution population. Most of the inmates assigned to the unit are first
offenders who show rehabilitative tendencies. So far it has been necessary
to return only two boys to the institution for disciplinary reasons.
Three officers are assigned to the road camp with two officers working
full-tme while the other is off duty. The schedule is staggered so that
each officer works two weeks and then has a week off. Supplies for ~he
camp are brought in from the main institution each week with some food products--especially perishables--purchased locally.
While the camp has been in operation only a short time, it appears to
be achieving its purpose, that of providing a wholesome, non-institutionalized
atmosphere for some of the inmates who will benefit most from this kind of
program. The work accomplished by the road camp has also been of significant
quantity and quality. In light of the initial success.ofthis project, consideration might be given to equipping other similar units. However, the
question should be raised as to whether the same amount of money would be put
to better use in financing an expanded educational and vocational training
program at the reformatory from which a greater number of inmates could benefit.
Boys' School Work Out Program
At the boys' school, a few of the inmates (those with good records and
nearing their release from the institution) are allowed to work in the city
of Golden~ Usually the boys work at the Holland House as bus boys or as pin
boys at the bowling alley. The boys continue to live within the confines of
the institution and leave the ~rounds only during working hours. The boys
areplid the going rate for these jobs, according to the superintendent, with
half of each boy's pay deposited- to his account for his specific use and the
other half deposited in the boys' trust fund. Expenditures from this fund,
according to the superintendent and his administrative assistant, include recreation equipment, company parties, equipment for the school's Boy Scout
troop, and will be used to outfit the new chapel.
Girls' School Work Out Program
The work out program at the girls' school is somewhat similar except that
the girls are allowed to keep all money earned on the outside jobs. Usually
girls are allowed to work outside only after they have been in the institution
from six to eight months. These girls are selected on the basis of their
deportment, institutional adjustment, and financial need. They work in private
homes in the immediate area of the girlsv school and return to the institution
at night. The girls in the work out program do housework, washing, etc. and
receive from $2.50 to $3.00 per day for this work.
The superintendents of the juvenile institutions feel that these programs
help the inmates to make a gradual adjustment to the outside again and to
earn some money while doing so. They provide an incentive to the inmates in
the same way that the honor camp does at the reformatory, because of the method
of selection.
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ri::H:en' s Correctior.al Program
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Penitentiary Women's Denart:sent
The facilities for »o~en at the penitentiary are located outside of, but
immediately adjacent to, the wall of the main penitentiary. The women's
department at the penitentiary had 30 inmates at the time the institutions was
visited and has a m.axir:n.::m capacity of 40. The head matron in charge of the
women's department is assisted by five other matrons; one of these takes charge
during the swing shift and another one during the graveyard shift.
Eight of the 30 inmates at the time of the visit were from other states;
four from Utah and four from South Dakota. Maintenance for theie inmates is
paid for by the respective states at the rate of $2.75 per day.
Wyoming
formerly sent their women prisoners to Canon City, but were asked to make
other arrangements a few years ago because of the crowded conditions in the
women's department at that time.
The inmates work at various institutional housekeeping and gardening
chores, which usually do not take more than five hours a day. There is no
school or vocational training program. for the women at the penitentiary at the
present time 1 but Warden Harry Tinsley is hopeful of getting a part-time
program started in the evening by using teachers from the Canon City school
system. The women's department has a library of approximately 275 books and
subscribes to several iragazines. Radio is available to the women in their
rooms through the central radio and headphone setup operated from the main
prison, and a television set is kept in the recreation room. Many of the girls
do sewing and handicraft work in their spare time for sale in the curio shop.
There is an athletic field to tfte rear of the women's building where the
inmates may play basketball, softba1.lj shuffleboard, or tennis. This field is
in bad condition, but the head matron states that the girls are not much
interested in using it at the present time and that should they show renewed
interest in any of the sports, the equipment and playing field would be put
in better shape and maintained.

{

;

Maintenance on the women's department building and facilities is carried
out by the various maintenance shops inside the main prison. Food is
ordered from the storeroom. in the main prison, although the menus are planned
and the food prepared in the women's department kitchen.
Denver County Jail

., .
~

At the present time there are 8 girls of reformatory age in the Denver
county jail. The Denver county jail was named as the state reformator:v for
women by an executi.e order of Gowrnor Johnson in July 1955. The maximum
number of girls confined at the Denver county jail has been 13 and the average
length of time spent there by each girl is seven months. The state pays $2.'25
per day for each girl se.ntenced to the Denver county jail as state charges.

1.

Utah and South Dakota pay $1,003.75 per year to maintain their
female prisoners at Canon City. It costs the state between $1300 and
$1400 to keep an inmate at the penitentiary at the present time,so the
Colorado taxpayers are subsidizing Utah and South Dakota approximately
$300 to $400 per female penitentiary inmate annually.
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Prior to the designation of the Denver county jail as the state reformatory facility for women, several other institutions were usedo In 1952,
the Nebraska state reformatory was used for four young women at a cost to the
state of Colorado of $100 per girl per month. The arrangement with Nebraska
was terminated after an examination of their reformatory by Representative
Rena Mary Taylor, who is also a member of the state institution advisorary
board. From 1952 until June 1955, the Denver, El Paso and Arapahoe county jails
were designated to be used as state reformatory facilities for girls. The
cost varied from $45 per month in 1952 to $60 per month in 1955 for each girl.

.

.
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There are no educational or vocational tr~ning opportunities available
at the present time for the girls confined in the Denver county jail. According to James Dolliver, warden of the county jail, there is little possibility"
of setting up any such program for the girls sent to his institution as state
charges. The girls confined there are separated at night from the other inmates, but mix with them during the day. The only employment available
for them is in the jail laim.dry.
Mrs. Margaret Curry, women's parole officer of the State Department of
Parole, states that the girls confined in the county jail as state charges
need a work and/or educational program, shoes and clothing, and medical attentiono These needs have been confirmed by Representative Taylor and others who
have looked over the present setup.
In 1955, the State Planning Connnission at the request of Governor Johnson
made a survey to determine the need for a separate facility for state female
offenders. of reformatory age. A summary of their report shows that there were
330 females, age 16 to 25 (reformatory age by Colorado Statute), charged with
crimes in Colorado courts in the five years, 1950 through 1954. Of these
330, 119 were either given probation or acquitted, 107 were ,confined in various
county j~ils, 67 were confined in state institutions, and 37 in other institutions9- From reports gathered by the commiS{,ion from district court clerks
and county sheriffs, 40 were convicted of crI:m:es in 1954, and 53 per cent of
these were placed on procation 1 24 per cent were confined in county jails,
and 23 per cent were committed to either the girls' training school or the
state penitentiary.

,..
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It is extremely difficult to determine how
have been granted probation,because of the lack
rehabilitation programs for girls of this age.
to show roughly the magnitude of the need for a
offenders.

maey girls of reformatory age
of adequate facilities and
The above figures are cited
reformatory for female

;
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The 40th General Assembly amended the statutes for the girls' training
school so that the school could receive girls up to the age of 21 instead of
18 as the law read previously. The new statute also authorized the training
school to· keep the girls until the age of 22. However, the girls 9 training
school superintendent has refused to take girls over 18, because of the lack
of facilities to take care of them and the dubious benefits to be derived from
mixing older with younger girls. One pos3ible solution offered by Warden
Tinsley, Mrs. Curry, and others is the establishment of an interstate compact
to build a new institution to house female offenders from several mountain
states to be financed jointly by these states. This problem h•a·s been ex...
amined more fully in the -first.section
· of this report.
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Food Service
Peni tentia:,·y
The penitentiary operates eight dining rooms. Almost 1300 inmates
are fed at the main institution dining room; J_OO inmates at Ranch I; 48 at
the dairy; 39 at Ranch V; and 25 at the gardens. In addition, the women's
department has its own kitchen, which feeds approximately 30 female inmates,
the hospital has a diet kitchen for patients on special diets, and there is a
dining room for officers, which is located adjacent to the main institution
kitchen.
The food for all these dining rooms is procured from the central institution storeroom, although different menus are used in the various kitchens.
Menus for the main institution dining room and for the officers' dining room
are prepared on a day to day basis to utilize leftovers. All of the menus,
in general, are fairly veil balanced and nutritionally adequate. The penitentiary also does all its own baking.
The business manager at the penitentiary computed the following as the
cost per meal per inmate in five of the institutions' dining rooms: main institution, $ .20; Ranch I,$ .22; Dairy,$ .28; Gardens, $26: and Ranch V,

$ .27
There are 160 inmates working in the main kitchen, mainline dining room,
officers' dining room,and bakery. This 'Whole operation is under the super~
vision of a Custodial Officer III who is assisted by a Custodial Officer II.
In addition, two to four imnates work in each of the otherkitchens with the
exception of the special diet kitchen in the hospital, which has only one
inmate assigned to it.
Reformatory
Two dining rooms are operated at the refo!"Illb.tory, one for the inmates &nd
one for the officers. The menus are planned for-a week to three weeks in advance and are based on r:ienus developed b;y a dietician for the Federal Correctional Institution at Englewood. Warden Thomas says that he has obtained copies
of the FCI menus and has had them adapted for use at the reformatory • .The
quality and quantity of the food served at the reformatory is about on a par
with the penitentiary. The cost per meal per imnate at the reformatory is
$ .23. The reformatory also does all its own baking. There are two officers
assigned to the kitchen and one relief officer who leaves his custodial duties
to fill in on the days off of the other kitchen officers. Thirty inmates work
in the two kitchens and the bakery including two cooks who have been transferred from the penitentiary for instructional purposes.
As mentioned in a previous section, the reformatory also maintains a
kitchen with the road ca:n:p unit to feed the imm-.tes and officers assigned to
it. Because some of the food is purchased locally wherever ·the camp is located,
the cost per meal per imziate is substantially higher. It was estimated at
$ .45 by the captain in charge of the road camp.
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Boys 1 School

.

"

The boys' school has only one dining room with separate facilities for
school employees, although both are served the same menu. The menus at the
boys' schools are made up a week in advance. According to the superintendent,
the school had assistance in menu planning from the dietician at the state
hospital in Pueblo at the time the dining room and kitchen were remodeled in
1951~~ The boys' school does all its own baking, and there are five employees
working in the dining room, kitchen,and bakery. In addition, from 10 to 15
inmates work each half day in the dining room and kitchen.
The menus are planned to take advantage of surplus food commodities
which the schaol receives from the government. The cost per meal per boy
at Golden is$ .33. In general, the menu is fairly well-balanced, although
there is not the same variety of food as is served at the girls' school.
Girls' School
There is a greater variety in the menu at the girls' school, because meals
are prepared in each cottage kitchen for about 20 to 25 girls instead of central meal preparation for the whole institutional population~ This method
of food preparation and serving naturally is more expensive than using one
kitchen and dining room to feed a1L inmates. The superintendent and her
s~~ff feel that this more individualized food preparation better equips a girl
f-:,r her return to the outside and -is an important and integral part of the
school's vocational training program. The girls are also able, under this
system, to eat their meals in a more relaxed, "homelike" atmosphere.
G~l~ ~e issigned to work in each cottage kitchen under t~e supervision
of a 41et1c1an. Although the menus are planned separately by each cottage
and usually on a day-to-day basis, food supplies are ordered from the main
storeroom. However, there is no central record kept as to the food inventory
in each cottage, which might lead to an over supply of an item in one cottage
while others have shortages.

---

The cost per meal at the girls' school is$ .45 per girl with the total
salaries of the dieticians included in the cost. The dieticians spend approximately two-thirds of their time in food preparation and the other one-third
in assisting the cottage counselors in taking care of the cottage and the
girls. Computing on the basis of only two-thirds of the dieticians' salaries
as part of food preparation, the cost per meal per girl is$ .37.
Custody and Discipline

L

·-
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The two chief functions of a correctional institution are the rehabilitation of the offender and the protection of society. The rehabilitation phase
of the institutions' programs and its several facets have been discussed earlier
in this section. The other function,which is really one of custody,will be
1.

-----

Though this is the job title, it doe~ not necessarily mean that
the persons filling these jobs have this kind of professional ex•
perience. In fact, usually they don't.
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discussed below.
Penitentiary Classification
Usually inmates in an adult institution are assigned work or living space
partially on the basis of what kind of security risk the in.mate is adjudged
to be. At the penitentiary, the classification boardl determines the security
status of each inmate approximately 60 days after he enters the institution.
The case histories are co::npiled by the record and classification officer and
referred to extensive~· by the board in determining security status.
·
If an inmate is considered to be a maximum security risk, he will be
assigned a job within the main walls of the penitentiary. Medium security
risks may work outside under supervision, inside without supervision, and
might be assigned to the dormitory quarters in the hospital if assigned to
work there because of skills and educational background. Those inmates considered to be minimum security risks might be assigned to jobs and quartered at
the farm or dairy.
However, many medimn and mnimum security risks stay within the confines
of the main institution because of work skills or lack of available outside
assignments.
Primarily the penitentiary is a maxi.mum security institution with the
major portion of the institution's facilities designed for inmates of this
type. When the new medium security institution is completed, the classification board will have more flexibility in the assigmnent of inmates.
Each inmate's case history, as developed by the records and classification
section plays an important part in judging security status, because it is
from this history that the classification board can obtain information in respect to eI119tional difficulties, past associations, type of cr":1-es commi~ted
and criminal pattern and, most important of all, whether there 1s a detain.er
on the prisoner. All iru:rates wanted for a crime or a parole or probation
violation by other jurisdictions have detainers placed on them by these
jurisdictions. This means that the penitentiary will turn the inmate over
to the other authorities upon completion of his sentence at the penitentiary.
A prisoner, who might otherwise be a medium or minimum security risk, is
usually classified as a maximum security risk if there is a d~tainer on
him from some other jurisdiction.

...

Reformatory Classification
At the reformatory, a certain amount of inmate segregation also takes
place, but not necessarily immediately £allowing the orientation and admission period. At that time an inmate may be assigned to any of the available living quarters, although shop and detail assignments are made to some
extent in accordance with the deputy warden's opinion as to degree of security risk. For examply, no inmate considered a max::imum security risk would
· be assigned to the farm and dairy or allowed out of the institution with any
of the athletic teams. Usually, the inmates considered to be maximum seeurity
✓,,.-

1.

Board includes the warden, deputy warde~, head captain, day captain,
classification officer anq receiving officer.
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risks are assigned to the kitchen or some other inside detail.
Only those inmates who are considered to be minimum security risks and
have a good institutional record are assigned to the mobile road camp unit.
Within the institution proper, inmates with good institutional records may
be assigned to the dormitory. Cell Block C, the oldest cell block with the
worst living quarters, is used as much as possible for those inmates who
present the biggest disciplinary problems and who are considered the worst
security risks.
Boys' School Classification

. ,..

Assignment to cottages at the boys' school is made by the head cottage
counselor after the initial admission and orientation period. This assignment is made partially on the basis of age and partially on the information
gathered from the case history developed by the school's social worker. One
cottage is used to house the boys under 14, in so far as possible. The
school tries to segregate members of the same gang or juvenile group if they
are aware that there are several in the institution at the same time.
Girls' School Classification
Cottage assignment at the girls' school is also based to a certain extent
on the information available concerning each girl and the observation of her
by the nurse while she is in the admission and orientation period. The girls'
school does not have as extensive case histories of their charges as does the
boys' school, because of a lack of personnel to develop the histories and a
failure on the part of most county courts, with the exception of the metropolitan Denver area to provide much information on the girls they send to
Morrison.
Cu~todial Positions
While every staff position at the four correctional institutions is
considered custodial to some extent, because of the confinement aspect of the
institutional programs, some jobs are exclusively of this nature. This is
especially true at the penitentiary and reformatory wher~ a more prison-like
atmosphere prevails.

"'

Penitentiary
At the penitentiary many positions involve only custodial functions such
as tower officer, gate officer, cell house officer, and desk sergeant. An
examination of the August 1956 officer assignment roster 1 shows the following
breakdown:

.
•

1.

A typical example of officer assignment according to the deputy
warden .

~·-

.
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Custody Assignment

6:40 a.m. shift

Supervisory and
administrative

3~00 p.m. shift

11:00 p.m. shift

3

3

21

17

11

1

1

1

Cell houses
Tower & gates
Farm patrol
a.
b.
c.

Exclusive of warden and deputy warden
Excludes the officer in cell house 4 who is also the receiving
and orientation officer and as such has other duties besides those
which are custodial in nature.
Includes the officer assigned to the hospital; this assignment is
almost entirely custodial on the 3:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. shifts.

Reformatory
Approximately 20 to 25 correctional officers at the reformatory are
assigned to jobs which are primarily custodial in nature. These positions
include cell house, towers, dormitory, outside patrol, and administrative
custodial positions. It is difficult to determine the exact number of officers
assigned to these positions on a full time basis. The reformatory has convert=
edits schedule to the 40 hour week and consequently several officers fill in
on relief of a variety of positions.
Boys 1 School
;

The cottage counselor positions at the boys' school are generally custodial in nature although ideally this job should include counseling of the individual·boys as needed and active participation in providing adequate guidance
during the cottage recreational period. The cottage counselors are responsible
for custody of the boys on their respective shifts, beginning at 4:00 p.m. 1
During this period the boys are marched to supper, counted, marched back to
their cottages, have a recreation period in the cottage, or may attend movies,
go to the gymnasium, to the canteen, or to scout meetings on those nights
that these entertainments are available.
The cottage counselor on the first shift is responsible for having his
boys undressed and upstairs in the dormitory in bed at lights out. The second
shift counselors are responsible for getting the boys up in the morning, taking them to breakfast, and makes sure that they are available for their
morning sch~ol or work detail assignment.
The present cottages at Golden, in addition to being very old, are not
designed for the use to which they have been put. With only one cottage counselor per shift, a system of mass movement from one floor to another has been
used to prevent strays. The basement floor of each cottage contains the shower
and bathroom unit and also the boys' clothing lockers. The recreation room
1.

The second shift comes on at midnight and works to 8:00 a.m.
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is on the first floor and the dormitory on·the second. The boys have no
freedom of movement from floor to floor. They are all confined in the same
area at the same time and locked in. For example, they move en masse to the
locker room from the recreation room and then, without outer clothing, move
en masse up to the dormitory where they are again locked .in.
The boys leave their outer clothing in the basement on the theory that
any boy running away will not get very far without his clothing. While this
procedure may seem necessary from the custodial point of view, it leaves
much to be desired in the provisiqn of an adequate, wholesome 11 cottage 11 atmosphere. The two new cottages presently under construction have all facilities on one floor with the counselor's office centrally and strategically
located. These new facilities and others which are planned will do much
to alleviate the inadequacies of the present cottage prograa.

I,

There
of July 1,
selors are
cause they

were nine cottage counselors on the staff of the boys' school as
1956, in addition to a head cottage counselor. Some of these counstudents at Colorado School of Mines and take these positions beare able to work evenings and attend school during the day.

At the present time the cottages at the boys' school are closed and
locked at 8:00 a.m. and the boys are not allowed to return to them until
after their evening meal. The superintendent states that the school does not
have sufficient personnel to keep the cottages open during the day and that
keeping them closed has not worked any hardship on the boys. When the new
cottages are built, however, he hopes to have sufficient personnel to keep
them open.
The head cottage counselor has direct superv1s1on of the cottage program
and the other cottage counselors. In addition to assigning boys to their·
cottages, he plans cottage activities, inspects the cottages nightly, does
counseling, and is available in case of any emergencies which may arise.
Girls' Scho_ol

£

I

••

In contrast to the cottage program at the boys' school, the program at
the girls' school has a much more permissive and homelike atmosphere. This
difference is due to several factors. First, there are more employees per
cottage at the girls' school, second, the girls have more freedom of movement
inside the cottages. Third, the cottages' recreation rooms are better equipped.
Fourth, the cottages are open throughout the day.with counselors on duty.
Fifth, the girls eat their meals in their respective cottages, and many of
them have work assignments in the cottages during the day such as cooking or
washi.Q& and ironing. Sixth, the cottages at the girls' school are not nearly
as crowded as the ones at Golden; approximately 25 girls per cottage at
Morri~on as compared with 50, at the boys' school •
Including the dieticians, each one of the cottages at the girls' school
has at least three women on duty who also live in'the cottage. In addition,
several of the teachers and the principal live in the various cottages and
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are available for relief work, counseling~and general 'emergencies. At the
time the girls'school "-a.s visited, four cottages were in use and the fifth
was being remodeled. The cottage which also houses the hospital and the
new girls' quarters in separate wings is the newest of the five. Of the other
three in use, two have been remodeled.
As of July 1, 1956, there were seven cottage counselors on the staff at
the girls' school in addition to the five dieticians, the nurse, the principal,
and three teachers who also live in the cottages. As was pointed out by the
superintendent of the girls' school, the cottage counselor and dietician
jobs are virtually 24 hour jobs, since these women live in the cottages and
are responsible for all phases of the cottage program around the clock. Some
of the teachers and other members of the staff, including the superintendent,
are called upon from tine to time as relief counselors in case of days off,
illness, or other emergencies.

I,

:.

With the exception of one cottage, al1 of the girls sleep in individual
rooms. About six girls share dormitory facilities in one cottage, which has
not yet been remodeled.
The girls have television sets in their recreation rooms, which is also
true of the cottages at the boys' school. As was mentioned above, better
furniture in the recreation room and fewer people using the facilities make
the recreation period more comfortable and "homelike 11 at the girls' school
than at the boys' school.

.;

Disciplinary Action
- Disciplinary ..action usually arises at the four institutions from rule
infractions and from escapes and walkoffs both attempted and carried out. At
the penitentiary and the girls' school copies of the institution's rules and
regulations are given out to imnates during their orientation and admission
period. These rules are explained to the new inmates by the staff members in
charge of orientation. No rules are handed out at the reformatory and the
boys' school, but explanation is also made at these institutions of rules and
regulations during the orientation period.
Escapes and Walkoffs
The Colorado statutes provide specifically for penalties for escaps for.
only two of the four institutions, the penitentiary and the boys' school.
According to the statutes, arzy prisoner who has escaped from the penitentiary
and is apprehended gets credit for only the time he actually spent in the
penitentiary and he forfeits an,y good time earned during that period. The
time actua11y served is then deducted from the inmate's maximum sentence and
the remainder is the time he must serve before he can be released (105-4-6) 0
This same statute also provides that the apprehension of an escaped
prisoner be the starting point for the earning of all good time, which shall
thereafter be computed in the same manner as if the prisoner were then coDD11encing the first year of a new sentence.
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HowP-ver, another statute (34-18-4) states that no prisoner can claim good
ti~e 21.fter apprehension from escape until he serves another two-year period
in the ryenitentiary. To summarize, these two statutes provide the following
in respect to an;v prisoner who escapes and is apprehended~ 1. He receives
credit only for actual time served before his escape. 2. This time is subtracted from the maximum sentence with the remainder being the amount that
must be served before release. 3o He rna;v again receive good time credit
to be deducted from this remainder, but ·
this good time is to be computed
as if the returned prisoner was beginning a new sentence. 4. No good time
may be credited, until he has served an additional two years in the penitentiary
upon his return from escape •

'·•

.

...

.

It is the opinion of the attorney general's office that any prisoner
apprehended after escape must serve the two years in the penitentiary even
if that extends his term beyond his maximum sentence.
The statutes provide that for any boy who escapes from the boys' training
school and is apprehended, the length of time on escape shall not be computed
as part of his ·stay in the institution (105-1-11). In complying with this
statute, the boys' school increases the number of marks or credits needed by
a returned boy before he can be released from the institution.

.

,.

While there is no statutory provisions in respect to girls· running away
from the training school at Morrison, there is one which applies to girls who
are pla.ced on parole in a "work" or "school" home. This statute ( 105-2-26)
provides that any girl who absents herself without leave from the person to
whose care and service she has been properly committed is to be returned to
the school ani shall forfeit all.credits gained by her on account of pre- vious good conduct.
Besides the statutory restrictions, a returned prisoner at the penitentiary will also be placed in solitary confinement and on a restricted diet for
30 days.

'

If the escape or attempted escape did not involve an assaultive or
violent action, the returned prisoner will be placed again among the regular
inmate population after the 30-day isolation period. However, if the escape
or attempted escape did involve force and violence, the prisoner may be kept
in the cell block reserved for disciplinary cases. This keeps him from mingling with the rest of the prison population 1 although he may have certain
privileges returned such as reading and listening to the radio. The length
of time to be served in this manner is determined by the warden and the classification board.
Returned escapees at the reformatory are also subject to an increase in
the number of marks or credits needed for release on parole and they too are
placed in isolation
Girls who attempt to run away from the girls' school and are apprehended
in the attempt or return to their own accord are placed in isolation for one
to two weeks. Those who succeed in escaping and are returned are kept in
their room in isolation for one month and are given work to do in their room~~
·,.
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Such escapes or attempted escapes are taken into consideration in determining
when a girl may leave the institution on parole.
Misconduct and Rule Infractions

.

Statutes in respect to penalties for nisconduct app~ to only one correctional institution, the penitentiary. The law provides that if any inmate
shall assault any officer or other member, convict, or other person or threaten
to endanger the person or life of anyone or disregard any prison regulation
or refuse to do work for which assigned or be guilty of aey .misconduct, he shall
forfeir all the good tine credit earned by him prior to the commission of such
offense (108-4-8). In cases of assault or violence at the penitentiary, this
statute is followed to the letter. Where the offense is a rule infraction
or a refusal to work, the inmate may or may not lose all his good time, usually
the latter.
Such offenses are reviewed by the disciplinary board and the inmate may
lose some of his good time, be confined in solitary, or lose some privileges
or any combination of these. The misconduct report then becomes a permanent
part of his institutional record. The disciplinary board usually consists
of any three of the following: the warden, the deputy warden, the head captain,
the day captain, and the assistant captain. All infractions, whether major or
minor, are written up lr.r the complaining officer and turned over to the board
for hearing and judgment.
The disciplinary committee at the reformatory usually consists of the
deputy warden, the head captain, and one other high ranking officer. This
committee meets as the occasion arises and reviews approximately 40 to 50
cases a month. As an ex.ample of the t~-pe of disciplinary cases reviewed by
the board, _the table below shows the cases pending board action for the first
two weeks of July, 1956.
.',

Insubordination
Escape or attempt to effect same
Possession of contraband
Jumping line
Loafing and visiting
Applying tattoo
Ta1king after lights out
Driving reformatory vehicle too fast
Defacing property
Miscellaneous misconduct
Total

2
4
3
1
4
2
1
1

1
2
21.

Penalties assessed by {he disciplinary committee after a review of each
case might include: loss of good time credits or marks, isolation, loss of
privileges, or any combination of these. In some cases the inmate may be
let off with only a warning or placed on institutiooal probation.
The boys' school also has a disciplinary comnittee COlllJ)OSed of the school
principal, the head cottage counselor, and the administrative assistant in
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charge of maintenance operations. They usually handle disciplinary cases indi¥idua lly
in their own areas of authority, although occasionally the committee
r,ia~· meet or discuss a case with the superintendent. The type of offenses at
the boys' school are somewhat similar in nature to those at the reformatory,
as are the punishments imposed.
For example, loss of privileges, loss of good time credits or marks, or
an increase in the number of credits needed for release might be imposed as
punishment in some cases. Boys who constantly ask for transfers on work
assignments are penalized inversely because those who remain on an assignment for six months receive extra credits toward release •. There is some
question however as to whether the stress placed on isolation as punishment at the boys' school is necessary when de;::i.ling with juveniles~a11d
whether such isolation does more harm than good. It must be recognized
however, that sometimes isolation is unavoidable if a boy is unable to'
adjust to company or school life and is increasing the number of disciplin~·
ary problems and also impairing the successful operation of the institutional
program. The question also might be raised as to whether some of the rules,
infractions, and misconduct result from normal adolescent actions which
would be unquestioned on the outside. The practice indulged in by some ·
of the teachers and other members of the staff of having the boys kneel
for an hour to two hours at a time for minor infractions seemed to indicate
to this observer, at least, an inability on the part of some staff members
to establish rapport with the boys and also--.,._ stress on retribution for petty
incidents.

;

...

At the girls' school disciplinary action is usually taken by those
in charge at the place of the offense.
Such action might include a re- primand or a loss of privileges and, in more flagrant cases, referral
to the superintendent for disposal. The superintendent after reviewing
the case and the girl's record might move her to the hospital cottage for
isolation or restrict privileges.
Both the girls' school and the boys' school have the statutory authority to return juveniles to the committing court if they are deemed incorrigible or detrimental to the successful operation of the institutional programs (105-1-8 boys' school and 105-2-31 girls' school). The reformatory
may also request the governor to transfer any inmate to the penitentiary
who is a disciplinary problem and who interferes with the operation of the
institutional program (3-11-6).
In conclusion, disciplinary action at the four institutions is often
taken, not only to punish the specific infraction, but to serve as a warning to other inmates. Such action, although not always fair in respect
to the offense committed, enables the insti ttitions to keen a situation in
hand Hh_j_ch otl:rnr1-rise rd~ht '::et ot~-:.: o:· control.

.

Parole and Parole Procedures
The State I:soard or l'arole holds hearings and grants or denies parole
for the inmates of the penitentiary and the reformatory and for the girls
incarcerated as state· charges at the Denver county jail. Inmates from
these institutions when on parole are under the supervision of the State
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Department of Adult Parole.
The two training schools have complete charge of the parole function
at their respective institutions. At the boys' school parole is granted
or denied by a committee made up of the superintendent and some of his key
personnel. When on parole, the boys are supervised by the institution's
parole .officers. The board of control at the girls' school determines the
granting of parole, usually upon the reco!:mlendations of the superintendent.
The girls' school parole officer supervises those that are on parole.

...

Parole Eligibility
The method of determining eligibility for parole is different at each
of the four institutions. At the penitentiary eligibility is determined
oy the length of sentence and the amount of statutory good time and trusty
good time earned. Both the reformatory and boys' school have a system of
marks or good time credits to determine parole eligibility. The girls'
school does not use a system of marks, but evaluates the girls' performance
during the course of their stay at the institution and considers them for
parole after they have been confined from twelve to fifteen months.
Penitentiary
Inmates committed to the penitentiary r::ay receive certain statutory
good time allowances deducted from their minimum sentence (105-4-7). These
allowances are as follows:

TABLE IV
STATUTORY GOOD TilIE
AT THE PENITEl-ITllRY
Minimum
Sentence
1 year
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11 &: up

a.

Good Time That Hay
be Earned-Each- Year
2 months
2

4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Total Good Time
That May be Earned

Time to be Served if Full
Creru,ts Earned Allowed

2 months

10 months

4
8
1 year
1 year, 5
1 year, 10
2 years, 3
2 years, 8
3 years, 1
3 y~~s! 6

l year, 8
2 years, 4
3 ,-ears#,
J
•.
3 years, 7
4 years, 2
4 years, 9
5 years, 4
5 years,ll
6-y~~s! 6

-

mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.

Depends on length of minimum sentence.
at the rate of five months a year.

mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.

Good time r;;ay be accumulated

In addition to the above good time allowances, the same statute also
provides for trusty good time allowance not to exceed ten days a month.
A first offender is eligible for trusty time after he has been in the penitentiary for 30 days. An inmate who had sez:ved tiII:e previously is not

..
J.
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eligible for trusty time until he has been in the penitentiary for one year.
At the time an inmate has served his m1n1mum sentence minus his good time
allowances he is eligible for parole and his case is reviewed by the adult
parole ooardo

"

There is some question as to whether there is very much relationship
between an inmate's readiness to return to society and the amount of statutory
good time to which he is entitled. Warden Tinsley agrees that the granting
of good time allowances by statute does not necessarily result in a release
date which corresponds with an inmate's readiness to leave the institution.
However, he is emphatic in his support of statutory good time as long as
Colorado continues to have its present sentencing statutes. (Sentencing
practices and problems will be discussed in a subsequent section).
He feels that a lack of sentencing uniformity exists in Colorado and until
this procedure is changed, statutory good time should be preserved.

I,

Reformatory
All committments to the reformatory are for indeterminate sentences •.
The statutes provide that the Department of Public Institutions shall set up
a uniform plan by use of marks or credits or otherwise for determining an
inmates progress at the reformatory and for determining the date of parole
eligibility (105-3~3)~ The law also provides for the revision of such plan
from time to time, and that each inmate be informed of his status monthly.
The most recent revision of the mark system at the reformatory took
place in 1952 when more emphasis was placed on punishing repeated offenders
through longer confinement. A first offender needs 2,500 marks for release
- and may be eligible for parole in six months and sixteen days, which is the
shortest amount of time in which 2,500 marks may be credited. An inmate
serving his second term needs 4,000 marks to be eligible for release and it
would take him a minimum of 14 months to acquire this number of marks. An
inmate returned to the reformatory for the third time needs 7,500 marks for
release, or a minimum of two years in the institutiono A fourth-timer
needs 10,000 marks or a minimum of three years in the reformatory, and a
fifth-timer must have 15,000 marks or a minimum of five years in the institution unless the possible statutory maximum sentence for his crim is
less. Any return is counted as another time of admission whether it is as
a result of an escape, a parole violation, or for a new crime after the
parole period has expired.
.{

>

v

The computation of marks is made in the following manner: An inmate
may receive up to eight marks each day--four in the morning and four in the
afternoon. Labor details, shop assignments and school assignments are all
treated equally in the amount of marks which may be received therefrom. If
an inmate is idle through no fault of his own such as illness or a shortage
of officers to handle details, he is not penalized but is awarded the full
number of daily points.
An inmate also may earn up to 100 marks each month which are awarded
Maximums on these are 25 marks for good conduct and endeavor;

by the warden.
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25 to all inmates if the ::rron-th passes without an escape or other trouble;
25 for extra-curricular activity such as athletics outside the institution;
and 25 for blood donations. Near the end of a term in the reformatory, an
inmate may be awarded an additional 500 marks or whatever portion he may
need to reach 2,500 if the merit board feels he is ready for release from the
institution.
The mark system has been strongly criticized as an unsatisfactory
method for determining eligibility for parole from a correctional institution. Under this system credits are not equated with reformability. Such
items as blood donations and participation on institutional athletic teams
may or may not be an indication of an inmate 1 s possible successful return
to society. On the other hand, such awards as these, make it easier for the
"institution wise" innate to boost his total marks and achieve release that
much sooner. The mark system is fairly automatic in turning inmates out of
the institution. A first offender, regardless of his .outlook and attitude,
can, by obeying all rules and regulations and carrying out instructions,
earn enough marks to assure his release in eight to ten months.

....

The institution can place a brake on this release by not granting aey
bonus marks after an in:nate has acquired 2,000. However, this would cause
a delay of only two months in acquiring sufficient credits for release and may
cause enough resentment to nullify allJ- beneficial effect the institution may
have had. The parole board rarely turns down any reformatory inmate who has
the necessary number of marks to be eligible for parole.
If the board were to deny a significant number of paroles, the reformatory might well be faced with a serious custodial situation, because the
inmates know that both by rule and general practice once the necessary marks
are earned,~release is granted.
Warden James Thomas of the reformatory points out that the mark system
is not a true indeterminate sentence, which is the kind of sentence under
which offenders are com:nitted to the reformatory. It is not indeterminate,
because the time period in which the necessary number of marks may be
earned, in a sense, sets a limit on the amount of time to be served.
.:

Warden Thomas would like the statutes changed so ~hat offenders would
be committed to the reformatory for an indefinite length of time up to the
maximum sentence for the crime if need be~ In.stead of the mark system,
Warden Thomas would set up-a merit board to review each inmate and evaluate
his progress. This board might interview each boy after five or six months
in the institution. In a very few cases, the board might recommend parole
at that time. In the majority of cases, the board would set a date for
further review perhaps in three to six months depending on their evaluation
of the inmate. In this way it would be possible to defer inmates from
release until the merit .board feels such release has a chance of being successful. This system would give the institution a longer period to achieve
results when necessary and would make it easier for the parole board by referring to them only those inmates considered to have a reasonable chance of success
on the outside.
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For this system to operate efficiently and successfully, the merit
board would have to be judiciously selected. It should be composed not only
of the top institutional personnel, but should also include a psychologist
and an experienced case worker as well. Improvements would also have to be
made in the testing and classification process at the institution. Given a
well-rounded merit board and some needed changes in the reformatory program,
this method of detemining parole eligibility should be a great improvement
over the mark system. One statute change would be necessary to enable the
institution to change from the mark system. The law requiring that each inmate have his standing in respect to progress toward release given him
monthly (105-3-3) would have to be repealed.

.,.

,,

Boys' School
The boys' school also uses a system of mark accumulation to determine
eligibility for release. Under the system used at Golden, boys over 14 are
eligible for release upon the accumulation of 100 marks and boys under 14 need
only 80 because they do not have the opportunity to receive credit for work
assignments, as they attend school all day.

.
'-

Each boy is rated monthly by his teachers, cottage counselor, and work
supervisor on such items as self control, living together, attitude, effort,
trustworthiness, personal care, and activities. A maximum of 10 marks may
be earned in a month from these ratings. In addition, a boy may earn extra
credits for working overtime in one of the departments and for a clean record
for three and six month periods. Boys lose cretlits for misconduct, for
attempting or actually effecting an escape, and violation of institution rules.

.,

>

...

,.
.!

.

,.

The same criticism of the mark system of determing release also applies
to the boys's school, although their system encompasses a wider variety of·
items than does the one at the reformatory. The superintendent defends the
use of this system, which he says enables his staff to measure quantitatively
their observations of the boy and his adjustment while in the institution.
He feels, too, that it lets each 1boy know where he stands. He admits that a
boy who is "institution wise" can get the necessary number of credits for
release without benefitting from the institutional program, but it is his
contention that some of these boys could also fool a trained classification
board composed of professional people.
The mark system isn't rigidly followed in all cases at the boys' school.
Infrequently a boy may be released before he gets his 80 to 100 marks, and
some may be held up even though they have the necessary marks. It may have
a bad effect on the boys' morale and their attitude toward the institution if
a few are released before they acquire the necessary marks. It might make
the boys who have been retained in the institution, beyond their expected
release date hostile and unreceptive to the institutional program.
Girls' School
The Board of Control at the girls' school reviews each girl referred to
it by the superintendent, usually aft~r a 12 to 15 month stay in the institution. The board considers each girl.' s deportment, adjustment, and progress
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in determining whether or not she should be released. Reco:::r:!endations
by the superintendent are also considered in each case.
Pre-Parole Programs
The adult parole department has an officer stationed at both the reformatory and the peni tentiarJ. These officers handle all details pertaining
to parole prior to a :can's release from the institution. After release, the
parolee is supervised b~.- the officer in whose district he is going to reside.
There are four adult parole districts, corresporoing in area to the state's
four congressional districts.

.

The parole officer at the penitentiary usually interviews 60 to 100
inmates each month prior to their appearance before the parole board. He
develops case histories on each :r:an f"or the parole boards use and tries to
work out a parole plan for each one in conjunction with the district office
under whose supervision the man will be placed if parolled.
Parolees are usually released the second month after they appear before
the parole board. The resident parole officer discusses with them their adjustment to the outside and their parole agreements and regulations. Each
parolee is also inter,riewed by the parole officer who will supervise him
upon his release from the institution.
Pre-Parole Release ~nit
Ground was broken at the penitentiary on October 13, 1956, for a preparole release unit. This unit will be located on part of the penitentiary's
ra!1ch property and wi 11 be separated from the rest of the institution. This
pre-parole nelease unit will be staffed by the adult parole department and
each parolee will spend 30 to 60 days in this unit after appearing before the
paro1 _. Goard and prior to his release on parole.
It is expected that the unit will be ready for use in October of 1957;
at that time accomodations will be available for 60 men and there are plans
to build two additional wings which would eventually bring the capacity of
the unit to 120. The program at the release unit will be designed to provide the parolees with an adjustment period before being released. This
adjustment period will help to bridge the gap between the restrictive environment of prison life and the outside world. There will be no guards and no
walls, fences, or other security measures and facilities at the pre-release
center. The parolees will be allowed to wear civilian clothes and have
visits with their families. In addition, they will receive orientation
lectures from the pre-parole unit staff covering such topics as citizenship,
family living, parole responsibilities, and parole rules and regulations.
Each parolee will receiYe emploYEent counseling and will spend some time
with the parole officer who will supervise him.

...

)

Units of this type have been tried successfully in other states and are
highly recomr~ended 'J~r the American Correctional Association as an important
link between the institutional program and release under parole supervision.

..:
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The resident parole officer at the reformatory makes his first con,tact with an inmate two or three days after he is received at the institution. After this initial interview, the parole officer writes to various
sources to assemble the necessary information for the case history. When
an inmate has 1 5 500 marks he is called in for a pre-parole interview and
following this interview the cumulative case history is developed for use
by the parole board and the parole department. This pre-parole interview
is usuall.,v made three or four months prior to the inmate's appearance before the parole board. At this time, the parole officer sets up the parole
plan and attempts to verify home~ job, and environmental situations. The
inmate is encouraged to take the initiative in working out the details of
his parole. If at all possible 1 these details are worked out before the inmate •goe~ before the parole board. At the present time) an inmate may be
parol.ed the day following his appearance before the board ..
There is a need for pre~parole release orientation at the reformatory
Either a program could be deieloped at the reformatory or perhaps paroleesmight be
transferred to the pre-release unit at the penitentiary, once its program
is in operation •
and this need is recognized by the adu1t parole department.

..

The following statistics from the adult parole department show the number
of paroles granted at the reformatory and penitentiary since May 1 1 1951 when
the present parole department began operatione

TABLE V

.::

PAROLES GRANTED AT THE
PENITENTIARY AND REFORMATORY· 1951~1955
Penitentiary

Reformatory

Total

623
692

322
311
338
371
392

839
864
994
1,084

2s718

1,734

May 1, 1951 -

.

Dec. 31, 1951
1952
1953·
1954
1955
Total

349
528

526

671

Inmates in both the penitentiary and the reformatory are given civilian
clothing, transportation, and a small amount of money upon release. The
statutes provide that inmates released from the penitentiary be given clothing,
$25,
articles of personal property including any money credited to their
institutional account and a railroad ticket to his point of destination
{105-4-19). Inmates released from the reformatory receive about, the ,satne·urrler
provisions of 105-3-4.

al+
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Denver County Jail
The adult parole department also is responsible for supervising the state
charges released on parole from the Denver county jail. The parole board
meets monthly at that institution as well as at the reformatory and penitentiary.
The women's parole officer of the parole department develops what data
she can on these girls and presents this information for the parole board's
consideration. The average stay of girls confined in the Denver county jail
is seven months. Because of the lack of a rehabilitation or work program
at'the Denver county jail, the girls have no opportunity to prepare in any
way for a return to the outside. The women's parole officer spends as much
time as she can counseling these girls and helping them 'While they are sti11
confined, but this is the extent of assistance of this nature.
Boys' School
After a boy has the necessary number of marks to become eligible for re•
lease on parole from the boys' school, his case is reviewed by the institution
parole board. This board consists of the superintendent, the social worker,
both parole officers, both administrative assistants, the school principal,
and the head cottage counselor. In most cases parole is grante~ and the boy
is released under the supervision of the institution's parole officers 4
Prior to the boy's release, the parole officers ~ake inquiry into the
home situation to imich the boy will return. If the environment is thought
to be too unsatisfactor;y, other arrangements are made if at all possible. It
is extremely difficult to find acceptable foster homes, so not much use of
them is made by the boys' school in placing their parolees. A boy may be
allowed to,stay with relatives if this seems satisfactory. Depending on the
season of the year, it is sometimes possible to place boys on truck farms
or ranches. One of the parole officers has been successful in placing homeless boys in Bo;ys To,m., ~ebraska 7 from time to time.
There is no pre-parole counseling at the present time, other than a
conference at the institution with the boy's parents at the time of his release. At this conference members of the institutional staff discuss a
boy's problems with his parents and outline the kind of behavior expected
of him on parole. Both the superintendent and one of the parole officers
feel that a pre-parole cottage would be desirable and the would like to incorporate such a cottage into the institutionai program when staff and
facilities permit. The program at this cottage would be somewhat similar
to the one being planned for the pre-parole center at the penitentiary, but
would be expressly designed for juveniles.
Girls' School
As was pointed out above, the board of control at the girls' school considers parole for girls referred to it by the superintendent, usually after
a 12 to 15 month stay in the institution. The school's parole officer first
comes in contact with the girls very soon after they are received at the
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institution~ as she is responsible for working up the case history on each
one
From the case history the parole officer prepares the summary to be
used by the board in considering each girl's caseo
0

The home environment of many girls eligible for parole is found to be
lacking as is also true at the boys' schoolo Foster home placement is also
extremely difficult for girls who are about to be paroledo To a certain extent, the girls' school makes use of work and school homes for girls who
are released on paroleo The girl is sent to a home, where she would do
domestic work and receive compensation or to a home where she would live
while attending schoolo Families who desire to take paroleees are interviewed and have their references checked quite extensively before being
placed on the accredited list.
Parole Supervision

...

As of July 1956, there were 340 boys on parole from the boys' school· and
90 from the 'irls' schoolo To supervise this number of parolees the boys'
school has 1~ parole officers and the girls' school, one. 1 The boys' school
has one full time parole officer and one man who works half time as a parole
officer and half time as a case worker within the institution. Approximately
65 per cent of the parolees reside in the Denver Metropolitan area with the
remainder scattered around the state.
The half-time parole officer handles most of the Denver cases and makes
more than 100 calls a month in addition to visiting all the public and parochial schools in the Denver area. Usually home visits are made only on
problem cases and boys who are in the first few months of their parole period. In the outlying areas, the boys' school full-time parole officer has
had to depend on assistance from probation officers, sheriffs, judges, and
minis-t;ers to assist in supervisiono This is a makeshift arrangement at
best 1 for. two reasonso First, these people may not be qualified to work
with juveniles on parole. Second, even if qualified or experienced, such
supervision is incidental to their regular vocations, and the time which is
devoted to parole supervision is dependent upon the amount of time left over
from their normal jobso

'

..-

Accepted standards for an adequate parole supervision program indicate
that a case load of 60 to 75 should be the maximum for a parole officer and
even this number is too high in rural areas where there is a considerable
amount of travel involved. The boys' school would need about five full-time
parole officers according to these standardso The girls' school needs an
additional parole officer, even though their case load is only 90 ~t present,
because of the amount of travel involved in supervising parolees in the outlying districts. The present parole officer is able to get over to the
Grand Junction area only twice a year. Outside of the Denver Metropolitan

. .,.
1.

Supervision of adult parolees is the responsibility of the Adult
Parole Department. Field supervision and other department operations
will be discussed in the following section which will cover probation
and the adult parole program, which is divorced from institution
control.
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area, she has to depend to a great extent on letters and reports from the girls,
their parents, or whoever has assU.l!Ied responsibility for them.
In addition to unrealistic case loads, r:IB.D.Y problems confront both the
parole officers and the juveniles the~• supervise. The need for adequate home
replacements in some cases has already been mentioned. It is difficult to find
jobs for juveniles who are above the legal age for required school attendance.
The resources of the parole officers are severely taxed to gain sufficient employment contracts. The Lakewood Rotary Club and Denver Boys Incorporated have
been extremely .helpful in finding jobs for the boys on parole from Golden.
~he parole officers at the boys' school find it necessary to devote a great
deal of attention to boys just under the legal age limit for school attendance
to make sure they do not spend their days on the streets instead of in the
classroom. Girls past the legal school age limit pose a large problem for the
juvenile parole officer at the girls' school. It is the girls in this age
group which are most likely to get into trouble.

.I,.

Parole is revoked only for such offenses as a new crime of continued delinquent behavior, continued absenteeism from school, continued association with
questionable companions, or repeated curfew violation. Parole officers at both
institutions try to work out problems such as unruly classroom behavior, inability
to get along in a work or school home, and poor job perfo:ncance. In a number of
instances, however, it is necessary to return a juvenile to the institution.
According to statistics received from the boys' school, 25 per cent are
returned there either as parole violators or for new offenses, and 24 per cent
end up in other correctional institutions. There is no co:::iparable data for the
girls' school, but a sampling of 75 parolees during the 1955-56 fiscal year
shows a parole violation rate of 35 per cent. 1 More adequate parole supervision
might reduce. the rate of recidivism because a well trained parole officer who
can devote sufficient time to his parolees can often predict an anti-social or
criminal act before it happens and provide the necessary guidance to avoid it.
It is also possible, at least initially, that close supervision might result in
an increased rate of violation, because of the detection of actions before unnoticed.
Responsibility for Juvenile Parole Sunervision
Some thought should be given as to whether parole supervision should remain
as part of the institutional program as it is at present, or whether an agency
outside the training schools should have this responsibility.
The institutions maintain they should control parole supervision, because
they are more cognizant of the juveniles' problems from their close association
with them during the period of incarceration. By having the parole officers
become acquainted with the boys and girls while institutionalized, they establish rapport and have added knowledge which is helpful during later supervision.

1.

This data was given to a member of the council research staff at the
time the institution was visited. It is not intended as an accurate
measure of recidivism at the girls' school, but merely as an indication of parole success.
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The institutions are also afraid that the juvenile parole program might become a part of the adult parole agency. This arrangement, they feel, would be
unsatisfactory because of the differences in handling juvenile and adult parolees,
and the possibility of having the juvenile parole program subordinated to the
adult program.
Proponents of a separate juvenile parole program agree that it should be
set up apart from the adult parole department. Having the juvenile parole program under the supervision of the institution is felt to be unsatisfactory for
these reasons:
1.

The institution might be inclined to grant paroles to keep their
population down or to get rid of difficult problem juveniles.

2.

As part of the institution staff, paid by the institution and
responsible to it, parole officers are less inclined to objectively
criticize and evaluate the institutional program in respect to how
well it prepares juveniles for discharge ..

3.

An independent agency would be able to call more attention to the

..

,,

•

>

>

importance and needs of a juvenile program, and budget requests
could be measured against the needs of this agency instead of
against the needs of the institution as a whole .
There is no reason why an independent parole agency couldn't' maintain resident officers at the two training schools and have its area officers spend a
certain amount of time each month at the juvenile institutions to become acquainted with the program, the inmates·, and their problems. If it is advisable
to set up the juvenile parole program apart from the institution, consideration
-should be given to the size, components, and selection of a juvenile parole board
and to the functions expected of it. Thought might be given also to whether this
program should be appended to any existing state agency (e.g. Welfare, ·fublic
Health) or be established as a new and independent department.

•

•
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IV

l:

PROBATION AND PAROLE
Probation and parole services are an important part of the total corrections
picture, even though these ~rograms are not operated directly in conjunction with
the institutional programs.
Probation services for adult felons are the responsibility of each judicial district, and are financed by the counties which
comprise each district. Juvenile probation is the responsibility of the juvenile
and/or county courts.
The State Adult Parole Department is responsible for adult parole supervision, and the services of the department extend to all parolees of the penitentiary,
reformatory, and to the females of reformatory age who are committed to the
Denver County Jail as state charges.
Adult Probation Services
Probation Eligibility and Pre-Sentence Investigations

...

The statutes provide that any person either convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor, or who pleads guilty to either, may make application to the court to
be released on probation unless convicted of murder in the first or second degree (39-16-3).
However, any person with two felony convictions prior to the case on which
his application for probation is based, shall not be eligible for probation
_(39-16-3).

--

.•

.
.._

.,

-.,,

.

Although pre-sentence investigations are required by law (39-16~2 & 3),
there is no uniform use of these investigations by the district judges. In
fact, outside of the Denver district, judges in six of these_l5 districts are
opposed to mandatory pre-sentence investigations.2 Even in the districts where
pre-sentence investigations are made in most cases, the judges may not necessarily make use of them in setting the sentence or in granting or denying probation. ·
·
One of the main reasons for the limited use of pre-sentence investigations
is the lack of competent personnel to do the job. Only five of the 16 judicial
districts have at least one full-time probation officer and usually these officers
make the pre-sentence investigations besides being responsible for the supervision of probationers. Only District #2 (Denver) has probation officers
assigned full time to pre-sentence investigations, although District 1 (Adams,
Arapahoe, Jefferson, Gilpin, and Clear Creek counties) is planning to have an

1.

With the exception of juvenile parole services which are the responsibility of the training schools and were discussed in the previous section.

2.

Report of Probation Survey Committee, Colorado District Judges Association,
November 1956, p. 8.
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an officer assigned ex:.:lusively to this tas:~ during the coming year. However,
in the less pop1.1.late.:. districts, a •,..-ell. qualified full-time probation officer
should be able to ha~dle pre-sentence investigations as well as supervise the
probationers under his charge.
The pre-sentence investigation, if properly done, gives the judge necessary background data to help him deten:1.ine whether to grant probation and also
to set the length of sentence if the offender is committed to an institution.
The pre-sentence investigation is useful to the institutions, when an offender
is committed to their charge; it forms the basis for the case histories developed by them. At the present time, it is not mandatory for the courts to send
pre~sentence investigations to the institutions. The institutions depend on
the informal cooperation of the probation officers to obtain this information.
As might be expected, this arrangement works out very well with the more populated districts with full-time probation officers and very poorly in the rest
of the state.
Probation Rules and Regulations
•

Probation is usually set for a period of two to five years. In some districts, the probation term may be shortened if the offender is getting along
successfully and does not appear to require supervision for the full period
originally set by the court.
All but four districts (2, 5, 14, 15) 1 require that the probationer pay a·
portion of his supervisory expense. This payment is usually in the from of a
flat, overall charge, varying from $25 to $100, and may be paid in monthly installments during the probationary period.2
Frank Dillon, chief probation officer for District 2, is opposed to such
charges because he feels that the chief function of a probation program is to
reform an offender before he needs to be institutionalized and not to operate
a collection agency. It is his opinion that the require~ent of restitution to
the injured party is a sufficient enough expense for probationers without
saddling them with court and supervision costs in an attempt to make the probation service more self-sufficient.

>

Other conditions aL~ost universally imposed on probationers by the district judges include: court costs and restitution to the injured party; the
making of periodical written reports to the probation department (augmented
sometimes by personal visits); either absolute or limited prohibition against
use of liquor; entering taverns and other places where liquor is served; keeping
at regular employment; necessity of permission to leave the jurisdiction; prohibition against association with other law violators; adequate support of
family. Some courts require church attendance, others do not.3
I,

1.

District 2 (Denver); 5 (Eagle, lake, Summit counties); 14 (Grand,
Moffat, Routt counties); and 15 (Baca, Cheyenne, Kiowa, Prowers counties).

2.

Probation Survey of Colorado District Judges Association, p. 7.

3.

Probation Survey of Judges' Association, p. 7.
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Number on Probation and Case Loads
:
i

-

L~
t

Because of a lack of a centralized system of records and statistics concerning criminal activity, probation, institutional committment, and similar
data, it is difficult to gather information r~garding the number of adult probationers in the state.
·
The following table was compiled by the District Judges Association as a
result of their survey and is the most accurate compilation available, even
though some counties did not report, and District 16 is excluded from the tabulation.

.

;,

TABLE VI
Adult Probation Statistics for 1955

....

Probation
Granted

Probation
D.enied

Per Cent
Granted

189

109

178

37 .6

21

172

509

247

199

55.1

50

789

32

11

18

37.9

3

28

45

31

19

62.0

4

80

14

1

12

7.6

1

8

44

19

23

45.2

4

29

165

69

80

46.3

4

85

135

60

41

56.0

3

40

9

23

11

12

47 .8

1

32

10

125

54

9

85.8

3

108

11

27

21

7

75.0

2

88

12

67

29

26

52.7

8

56

13

55

22

14

61.1

4

26

14

28

12

13

48.0

2

21

15

44

24

11

68.5

0

32

1,502

720

668

52.4

110

1,594

Convictions

District

2

5

.,

6

.:.

7

TOTALS

a No report from Gilpin County.
b No report from Elbert County.

No. of
Revocations

Total Now on
Probation

c Report from Jackson County filed late.
d District 16 excluded.
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While slightl._y more than 50 per cent of the probation applications have
been granted in the past :,·ear, there is a variance among reporting districts
between 7.6 per cent (District 5) and 85.8 per cent (District 10).

,.

The five districts with full-time probation officers, 1, 2, 3 (Huerfano,
Las Animas counties), 4 (Douglas, El Paso, Elber, Kit Carson, Lincoln, Teller
counties), and 10 (Pueblo), have 80 per cent of the 1955 adult probationers
under their supervision, with almost 50 per cent of the total in the Denver
district alone.
In the districts with full-ti.me probation departments, the average case
load per officer varies between 65 in District 3 and 100-120 in District 2.
~he case load per officer in District 1 is 75; in District 4, 90; and in District 10, 85. The cost of supervision varies from $75 per case in District 4
to $200 per case in District 1. The average cost of supervision per case in
District 2 is $150 and each pre-sentence investigation costs $20. Roughly,
the cost of supervising an adult probationer is one-tenth of that of committing
him to an institution. Other benefits include restitution, support of his family,
and payment of taxes.

.,;,

The District Judges' Association's table shows that the rate of successful
probation at around 85 per cent. Usually the offenders who successfully complete probation continue to be law-abiding citizens and seldom have another
conviction on their record. Frank Dillon, District 2, estimates that over a
three-year period, his department will lose 30 per cent of the group who are on
probation for that length of time. This 30 per cent includes, not only the
number of probations revoked, but also the offenders who successfully complete
probation and then conn.it another offense.
District Probation Staffs and Salaries
The f9llowing su::mnary taken from the District Judges' Association survey
shows the variation in personnel and salaries for district court probation officers. Not included are District 2 and District 3. District 2 has 17 employees, four of whom are pre-sentence investigators and six probation supervisors.
The Denver District operates on a $90,000 budget, and the monthly salary for
probation officers and pre-sentence investigators ranges from $350 to $450.
District 3 has one full-time probation.officer and no other employees.
Usually the part-time probation officers are either sheriffs or clerks of
the court, who take on probation services as a sideline to their other duties,
and who do not have adequate training for probation supervision.

.

'.'.

Salaries of probation officers and method of payment (outside Denver).
There is lack of uniformity in pay scales and methods of apportionment
through the state. Following is a summary by districts:
No.

No.

1. Population 263,750. One full-time officer, salary $462.50;
three full-time assistants, salaries $300-$375. Salaries
pro-rated among counties proportionate to population.
4. Population 125,700. One full-time officer, salary $400;
three part-time assistants, salary $25. El Paso County pays
$400, each of other counties $5.
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No.

5. Population 11,773. One part-time officer, salary $150;
apportioned by population and amount of business.

No.

6. Population 31,338. One part-time officer, salary $18q;
apportioned by population.

No.

7. Population 85,060. Two part-time officers, salary $75;
apportioned by population.

No.

8. Population 173,210. Four part-time officers; salary by
Boulder County, $200; Larimer County, $120, Weld County, $200.

No.

9. Population 23,000. Five part-t~me officE\f's; salary by Rio
Blanco County, $50; by Garfield and Pitkin'Counties, $25
for each probationer.

~

No. 10. Population 110,000. One full-time officer, salary $398.30;
one part-time officer. (Pueblo only county in District.)
No. 11. Population 28,977. Two part-time officers, $165 for Fremont,
$75 for Chaffee.
No. 12. Population 48,770. One part-time officer, salary $250.
Apportioned at fixed amounts by Court.
No. 13. Population 70,000. One part-time officer for each of six
counties; salary $50 each paid by county where employed.
·'

No. 14. Population 19,500. Sherif£ in each county acts part-time
probation officer with additi:onal compensation of $50.

:II_

No. 15. Population 31,850. Part-time officer, Prowers County, salary
$25; in Baca, Cheyenne, Kiowa, sheriff acrs at $100 per month
applied on fees toward his sheriff's salary.
No. 16. Population 40,500. Part-time officer, Otero County, salary
$100; in Bent and Crowley, sheriff acts with no additional
salary.
Relationships with Other Courts
The statutes provide that aey county, juvenile or justice court in counties
with more than 20,000 population may grant probation in the same manner as is
done by district courts. District court probation officers are required to
serve these courts in the same capacity as they do the district court (39-16-11).
In 10 districts (nos. 4,· 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16) the services of
the district court probation officers are limited solely to that court. District 16 is contemplating joint service with juvenile courts. District 1 has
joint services for Adams and Arapahoe counties including juvenile courts.
District 2 serves the justice of the peace courts. District 8 has joint service
for district and county courts, but not including juvenile cases. District 15
has joint services with the county court only in Prowers County.
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Relationships with law E~force~ent Officers
In general, law e~orcement officers, especially those in the more populated
districts, have been quite syr.pathetic with the purposes of probation services.
The probation officers usually try to keep the sheriff's offices and police departments info!"711ed regarding who is on probation. The law enforcement officers
will pick up probationers at the request of the probation officers and, in general, inform them iffi!llediately when a probationer is picked up on a new charge.
Most of the oppnstion to the probation program comes from the law enforcement officers in rural ~istricts who do not understand the purposes of probation
and who feel convicted offenders should be committed to an institution. In
addition, some sheriffs depend on the fees collected for transporting prisoners
to institutions as part of their salaries.

...

Relationships betwee~ Probation Districts
When a probationer moves from the district in wnich he is granted probation
to another district in the state, the original district retains supervision of
the probationer. As there are no formalized methods for informing a district
that a probationer from another district has taken residence there, the probation
officers must depend on informal arrangements. Among the districts with fulltime probation officers, there is usually good cooperation.
The probation officer in the district where the probationer has taken up
residence will undertake supervision for the original district and report to it
on the probationer's progress, if notified that he is now residing in the new
district.
The greatest difficulty arises when probationers from the less~populated
districts come to the metropolitan areas. The less-populated districts usually
do not inform the probation officers in the metropolitan areas that these pro. bationers have moved into their district. For all intents and purposes these
probationers are no longer under supervision,because the new district does not
know that they are there, and the old district is too far removed to exercise
effective supervision.

-,

.

There is also difficulty in exercising adequate supervision when a probationer moves from a district in one of the metropolitan areas to one of the
sparsley-populated areas of the state with only a part-time probation officer.
Usually the part-tine probation officers (with exception of District 8) ignore
requests for supervision in these cases, and the original district is required
to keep in contact with the probationer by mail.
Probationers In and From Other States
Probationers £01Ring into Colorado from other states are supervised by the
adult parole department under the provisions of the interstate compact on parole
and probation. Many probationers turn up in Colorado from other states without any notification to the parole department that they are here. Naturally
these probationers do not receive any local supervision while they are in the
state.
Districts 1, 2, and 4 are the only ones making much use of the interstate
compact at the present time for prob.ationers who leave the state. In the other
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districts, as a general rule, when a probationer leaves the state, supervision,
for all practical purposes, is terminated. Other states are making increased
use of the interstate compact to supervise probationers who move out of their
state, and Colorado's probation officers are beginning to realize its value.
Need for Increased Adult Probation Services

.

Probation services, if properly set up and supervised, accomplish these
results:

,.;•

I

r-

1.

Help to hold down institutional populations .

2.

Produce a high rate of reformability without institutional committment.

3.

Save the taxpayers money by keeping an offender at work supporting
his family, rather than institutionalizing him.

4.

Provide victims with restitution in some cases.

.

Colorado's correctional institutions can expect a considerable increase in
population within the next 10 to 20 years. 1 Consequently, the cost of maintaining the institutions is also going to increase, besides the additional expense
of providing new facilities. All possible measures need to be taken to keep
offenders out of the institutions if at all possible.
·
The state's adult probation services will not be really effective until
there are full-time qualified probation officers in all parts of the state, not
only to provide supervision, but also to prepare cqmplete pre-sentence investi_gations. It is quite possible that such an extention of probation services would
result in a large increase in probations granted if the judges in the lesspopulate.d districts would accept the program.
·'
-'

...

The two keys to the success of probation services are adequate supervision
and complete pre-sentence investigations. The former is necessary, because the
ofjective of granting probation is to effect refonn without institutionalization
and reform cannot be expected without adequate supervision. Pre-sentence investigations are necessary because without this data, there is little basis for
an informed decision on whether or not to grant probation.
Possible Solutions

."":·

1. A Centralized State System. Many states have
centralized probation
either in conjunction with parole supervision or separated from it. In some
states, probation services are the responsibility of the central correctional
agency.
A centralized probation_program in Colorado does not seem feasible at this
time because of the opposition. from the judges and from some probatiop officers.
A state system would be of little value, if the judges did not have confidence
in it and refused to grant probation for this reason.

1.

See Section VI, Population Projections
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2. State Uniform ~ini~U!!l Standards and State Aid to Districts with Less
Than a Certain Popula-cicrn. An alternative to the presently unpopular centralized program might be legislation setting uniform minimum standards for all the
districts, al though still lea,.-ing the judges responsible for appointing officers
and carrying out the program. Such legislation could require one full-time
probation officer per so much population and authorize the combining of districts
for probation purposes to insure full-time qualified personnel. Included inthe
legislation could be m___~ qualifications for probation officers and minimum
salaries.
The chief problem, of course, is how this program would be financed. At
present the county commissioners appropriate the funds to pay for the probation
program. Often they do not understand or are not sympathetic with the purposes
of probation.

ft

;L

In districts covering several counties, the program is dependent upon the
support from several sets of county commissioners. It is little wonder under
this arrangement that many judicial districts have part-time, insufficient
programs.
State aid to probation services might be the solution to financing~
more satisfactory probation program. The state saves money on institutional
care and confinement for each offender who receives probation at county expense. This saving is justification for some type of state aid program.
State aid could be provided to each district or a combination of districts
with less than a certain population, contingent upon the districts meeting
the minimum standards. The counties could be required by law to provide a
certain minimum amount for the program with the state providing the rest.
Legislative requirements for county mini.mum support would eliminate the dependency of the probation program upon the whims of several sets of county
connnissioners. If the state does not pay for the whole program, there would
be no necessity to place probation officers under state civil service, which
the district judges find objectionable because it restricts their control
of the program and selection of officers.
Other Improvements
Other improvements that might be considered in respect to adult probation services include:
1.

Implementation of the requirement for mandatory pre-sentence
investigations.

2.

Standardization of forms and procedures throughout the 16 districts,
in so far as possible.

3.

Establishment of a method of centralized collection of probation
statistics and data.

4.

Legislation requiring that the correctional institutions receive
copies of all pre-sentence investigations made on offenders comitted to their charge.
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Juvenile Probation Services

.

Juvenile probation services are a function of the juvenile or county
courts with most of them staffed by part-time probation officers. It is
difficult to'determine the total number of juveniles on probation in the state
because of the lack of centralized records and statistics. Data presented
here is based both on questionnaires sent to all county judges by the Legislative Council's Committee on laws Relating to Children and personal interviews
with several county judges cy- a member of the council's research staff who
was working with the comnittee. Forty of the state's 63 county judges either
answered the questionnaire or were interviewed.
Differences in Probation Services

'

Among the 40 counties from which data is available, only four had at
least one full-time probation officer: Denver, El Paso, Pueblo,and Las Animas.
Several others were planning to add full-time officers as a result of a change
in the statutes made by the 40th General Assembly during the 1956 session.
Prior to that time, the county courts were limited to one probation officer at
a salary not to exceed $200. The 1956 statute revision (22-8-9) included the
following:
1.

In all counties with a population between 70,000 and 100,000 (by last
federal census) the county judge may hire up to three probation
officers and two assistants with salaries to be set with approval of
the county commissioners.

2.

In all counties with populations between 25,000 and 70,000, the judge
may hire two probation officers with salaries to be set with approval
of the county commissioners.
·

Counties with less than 25,000 population are still required to pay
probation officers a salary not to exceed $1,200 a year.
In general, the pattern is similar between adult and juvenile probation
services: full-time probation officers in metropolitan areas, and part-time
supervision throughout the rest of the state.
Number of Juveniles on Probation and Cost of Supervision
By far the greatest number of juveniles coming before Colorado courts
are placed on probation, and this form of handling such cases has increased
significantly over the past five years. In 1950, slightly less than 30 per
cent of the cases resulted in probation. By 1954, approximately 53 per cent
of the cases resulted in probation. Data from the 40 counties indicate that
in these counties, alone, between 1,200 and 1,500 juveniles were on probation
·in 1954.
··

Under interpretations of the delinquency statute by the Colorado Supreme
Court, it is virtually mandatory that a juvenile offender be placed on probation for his first offense. Almost every juvenile offenqer is placed on
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probation at least once prior to corn:n.ittr:!ent to an institution, and many of
the county judges contact2d use cou;:nittme~t only as a last resort. The
following data was taken on a sample of 100 boys committed to the boys' school
as of September 1, 1955. It gives an indication of the use of probation prior
to corrmi ttment.

•

TABLE VII
.,.

}.'UMBEi. OF TD{ES IN COURT A.\1D GRA.).j'TED
PROBATIOS" BEFORE DiSTITuTIO~AL cmooTTMID-c"'T
lCO CASES: BOYS' SCHOOL, 1956

Times in Court

Times on Probation

1
2

0

22 boys

1
2

11

3

8

Total

100

3

4
5

Total

12 boys
42
26
16

·1

::..

59

4

100

Ji,

This small sample shows that 78 per cent of these 100 boys ultimately
conmitted to the boys' school had been on probation at least once_. While
this sample is not statistically valid, the administrative assistant at the
school considers it representative of the population as a whole the past
few years.
While there are no accurate cost data available on juvenile parole
supervision, it is estim.at'ed that the cost of supervising each case is approximately from $100 to 5150 dollars, assuming a full-time probation officer
with a case load of around 75 juveniles or again about one-tenth of the cost
of institutionalizing the offender.

;.

Juvenile Probation Proble~s
The obvious and para:nount problem is the lack of adequate state-wide
probation services with supervision exercised by qualified full-time probation officers. There is also a lack of uniformity in the use of probation
for juveniles especially in the less-populated counties. As was true with
adult probation services, a??'·-e.xtension of the program with proper supervision
might deter many juveniles_Jrom repeated criminal acts without ever committing them to an institution.' This expanded program could serve to reduce the
expected population increase at the juvenile training schools.
The lack of inter-county cooperation in the supervision of juvenile
probationers who have ~oved from one jurisdiction to another is another
problem. The institutions have difficulty in obtaining pre-sentence reports
and case histories on juveniles who have been before the courts several times
before being committed to a training school.· In many cases, it is because
no adequate pre-sentence investigation or case history was developed due to
the lack of qualified personnel.
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Alternative Solutions

,.

There are several possible methods by which juvenile probation services
might be extended and made uniform throughout the state. Of these, three
appear the most important.

t

1.

A program of state aid _based on meeting uniform minimum standards.
Such a program might be similar to the one suggested for adult probation services and for the same reasons. Aid could be based on the
number of probationers or the county population, and the counties
could be required to finance a certain portion of the total program
costs.

2.

Establishment of regional juvenile courts throughout the state.
These courts would handle all juvenile cases and would be authorized to hire necessary qualified, full-time probation personnel.
The program might be financed by the counties comprising each
juvenile court district, ·or through a combination of county funds
and a state-aid program.

3.

A centralized state system of juvenile probation. This department
could be created either as a separate agency or as a division of
the Department of Institutions or the State Welfare Department.
Possibly it could be organized as a division of the Adult Parole
Department •

r.

r· . .

~-

.,

Where this agency should be placed organizationally depends on these
basic decisions:
1.
~

,.

_,.

Should there be a centralized agency for both adult and juvenile
probation service?

2.

Should probation services be combined with parole services?

3.

Should juvenile probation and parole programs be combined in
one agency, if juvenile probation services are centralized, while
adult probation services are not?

4.

Should Colorado have a central correctional agency either as an
independent entity or as part of an existing department and what
responsibility, if any, should this department have for probation
supervision?

The main obstacle to centralized state probation services for juveniles
would be the acceptance of such a program by the 63 county judges. If the
county judges react to centralization in the same way as the district judges
have, consideration of a state-wide program at the present time is mostly
academic.
A state system would better facilitate cooperation among the counties
in the supervision of probationers who change jurisdictions. Under a stateaid program or a syste~ of regional juvenile courts, legislation might be
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passed setting up ~achinery for this supervision. Another statute that
might be considered is one requiring pre-sentence investigations and the
transmittal of these reports to the institutions upon connnittment. Standardized forms, procedures, and central collection of data is also needed regardless of the approach decided upon to improve and extend juvenile probation
services.

•

-~ ..

Department of Adult Parole
Introduction
Parole is the release from an institution of an offender under
continuing custody and supervision and under conditions that permit
his reincarceration in the event that he fails to satisfactorily readjust to society. Parole is not an act of leniency or clemency and
is not a release from punishment. It is an extension of discipline
and a condition imposed on the prisoner for the protection of the
public as well as a phase in the correctional process in which the
offender is given assistance and direction during a difficult and
critical period with the objective that he attain a socially acceptable status within the community. 1
The present state adult parole program was established by the legislature
in 1951. For many years prior to this new program, paroles were granted by
the governor, usually on the recommendation of the wardens of the prison and
the reformatory. Sheriffs and other local officials exercised a limited
amount of supervision over parolees under the direction of the Attorney
General's office.
The parole law of 1951 as amended in 1953 established a state board of
parole composed of the governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general, and
three public members.
The 1951 law also set up the Department of Parole with an executive
director as administrative head. In addition to the central office located
in Denver, there are four district offices; one in each of the state's four
congressional districts. These district offices each have an assistant
director who is responsible for the supervision of adult parolees in his
district.

.,..'

Powers of the State Parole Board
The parole board has the authority to grant or refuse parole to inmates
of the state penitentiary, reformatory, and to girls of reformatory age
committed to the Denver county jail as state charges. (The methods of determining inmate eligibility for parole at the penitentiary, reformatory, and
the Denver c;ounty jail have already been discussed in Section III.)
r,

The board meets. at the reformatory and penitentiary at least once a month
and at the Denver county jail as necessary. The board in granting parole

1.

First Activity Report, Colorado Department of Parole 1953, p. 19.
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prescribes the rules, terms, and conditions by which each parolee must abide
while on parole. As a matter of general practice, the board will usually
grant parole to inmates who have served the necessary time at the penitentiary,
or who have accumulated sufficient marks or credits at the reformatory. Present
sentencing practices and the use of the mark system make it difficult for the
board to refuse to grant parole, even though it has the authority to do so.
The board has no power to release an inmate on parole, either before he
has served his minimum sentence less statutory and trusty good time at the
penitentiary, or has acquired the necessary number of marks at the reformatory.
Consequently, the board is reluctant to hold back an inmate from parole if
these requirements are satisfied, unless the grant1ng of such parole is clearly
against the public interest. The board recognizes that the institutions would
have a real custody,discipline, and morale problem on their hands which could
erupt and be potentially dangerous to public safety if a high proportion of
inmates were refused parole. By statute and precedent, inmates expect parole
after serving the re1uired length of time, and in general, the parole board
follows this policy.

...

In reviewing each case, the board interviews each inmate and considers
the case history and proposed parole program assembled by the resident parole
officer at either the reformatory or the penitentiary •. All offenders released
on parole from the penitentiary remain under parole supervision until the end
of their maximum sentence. For example, an inmate given a one to five year
sentence and released on parole after serving his minimum, less statutory and
trusty good time, would remain under parole supervision until the five-year
period was completed, unless his parole was revoked or he committed a new
offense.
Under present practices, an inmate released on parole and wanted by a
prison or reformatory in another state, would be turned over to these authorities and the time spent in an institution in another state would be considered part of his parole period. For example, if the inmate with the one to five
year sentence was given parole after 7 months and 22 days 2 and was turned over
to another state to serve a three-year sentence, the time left to be under
parole supervision would be the difference between three years, seven months
and 22 days and five years, or, one year, four months and eight days.

"

For parolees from the reformatory, a one-year period of parole supervision
is usually standard. In 1953, the legislature provided that persons convicted
of certain sex crimes could, after a psychiatric examination, be committed to
any state institution or county jail for terms having a minimum of one day and
charged with the responsibility of
a maximum of life. The parole board
paroling or reparoling these offenders .and also of recommitting them if they

was

.,.

1.

2.

See Section III, Parole and Parole Procedures, for a discussion of
problems created for the parole board and for parole supervision by
the use of the mark system to determine parole eligibility at the reformatory, and Section V, Sentencing Practices, for a discussion of
the effect present laws have on the adult parole program.
The earliest possible release date with a one year minimum sentence with
statutory and trusty time deducted.
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violate their parole. These cases are handled in addition to the in.mates of
the penitentiary, reformatory, and Denv~r county jail.

C •

Organization of the Adult Parole Depart~ent
Wayne K. Patterson, director of the parole department, is the chief administrative officer for adult parole services. Also on the central office staff
is the director of the insterstate compact, the women's parole officer, one
enforcement officer, the director of the new pre-parole release unit being
constructed at the penitentiary, and five clerical employees.

~

~

.

Each district office is headed by an assistant director and has one
stenographic-clerical employee. In addition, District 1 has five parole
officers; District 2, two officers; District 3, three officers; and District 4 1
one officer. The women's parole officer in the central office supervises all
women on parole in the state.

~

~

Interstate Compact
The interstate compact is an agreement among the states to handle probationers and parolees from one state who are residing in another. All 48
states have signed the compact and have adopted the same basic law. Approximately 12 per cent of the parole department's case load is represented by
parolees and probationers from other states. While this proportion has remained constant during the past few years, it may become larger as more states
are making use of the compact for supervision of out-of-state probationers.
For some time, out-of-state parolees have constituted the bulk of cases handled
under the compact, but there has been a decided recent increase in the number
of probationers handled in this manner.
All incoming parolees and probationers and all Colorado parolees and
probation~rs leaving the state under the compact are handled by the director
of the interstate compact in the central office. It is his responsibility to
keep tabs on the parolees and probationers who go to other states and to assign
the incoming ones to supervision in whichever of the four districts they will
reside.

-

Number of Parolees and Case Load

A

The average number of parolees under the supervision of the adult parole
department during 1956 was 1,840. This total increased from 1,660 in 1955
and 1,450 in 1954. Du.ring the past two years there has been almost a direct
one to one ratio between the number of parolees under the supervision of the
department and the total number of inmates confined in the penitentiary and
reformatory.
Since ·the program was established in 1951 1 2,718 inmates have been released on parole from the penitentiary and 1,734 from the -reformat~ according to the department's records. The number of paroles grairt:ed at the penitent
iary increased from 528 in 1952 (the first fu11 year of department operation)
to 692 in 1955. Comparahle £i~es for the reformatory show 311 released in
1952 and 392 in 1955. This is an increase over the four-year period of 31 per
cent at the penitentiary and 26 per cent at the reformatory.
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Over the same period, the number released on parole from the penitentiary
each year represented about 42 per cent of that institutions inmate population
and those granted parole at the reformatory each year constituted 110 per
cent of that institution's inmate population. 1

.

The present rate of parole violation is approximately 28 per cent,
acc.ording to the director of the adult parole department,and this proportion
has held fairly constand during the past two years.
Only three other states (Washington, Ohio, and New Hampshire) released
a higher proportion of inmates on parole in 1955 than did Colorado. In 1955,
1,156 inmates were released from the adult correctional institutions in
Colorado and 1,083 or 93.7 per cent of these inmates were released on parole.
Many states keep offenders confined until they have served their sentences
and then release them to return to society unsupervised. Colorado has joined
the group of about 8 to 10 states which believe in the extensive use of parole
as a means of supervision and guidance during the_ period of societal readjustment. This supervision and guidance not only assists the inmates to readjust
to the outside world, but by keeping him under supervision, protects society
from offenses, which might be conmitted by offenders released without any
obligations or control.
·
As Colorado ranks high among the states in the use of parole, so does it
rank high in the number of cases per parole officer. Colorado's average case
load of 150 places the state among the top 10 in this respect. Sixty to 75
parolees is. considered a satisfactory case load for adequate superv1s1on. The
fact that Colorado's adult parole case load is twice what it should be is especially significant, because of the extensive use of parole in this state.
~he parole program can hardly meet with continued success, if both the quality
and .quantity of supervision is reduced because of unmanageable case loads.
;

Costs of the Parole Program
It costs approximately $120 per year to supervise an offender on parole.
This cost, like the expenses involved in probation supervision, is a little
less than one-tenth of the amount it takes to keep an inmate in an institution for the same period of time. This cost estimate is based on the department's overall appropriation and the present number of parole officers with
a case load of 150. Should the number of parole officers be increased to cut
down the case load to m~re manageable proportions, the cost per case would
increase to about $150. ,
Parole Program Needs and fr:oblems
r:

The most immediate and important need, as indicated above, is for
additiona~ parole officers to reduce present case loads. With construction

• .t:

1.
2.

This high percentage results from the great amount of inmate
turnonr because of average eight month sentences.
Estimated on the basis of the department request for five additional
officers for fiscal year 1957-58.
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already begun on the new pre-parole center at Canon City, the problem of preparole orientation is on the way to being solved, at least at the penitentiary.
Some kind of similar program would perhaps prove useful at the reformatory
as well, and in time the Canon City center might be used for both the penitentiary and the reformatory.
If the present one to one ratio between the number of parolees and the
total population of the reformatory and the penitentiary continues a steady
increase in the number of parolees can be anticipated. It will be necessary
for the parole department to continue to plan for this increase so that additional personnel may be secured to keep case loads down to an amount that will
permit adequate and continuous supervision.

•
>-

:..

The number of parole officers needed for adequate supervision will depend on the kinds of parolees to be supervised. First offenders who are
institutionalized and then paroled usually do not need as intensive supervision as offenders who have had several committments and perhaps one or more
unsuccessful paroles.
Actually, the number of inmates going on parole exceeds those who successfully complete parole, and is one reason why the total number continues to
rise. Each penitentiary irunate on parole remains in that statushuntil the
end of his maximum sentence, which may range from several years -'6 life,
whether such continued supervision is necessary or not.
l.

Consideration might be given to passing legislation 'Which would authorize
the parole board upon referral from the department to determine whether parole
supervision should be terminated or the length of supervision reduced.
If there is a continued increase in institutional conmittments without an
expansion af probation services, the parole department will have the responsibility for returning many inmates successfully to society who possibly should
have been granted probation to begin with. Such practice would place undue
emphasis on the wrong end of the correctional program. On the other hand, if
probation services are expanded, only the worst and most difficult offenders,
for the most part, will be incarcerated and eventually released on parole.
If that happens, the parole department will be dealing with the most difficult
offenders, and the rate of parole violations can be expected to increase; such
increase under these circumstances would not reflect upon the success of the
department's program.
The next section of this report will show the relationship between
sentencing practices and parole and some of the resultant problems.
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SENTENCING PRACTICES
Both Warden Harr.y Tinsley of the penitehtiary and Wayne Patterson,
director of the adult parole department, have indicated to the Legislative
Council that there is a lack of sentencing uniformity by Colorado courts
and that this lack of uniformity, not only serves to establish inequity for
__.some convicted offenders, but also creates problems for the successful operation of the institutions and parole programs. Data compiled and presented
to the council research staff by Robert Manley, classification and records
officer at the penitentiary indicate the scope of the problem.
Under Colorado statutes, maximum and minimum sentences are set for the
various categories of felonies such as assault, grand larceny, armed
robbery, burglary, and forgery, among others. The statutes provide that a
judge may set sentence at his own discretion as long as the minimum sentence
is not less than the statutory minimum or the maximum sentence more than the
statutory maximum.
39-12-1. When a convict is sentenced to the state penitentiary,
otherwise than for life, the court imposing the sentence shall not
fix a definite term of imprisonment, but shall establish a maximum
and a mini.mum term for which said convict may be held in said prison. The maximum term shall not be longer than the longest term
fixed by law for punishment of the offense of which he was convicted,
arxl the minimum term shall not be less than the· shortest term fixed
by law for the punishment of the offense of which he was convicted. 11
11

It is this· statute which makes it possible for a judge to give one man
a sentence of one to three years and another five to 10 years for a crime
such as~grand larceny, for example, which carries a penalty of "not less than
one year or more than 10" in the state penitentiary.
The fact that the court has this power to set sentence within legal
minimum and maximum sentences is not in itself good or bad.' What is potential1._v bad is the possibility that a sentence may be set which does not take into
account an offender's previous record or the amount of time which he may need
to be institutionalized before there is a possibility of returning him successfully to society.

~.

'·

·"

If the sentencing court does not have an adequate pre-sentencing investigation developed by a trained probation officer or other competent personnel,
or does not rely upon such pre-sentence investigation, it may not have the
necessary info_rmation to decide what sentence a man should receive or the
difference between the minimum and maximum. The attitude of present district
judges outside of the Denver district toward the mandatory use of pre-sentence
investigations ~s indicated by the report on district court probation compiled
by Judge James M. Noland of Durango for the District Judges Association and
referred to in a previous section of this study. Of the twenty district
judges answering the question, "Should Pre-sentence Investigations be Mandatory?~
Twelve answered in the affirmative and eight said they should not.
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The nine judges fro:n. the Denver district were not included in this report,
so 20 judges out of the 26 outside of the Denver district answered the
questionnaire.
:,.

In favor of ~ndatory pre-sentence investigations were judges in Districts
1, ~7, 9, 10, 12, and 16. Opposed were judges in Districts 4, 5, 6, 13, 14,
and 15. Two judges in District 8 were in favor of mandatory pre-sentence investigations and one was opposed. Clearly there is a lack of agreement by
district judges as to the need for a pre-sentence investigation in each criminal
case. This lack of universal use of pre-sentence investigation in all or part
of seven of the state's 16 judicial districts may help explain, at least partly,
the variations in sentencing throughout the state.
Not only may present sentencing procedures not be related to the offender's
readiness for return to society, but such procedures may have a demoralizing
effect upon institutional inmates who feel they are serving longer sentences
for crimes similar to those conmri.tted by other inmates. It is entirely possible
under these circumstances for inmates to take out their grudge on the institution, which is not to blame, and therefore create unrest and custodial problems
for the institution, besides resisting the beneficial and rehabilitative aspects of the institution's program.
In addition the institutional and parole programs are made more difficult
for these reasons:
1.

An inmate's confinement is determined by his miru..mu.m sentence minus
statutory good time and trusty time and is not necessarily related
to the length of time he needs to be incarcerated before being returned to society. Regardless of an inmate's institutional adjustment and his prospect for success on the outside, he must remain in
the institution until he has served his minimum minus statutory
good time. Conversely, a man's institutional record and background
may indicate his remaining an extended period in the institution, but
he becomes eligible for parole as soon as he has satisfied the legal
requirements of his sentence.

2.

The parole board is confronted with the problem of authorizing
parole for some inmates who should not have been referred to it
and places full responsibility on them, when conversely they do not
have any responsibility for determining an earlier release date.

3.

The law requires an inmate to be under parole supervision for the
duration of his maxi.mum sentence. Depending on the length of this
maximum, the parole department may have to keep a man under supervision for ·a longer period of time than necessary, placing unnecessary work on an already overworked staff, or an inmate may be
released from supervision before the department feels it is safe
for him to be at large in society.

The material supplied the council by the penitentiary classification
and records officer included a listing of imnates as of August 10, 1956,
showing sentence, cri~~, age, national origins, county from which received,
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and prior incarcerations including the reformatory, the boys' school, and
prisons in other states. From this preliminary material, Mr. Manley prepared
sunnnary sheets for the council's use. Each one of these sheets dealt with
one type of crime or two or more related crimes, showing the number of persons
sentenced from each county, the lowest sentence and the highest sentence in
each county for each crime.
· A summary of some of this material is presented below, showing the type
of crime, the statutory sentence, number of inmates incarcerated for the
crime 7 and the highest and lowest sentence for these inmates. This summary
gives some indication of the lack of sentencing uniformity:

'·

TABIE VIII

Crime

.... _

SENTENCE'RANGES FOR SEIECTED CRIMES 1
INMATES CONFINED IN .THE PENITENTIARY, 1956
Number of
'Inmates
Highest Sentence
Statuto!:l Sentence

Lowest
Sentence

Burglary and
Burglary
with Force

not less than 1
not more than 10

292

18-25 yearsa
15-:30 yearsa
9-10 years -

1 year13 months

Burglary
without force
and larceny
from Auto

not less than 1
not more than 10

46

9-10 years

1 year 15 months

larceny of
Auto

not less than 1
not more than 10

37

7-10 years

1-2 years

Grand I.a:rceny
and Larceny
by Bailee,
Embezzlementb
and False
Pretenses

not less than 1
not more than 10

161

18-25 yearsa
9-10 years

1-15 months

not less than 1
not more than 10

22

6-10 years

1-3 years

Forgery and
Fictitious
Checks

not less than 1
not more 'than 15

176

12-14 years

1-2 years

Aggravated
Robbery
Robbery an4
Simple Robbery
Confidence
Games

two years to lifec

190
93

30-life
50-6'0 years
13-14 years

138

16-20 years

.not
not
not
not

less
more
less
more

than
than
than
than

1
14

1
20

*Footnotes top of following page.
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9/11 mo.-10 yrs.
1-3 years
1-2 years
1-3 years

a.

These sentences
criminal actn.
be sentenced to
by law nor more

probably set under the so-called "little habitual
An offender with two prior felony convictions shall
a period of not less than the longest term provided
than three times the maximum (39-13-1).

b.

Embezzlement by carriers and warehousemen if over $20 value; not less
than l nor more than 2 years. Embezzlement of landlord's share of
crops, value of more than $100--not less than 1 nor more than 10 years,
or fine of not nore than $2 7 000 or both. In both these categories,
embezzlement below value limits constitutes a misdemeanor.

c.

If under the age of 21 years, person ray be sentenced to Buena Vista
or Canon City at discretion of court. If sentenced to penitentiary,
however, term is not less than 1 year or more than 10 years.

:»

.;

After a cursory examination of the sehtencing laws, it was decided that
expert legal research assistance was needed for this phase of the correctional study. At its September 26, 1956 quarterly meeting, the Legislative Council
authorized the director to contact the Colorado Bar Association and the District
Attorneys' Association and request them to give earnest and prompt consideration
to appointing committees] to work ri th the council on this phase of the corrections study. At the time this report was written, both the Bar Association
and the District Attorneys' Association had been contacted and a request made
that a meeting be set for discussing this matter.
Other questions closely related to sentencing procedures include:

·'

-~

1. · Whether the age limits for the committment of juveniles to the train•
ing schools should be the same for both boys and girls? (Present limits are
10-16 for boys and 10-21 for girls.)
2. Should there be any change in the age limits for committment to the
reformatory?
3. Should pre-sentence investigations-be mandatory in all delinquency
and crime cases?
It is hoped that these and other problems concerning sentencing practices
can be analyzed and recommendations made as a result of the council's joint
effort with the Colorado Bar Association and District Attorneys' Association.
A brief presentation of what other states are doing in regard to sentencing
and committment appears in another section of this report.

!
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R)PULATION PROJECTIONS FOR THE FOUR CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
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In their:presentatiotii'~i~upporting data for:th~ir proposed ten-year building programs to the'·State Planning'Commission/·three of the four·correctional institutions
(except the gi.ris~: school) included projections of their expected inmate populations
through the next IS to 20 years.·,-, These predictions were made by different people and
based
on
differend:rite:ria}(~:J"he-:-pro
jections
made. by _the. State Planning Commission
•·
-· ·
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itself are used in this·report/::not because the· institutions' estimates may not be
valid, ·lnit tii"order" to use"a'l:oim:non method for the; population projections. at each of
the four iltstitutlonsri:}I'ht{proJections made by the:
:?1,mning Commission do not differ
- . . ... .. -: . ....'.,_,_, ·;_ ~----~-=-·-·.
substantially:,from those:made by the institutions.:~:r;... ~w;_.~.-•,:•·:•
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The ;;;~ii';~g-co~mission ~tatistician based his institutional population projec• -,,:··:; >
tionon the proportion."cifeacli"lnstitution's population to the" population of the state '
as a whole. i: These proportions were developed from. the ratios which· have existed
during the past few years. ;_'-The ratio at the penitentiary was c:letermined as one in- ·
mate per each. I. 000 state population. At the reformatory, . the ratio used was • 25
inmates IMtr 1, 000 population; .13 inmates per I, 000 population at the boys' school;
and .085 inmates per'l.000-population at the girls' schooL ·:niese ratios were theIJ
applied to the planning commission's projections for total state population and also
to the Gamsey:-Pelz populationprojections. 1 , · ·· :
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The population_projection made by the planning commission predicts the state
population will_ reach•~;po~;_o~o by 1965. This figure is 250,000 higher than the
estimate made by Gamsey'fand Pelz~- There are two basic reasons for this difference.
The planning commissiori; }?.as. computed net in-migr~tion at a rate of one per cent a
year of the previous· ye~t population while the Garnsey study·· adds aflat 4, 000
people per year for ned.n..;migra.tion. The planning commission also used a different
method of compnting,:instate population yearly increases.
· ,
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Other methods were also used by the State Planning Commission in estimating
future institutional populations •. For the reformatory; the planning commission computed the inmate population by the ratio of commitmeuts · to the male 16-24 age group
,;,,'i
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A Projection of the Population of Colorado, Morris E. Garnsey and R. B. Pelz,
University of Colora~,Studies,
: Economics, No. 2, lbulde,:, 1955.
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populatio·n. . The commission also computed the inmate population of the reformatory
in proportion to projections for the state population in the male 16-24 age group. These
same techniques were tried in regard to the age groups applicable to the two training
schools. Population ratios between minority group inmates and total state population for
these groups were also analyzed by the planning commission.
:,

The results of these other projections all fell within the maximum and minimum
limits in the population predictions for the institutions shown below and based on the
ratios of institution populations to the state population. These ratio projections are
µsed here because they are easier to understand, and because they point out, within
broadly defined limits •. the range of probable population growth in the four correctional institutions.

.

In using these projections>·:it_should be remembered that they are based on· the
assumption that the present. crime _rate remains stable an~ that the proportion of offenders granted probation. remains about the same •. , An. increase in crime incidence
and/or a decrease in the p~portion. of offenders granted ·probation could lead to even·
greater institutional populations. Conversely a decrease in crime incidence and/or
a granting of probation to a greater proportion of offenders should result in fewer
people committed to the institutions than the minimum projections. The forecasts
for the reformatory and the b:>ys' school are based on an average incarceration period
of 8 months> which is the current practice. If the average sentence at these institutions were lengthened to 12 months (close to the national average and considered·
desirable from a rehabilitation point of view), the planning commission projections
should be increased 50 per cent for these institutions to give a more accurate pre- .
--diction of their population.,
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Population Projection for
The State Penitentiary
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• _r .. -,

· 2,035

~

.

. ..

:·

'

..

;;_

·'"-

2,085
2,135
2,185
2,235
2,285
2,335 -

2,3~5
2,435
2,485
2,535
2,585
2,635
2,685 ·
2,735

2,785
2,835

2,885
· • -2,935
2,985

--r.... _.

3,035

•

.
----·. ···-
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TABLE X
Population Projection for
...
_,-

The State Re:formatory
(based on a confinement rate o:f .25 per 1.,000 population
and an average sentence o:f 8 months)

.,.'

• _:j.

535-.
545·

.. 56o
570
58o

595
61.o·
620

635
645

66(),

.. :~·.r;,.700
710
_720 ..
> c•c''

•.

7:,0 ~-

. ··745
76o

·' .- 100 - . ·

TABLE XI
Population Projection for

..

·. The Boys' Sch_ool .

!'·..,

(based on a con.finelllent rate of .13 per 1,000 population
e.nd:'.an average sentence of 8 months)
·

i\i;iffi\}
·•238

:~t

242.
246,,, .·

250
254

257
261
264
. ,268· .. ·

272''.~;,.
276

282
287

29l--,
296
300.

...

305
310
314
320

•'·

.

325
330 ·
336

.~

353

341.
347
36o

. ,.
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TABLE XII

.
Popul.ation Projection for
The Girls' School
(based· on a conf'inement rate of .085 per 1,000 popul.ation)
.·j..

Year··

·.~··

•sa

·.·-'59 ·

•6();;, : .

't

•6J. .... ;.:
•62
1

63 ·

164 .

65.
•66
•67
•68
1
69
'70
1

.:

171

72
73
'74
75
•76
'77
178
'19 ·
,90
1 8r.
1

1

1

M:i:c:l:mum.

110.::::,·
135
137.
139
142
144
146
148
l50
152
154
156
16o
162
165
167
170
173
176
178
181
184
187
190

•82

193 '.

83
•84

196

85

204

1

1

138

143
147
152
156
16o

132
'

200

,

164-

169
173
177 . ··
181
..
l86
190
194
198
203 ·.
207

JI.

2ll

21.5
220
-

224.
228
232
237
241.
245
249
254
258

.. ~
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Figure I
POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR THE

FOUR.CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS THROUGH 1985 1
Irunate Pop.

Inmate Pop.
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lBased.on the midpo~t\~tveen the high and low projections of the·colorado
Planning C0m111ission and assuming continuance of eight month average sentenses at

·the reformatory and boy••~~chool.
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Impact on Institutional Programs

The great increase in inmates in the four correctional institutions expected by
1965 1 raises several problems which should be considered and solved as soon as
possible. If the high and low projections for the four institutions for 1965 are averaged,.
(see figure I.), the penitentiary may have 1,887 inmates, the reformatory 4 72, the
boys' school 283, and the girls' school 160. These figures assume that the present
length of sentence for inmates at both the reformatory and the boys' school remains
approximately eight months as at present. These projections shown above for 1965
r~present almost a 25 per cent increase for the penitentiary and the boys' school
over July 1956 populations, and approximately a 33 per cent increase at the reforma.
. • - ··
.
_
tory and 45 per cent at the girls' sc!Wol. 2
Facilities

:;,-.

The primary problems raised by this· expected institutional population increase
are the. construction of_additional facilities needed for confinement and training of
·these atlditional inmates and the provision of personnel to handle them_.· ·•The state is
confronted, therefore, -not only with the problem of providing for present staff and
facility needs, but of estirnating future n_eeds and making long range plans for meeting
them.
j

,.,.-·

.

Toe ten-year building programs at the four institutions will in most cases meet
the increased need in facilities for housing inmates in 1965. ·. ·
The pre-parole center ·at the penitentiary will have a capacity of from 60 to 120
and the new medium security penitentiary, about 500 inmates. This construction would _
enable the penitentiary to house a population slightly in. excess of 2, 000 inmates •.
However, additional .facilities would need to be planned for construction between 1965
and 1975 to meet the needs predicted by the population forecast (between 2,035 and
2,535 in 1975 and between 2,465 and 3,035 in 1985).
If the additional projects in the reformatory building program are approved and
constructed {these include rebuilding one cell block which would provide more cells,
and remodeling the dormitory) there .will be space for 623 inmates by 1965. These
:: .~ ...
. -._. .-... ,.,., ~· ,,.
,.:,

•,

;;;.·

~

~~

a•-.

1 1965 is used as a focal point for discussion because.that year ~epres~t~ the
_ of the present ten-year.building programs for the four institutions.
2

.

.

.

. . . . •.

"

. . . ..,
..
If the length of average term at the reformatory and the boys~ school is increased
to 12 months, the populations at these schools for· the year 1965 would be approxi- ·
mately 50 per cent greater or 708 at the reformatory and 422 at the boys' school.
These forecasts represent an increase of 97 per cent at the reformatory and
84 per cent at the boys.'_ school over June 1956 populations.
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.

,,

facilities would be more than adequate for the approximate 4 72 inmates forecast for
1965; but if the length of average stay at the reformatory is increased to 12 months,
these facilities would fall short of the expected population increase by approximately
80 units .

...
,.

.
.

.

'.

If the balance of the ten-year building program for the boys' school is approved
and constructed by 1965, it is estimated that there will be adequate facilities for 340 to
350 boys. Again if the present eight month term is maintained, this new construction
will take care of the expected population and provide some room for further increases.
However, if the average term is also extended at_ the boys' school to twelve months,
proposed construction during the next ten years may fall short of meeting population
needs by approximately. three cottages or 72 beds.
. _
·
.

,.

_

-

~,,.,,~:

-:. .. ~r-;·,~1'\c·~,---·,.

- .. ,.~ ;,J.\1..-.,:.t~.p.~"•t.l

_,,

..,

•

.

, ,

·~}~,,.:\,,z.t,.·:.~
':J. I"'

·l' ,

.,.

; .

Of the three~hl.rlidi:nwi with inmate living faciliti~s, included in the ten-year
building program for:·the girls':school,- only one will represent additional space, .as
two are replacements for existing cottages which will be tom down •. The guidance
center will have quarters for>24 girls. . With the completion of the remodeling job on
another cottage)i.ow underway-,. there will be room for· another 25 girls~-- making
total of 49 additional bedsf/,The population of thegirls' school is estimated at approximately 160 in• 1965: which will be about the maximum capacity of the institution at
that time unless fai~•ten-year program is revised. This projection assumes that the
girls' school will not be required to take girls 18-to 21 as is now provided for by law
and that the 'school may continue to return girls to the court if they are incorrigible
or do not fit in with the institution's program. If the girlst school asswnes responsibility for the female offenders in the 18 to 21 age bracket and are required by law
to accept all girls com111itted to the institution, the population would increase appreciably as a result: - '
·
·
·
..:
.
''\-. :··:.~--

a

.,.

;

Personnel
Present inmate staff ratios, as were indicated in Section III of this report,
. .
are 6 to 1 at the penitentiary, 5 to I at the reformatory, 3.4 to 1 at the boys' school··
and 3 to I at the girls' schooI. 1 If the present ratios are maintained, the average.· · ·
population projections for-1965 indicate that the penitentiary would need 315 employees
compared with 250 at present. · At· the reformatory, 94 as compared with 70 at present·
if present. eight-month average terms are continued. and. 140 if the .average term is·
increased to 12 months~·- At the_ boys' school, 83 as compared with 70 at present if
the average term remains at eight months and 124 if the average term is increased
to 12 months. At·the·girls".school, 53 employees as compared with 37 at present.
· .. " ;·,;'-:1\f;-t~~-~/,~~;:<t--\:-.. -:~
..

·a·.

.

.

.·

,

'~ .

- Even from·such_i(btif~~ry analysis, it can be estimated that the four state institutions will need a total of from 115 to 175 additional employees by 1965. This
estimate assumes no addition of personnel other than that made necessary by the
. . ,~ ..
''

.
1

.,.

~-·- :..,.--:-·, ...,~-.•

~

.

.

For inmate-staff ratios at similar institutions in other states see section VII.
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institutional population inc~ease. To these staff increases should be added whatever professional personnel is needed as a result of expanded institutional programs aside from the population increase, plus whatever clerical and administrative
personnel is needed as a result of the growth of the institutions in size.

.

>-

A thorough analysis of the administrative strucrure of the four institutions
would be needed, as well as the establishment of adequate inmate-staff ratios in
the various phases of the instirutional programs, in order to make a more than
superficial forecast of the number of personnel necessary in 1965. However,
the above presents, · albeit superficially, the scope of the personnel problem which
will be caused by expected ·instirutional population increases._ According to the - -·
American Correctional Association,.>:t:he.--maximum capacity of a·. penitentiary should
be 1,200 inmates. 1 'Ille ideal ma.xinium size of a juvenile training: school should .
be 150 inmates. 2 ,. Colorado•s. penitet1tiary and juvenile training school populations-•
have already passed these desired .i;nax:im1:mis even :Without_ considering future pop-

.·

~

>
:,

4,,

-:

'"
r..

~

· ;:1_~~;t:1n;:;}:~j;~~:;~~~;P~~{}:_:'.~~j. : -

Classificati~~:~~:~!;=~ ;:~"
- 1·-,•~-----~·.
It is somewhat impractical to suggest that the- state build new. institutions ::c':· ·. .:•
and abandon some.: of the, existing facilities. The ten-year building_ pni'grams are
based on the &pansion of prisent institutions and not on. the construc,tio~ _of new ones. 3 -- -~ •

~::._.,:~":. ·,~_

~- ..-:~-· -/fL.Jt~:::~:-t;}-~i

. .

With the expected growth of institutional size well _beyond the ideal maximum
limits, careful segregation of inmates offers one -means of combining the benefits_
of a small institution within.the .confines -of a large one •.:_-Segregation is already_~_:i
practiced at the four institutions,. as explained in Section _:m,,,-'V:'!~ the _class_if,is~--; tion according to degree of security risk at the penitentiary and.· to a lesser extent, at the reformatory,, and in cottage placement at the juvenile- institutions.
The new me:fium security facility to be constructed at the penitentiary will .enable that institution- to separate better its maxim:um and medium. security risks·· _
and to have different programs and procedures for each· group~}., One means of <., .
effecting separation of inmates at the reformatory might be the creation. of ; additio~L
mobile road camps or one or two stationary honor camps similar in program to · ·
the old C. G. C. :-camps. Such. a camp might be desirable for the confinement and
reformation of the, increas~
of:. minimum security risks which will result
from the total inmate population growth •. =A stationary camp would be able to handle a
large number of boys at less-.'expense than. series of, $3_8,_<JOO __mobile- ~amp units. -

nmnber

a

;.;'·1r·~~.

•,::i::,...

at

-Superintendent Soelberg of the lx>ys' school, in anticipating the growth
his institution, suggested stationary; honor camps also be set up in coDIEtion with the
boys' school. It is his feeling that the-: school might find· it desirable to purchase and remodel
large home in .Clenver to house 30
40 boys from Denver

a

-:..~~-. ::-

,,

,

-;r
,t,

.

"

,

-

-

.. -·,.

l A Manual of Correctional Standards. The American Correctional Association.

New York, 1954. p. _181 -

_t:}~t•::';:

__ ,

··

·,>;{;,~·,,f _:

2According to Ilonald G..-Blackburn, Institutions Consultant, Technical Aid Branch,_-·
Division of Juvenile.Delinqutm?.,Servic:, U.S. Children's Bureau. ,..
3With the possible

;\i\~\ffJ~h:-i;~:•£;.,~.~; ~

exception of an institution for female offenders of reformarory ._., . ·. ·, : ·.

age.

,
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area, who are not custodial problems, but who are sent to his institution primarily
as a result of poor home conditions. Living at this home, these boys could go to
school or work and be able to remain at large in society without being returned
to home conditions which helped cause their commitment.
Segregation of inmates as is suggested here would help provide separate facilities and programs within the existing institutional framework. However, it could
not be effective without· the addition of the personnel necessary to carry it out .
. Such· personnel would include the case workers and psychologists necessary to handle
screening, diagnosis, and assignment; custodial officers for the new camps and
other facilities; · and the professional, administrative, and clerical workers needed
to staff the camps and other new facilities. These personnel additions would
shift downward the.:inmate-staff ratios at all the institutions. Professional advice
and coW1sel should be· sought in· Comparing the benefits. in terms of successfully
returning inmates'tolsociety and in_ eliminating possible sources of._institutional
friction. to· the' cost:~;'._this.'.;~bitious undertaking; would entail; .. Such: a comparison
is beyond the ·scope t>f'.'this.;study~:~!( .
•.:·{6;f"
.

- -·-• ._ · .··~;1f~~r~~~w,~~11:~ff;";l~~rfi~;YF'(/'1;'.JT~:-·,. f</~:,· · ·_ · ".;it':;\., : ·· . .

.•. . . . .

Whatever.)fs'done :regarding the segregation of inmates and the creation of
separate programs: within. each institution, consideration should be given to the
relationship~between· institutions·,and the· coordination of the _over-all correctional
program.· -·· ·The/anticipated}inc:rease •-· in the number:'
inmates and the ·construction
of new facilitieit{·'ai•'each~in~titutions :makes such •consideration necessary. . This
topic has been''i.-::overed in. greater detail in the first -section of this report, but
a few comnients'.';seem appropriate here.·'··
·· ·•;..·,
·
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With the construction of the medium security·unit at the· penitentiary, Colorado .
- will, in a sense, _have three facilities for male felons--the two penitentiary units and ._
the refo_pnatory.:> Would it be practical under these ·circumstances· to have one _assign- · ·
ment and classification center for the three units? Such a classification center would
be useful only if the statutes were changed so that
no longer would be considered ·
a criterion of reformability. ·. Then the relationships between the three units in terms
of purposes and types of inmates assigned would have to . be ·carefully ·spelled. out
either :_by statute or, admini'strative directive. Under this arrangement, the laws
should also be .changed to facilitate ease of transferring inmates from one ;umf to .
.\ ·:,.,_c .:·_,O.';_·_.;_j_~_•;,_:_:_;\f/,._;,_c'., ---,
•;,.-~,~-/:/.'.
· ·. • ·-•· :.._:_.,,·,,. :;,~·.:i.
'.·
another. ..

age

Y. •: •

i, 11:Y-,;··:.·•~·•[•__;
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,

:-:·---~_.::\·i·>/·i~t:litltf-i&\/:: -,- '·•
If it is considered 'desirable to continue to use age as a criterion of reformability and to sentence,~young· men·to the, reformatory and olderfelons to the peni:.tentiary, there would be little-need for a central classification and assignment unit.
The question then·may be raised as to whether 16-25 is a good age group to mix
together in one :institution. .The'. American Correctional Association says that there is
too wide a range in needs and problems of yoW1g men in this group to make it desirable to house them together and attempt to reform them under one program.1 One
possible age grouping for the reformatory might be 18-25,-with boys under 18 being
committed to the boys' school. This would require a revision in the statutes to increase the maximum age· of commitment at the boys' school from 15 to 17. •Even
if this change were made-. · there should be some provisions made for transfer of
inmates between the reformatory and the boys' school.·
_l(.' i

F•:I ~- .

. 1 A Manual of Correctional Standards, The American Correctional Association.
New York:- 1954~ P.~ 170.
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The problems touched on briefly above indicate the need for one correctional program instead of four in Colorado with facilities and programs developed in relation to
the other institutions and the overall program instead of independently by each institution. With the expected growth in the size of the correctional institutions and building
program needs resulting from this growth, attention should be given to whether one
central agency should be charged with the responsibility of the whole correctional program. Various aspects of central agency operation in other states will be presented
in Section VII of this- study and the pros and cons of a central agency for Colorado have
been· discussed in~the_ opening section-.
~- ~-

.

,

Increased Costs
. ~ t -· :•

Per capita costs at the four correc:tional institutions range from $1, 206 at ~e . ·
reformatory to.$1,960 at the girls:,training_school~\· Even ifpercapita costs were to·
remain the same,. the.state. wpuld be'. spending approximately::.$834, 000 more in 1965· :- .
22 per .
to keep inmates at the four institutions~: Tb.is· amount represents. an increase
cent over the total ·1956-57 appropriations for the four institutions and is in addition to·:. .

of

. :·

tbe building pro~1,it,"t1'};,tJft · . .. .·' itf@-;Uft+;J:i,Ili~f\,~~'iqi{i,lli~f ·.:
This figure--$835, 000--probably,represents a very conservative _estimate. of ,.:.,:.:,i
additional appropriation
for thefour institutions by 1965 •. Factors which could ·· .
revise this amount
include::/..a ~ontinued rise in the cost of living,. the increased
institutional p_rogram and personnel needs, the c~ge in average length of confinement
at the reformatory and boys' school from eight to 12 months, and an increased salary
scale plus complete conversion to the 40 hour week . . A combination of all these factors
misi:l_t even double the .$835., 000 figure shown above.

needs
upward

.

.

-~

·

·c-. ·. v

~::·-· ..~ .

. .. ,i,..

At any rate, it.may be assumed that it is going to cost the state at least $800,.000
to $1,500,000 morethan it is spending now to take care ofits.<::orrectional institution_.
populations in 1965 .. ,_ t...
, , -. ,. J
~2.._;·r;/ ;,T::~·

With this great increase in funds- involved as well as the continued costs··of the ·
.
building program, two other aspects of the correctional problem
sh.ould
be considered. ·,·
.
.
·'.;·

__ .,.

~

.

. .· ...i,.,.

institutions?

··c_:;.:;t;t:~~{~iit. .

:t;.:-.·

Second, what can be done forinmates. at the reformatory·and the boys' school to
cut down the number of them who. eventually:wind up in the penitentiary7 .
(These questions will be considered in reverse order., taking the second one first
and then returning to the first one.)
...... -- ·

-
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1.. The Department of Institutions computed the following per capita costs for the ·
>
1955-56 fiscal year exclusive of new construction:- penitentiary~ $1,391;. > ·· ·
reformatory,, $1. 206; boy_s~. school,- $1,386; and girls' school, . $1,960. ·. •·.;, <_
,..
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As of August IO, 1956, 521 inmates at the penitentiary had served at least one

sentence in the reformatory and 273 had at least one committment to the boys' school.
Of the 521 inmates who served at least one sentence in the reformatory, 194 also
spent some time at the boys' school. This data is shown in the table below.

TABLE Xlll
Number of Penitentiary Inmates Formerly Confined
'. ;A.t: the- Reformatory or the Boys' School

.-...

·~ -~· ~-t~t~/:~?t:~t;\.~ ·-~

~

·Y

,.

·_ Nuzni,erFormerly·in:R.efarmatory Number Formerly .in Boys' School

...

j,~J.i~ilt}~~·{J'J!flJ~/:,

No. of inmates
four · five .·
two . ·. thr.ee : · four : five
in Penitentiaryl: _ ·To~~{ierms terms·_· terins · terms : Total terms terms terms terms
~·
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Thirty-f~rii- ~r cent of the penitentiary population as of August 10, · 1956, · served
time in the reformatory and 18 per cent served time at the boys' school with 13 per
cent putting in time at both institutions. Altogether 600 inmates or roughly 40 per ·
· cent of the penitentiary's population have served time at either the reformatory or
--· the boys' school. .
, :':.1
' , ~ ;• ., I •

....

If this proportion holds fairly constant, when the penitentiary's population
reaches close to l,.900 in 1965, it can be_expected that760 of that 1,.900 will have
spent time in one or the other or both of the two other male institutions. : hnprove- ·
ment in the program and facilities of. the reformatory and boys'. school might reduce
this number that graduates,.sso to speak,. from one correctional institution to another.
In the ·long run the state-.would save money. and a greaterproportion of youths could
make successful societal adjustments. It is beyond the scope of this study, except
in a general way,.: to point out program needs in this respect. But it is highly recommended that such an analysis be made to develop programs to achieve more success
with youthful offenders arid deter their admission to the penitentiary if at all possible. .
·: ~, ~,~'i1.!:<;~\~. ··- , ·
·
. ,.
. ' -. - . . "/1
.' .-.~:/if~·~/>.!:.·~,\
-.!,
.
:
··~·-,;_•:·:,~:~ :-·~
,

,'
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Besides the institutions themselves,. there .are two ·other programs which can
help deter the flow of state charges from one correctional institution to another.
Adequate and judicious supervision of carefully selected probations and parolees
can be a strong force in helping offenders to make a successful adjustment to
society. And an .expanded. probation system might very well be the answer to the
first question raised above, how can we decrease the number of offenders committed to our institution&?
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Probation Services

Even if the present ratio of probationers to offenders confined in the four instit.utions remains the same there will still be a great increase in the number of
probationers as both the state population and the number of offenses increase. According to the probation report of the District Judges' Associatio~ there are at
least 1, 594 adult offenders presently on probation in Colorado . 1 _This•figure:
represents 84 per· cent of the number of adult offenders presently confined in the
penitentiary, the reformatory 7 and the Denver_;__Co4nty· Jail.' ,:At that rate there will
be slightly in excess of 27 000 adult probationers in the state in 1965 even if probation
is granted to only 52.4 per cento! !iJe:applicants7 which is the present average. ·

.
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Thefive judiclaFdi.stricts.with:atleast one full time probation officer handle.,~.
roughly 75 per cent.of all adult probationers in the state with .District .II (Denver) ~ c·:,
handlingappro:riniately 50 pe~'ceni:-fToe other ii districts with parr:..time officers· .,,.
handle the remainder.:·:,: Just the normal increase in the number of probationers
during the next· IO years.will require the five districts with full-time officers to
increase their staffs .to: :teeJi their case load near the desired maximum of 60 to 75.
The other 11- districts will be. coi:ifronted with the problem of handling an increased
number of probationers with pa.:rt'"'.time and often not well-trained officers. It may ·.
be necessary in thes_e districts not only to increase their staffs7 but also :to replace .··
part-time officers with full-time.well trained on~s in sufficient quantity to do an , , , .
adequate job of supervision.
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Expansion of probation services offers a way to decrease the number of·
.
offenders committed to the correctional institution. The cost of supervising an· · ·: ·-. ·
offender on 1)robation is approximately one-tenth of the cost of confining him in an ·
institution. Other savings result as well. A man on probation continues to support·; ..
his family so that they·do not become wards of the state;,he may also make·resti-··
tution for his crime and pay a portion of the costs of his supervision .. A first ,
offender who completes a successful probationary period is much less likely to ·
continue his criminal acts than a first offender who is confined in _an institution~ .·
·- - . .
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Eighty-five· per cent of those·on probation at the presellt time in Colorado are '·
completing their probation period successfully7 .according to the .District Judges', · ·
Association report~·-,~To improve or·continue this proportion in. the wake of an in.- 2,'.: •' .·
creased number of probationers and at the same_time·.extend probation to a greater..
per cent of first offenders 7the 'state' s adult probation setup should .be overhauled ... • .
The district judges,. themselves,: a.re cognizant of.this prohreif{::an.tr.nian.y?ofl'=:~~~~:_,>
them advocate eliminating all part-f:i,me officers and replacing- them with full-time ·
qualified personnelwith a central probation office in each district. Some of the :·--·~::·
judges and the probation.Qfficersfeel.there_should bemininnnn: state standards·_set '···
for probation officers -with· state financial aid to the program;: but with the control·>~:
·,' '.:·;;\It; :f cl..:;\~~ ~,
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remaining in the hands of the judges in each district. Another possibility, not popular
with either judges or probation officers, would be a centralized agency, perhaps combined with the adult parole department .
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Whatever steps are taken, planning should be made to handle adequately the
increased probation case load as well as the increase in institution inmates. To do
less is to fail to develop one ·of the best means of holding down institutional populations and helping offenders to become useful citizens~- , ·
. .
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~ So far only the adult probation program has .been mentioned in connection with
anticipated correctional institutional population i:ncr~ases. An increase in juvenile
probation. cases should also be
pated· as well 'plans 'made for expanding the .
operation of juvenile. probation.~:: Approximately 53 ~ 5 per· c'ent of _all juveniles ap-. . ·
·. pearing before ~e>uncyJmd iuvenileI:ourts .in i 954: were granted probation. ~ ,The same
report showed tha~i;·s91Juvennes'wereon probation'fn 31 of the state's 63 ~ounties .
. From. this data~\)t:'fs, estimated that at least 2, 000 juveniles will be on probation in ·
1965 in· these-~f'i~untiest~fuii~~/~tept for the metropolitan areas, ·probation ·services .
. and supervision:'for juveniles'.is~not adequate for future needs unless ·careful planning
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. Should there.be state.aid for juvenile:probatlon?,';Should separate juvenile courts
be set up in centrailocatio~s around the state? Should juvenile probation be centralized
in

sstate
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·,·.-c·s ,ca,· These_ are ·some .of' the'questions which must be· carefully_ considered in planning
-- juvenile probation ·services. to meet the expected increase. . . . ...
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During the past three years, the relationship between the total adult parole department case .load and the combined population of the reformatory. and penitentiary has
increased
85 per'.cent cif :the population of the two' institutions to a direct one to , .·
one- ratio; that is ,qne.:~r~o1:1, on parole for every inmate of the two institutions·. H? · ..
this one to one ratio remafus·fairly constant, there
be1lt1east::~;400 persons under
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._This is: a conservative estimate, because it does. not' take into account any increase perce~tage.:wise'tn::the.n\unberof out~of.:.state'parolees whom the department .. ·"'·
. supervises as a. member.:ofthe interstate
:'..'These parolees have. constituted
about 12 per cen~,of the total department case load during the past few years •. This
proportion -is almost
to:- increase because the department also supervises
out-of-state probationers under the same compact.· :A number of states are now
· making more extensive _use of the interstate compact for supervision of probatlon~rs

'compact.

...

•

who leave their home state. There is no way to estimate what effect this increased
emphasis will have on the parole department case load.
Even assuming a 2,400 case load in 1965 (and this is a conservative estimate),
the parole department will need several additional parole officers plus additional
clerical help to handle this increase.
The present parole department case load is averaging 150 per officer. Colorado ranks very high among the 48 states in parole officer case load. Wayne K.
Patterson, director of the parole department, has recommended that bis staff be
increased so that case load per: officer can be cut to 60. ·· .This is the recommended
case load per officer for adequate supervision. With a ca·se load of 60, the adult
parole department would need a· staff of 40 pa.role offidrs by 1965 in addition· to the
administrative and clerical staff;' (The present staff includes 12 parole officers
and would have to be increased to 30 to make the 60 case load possible_)
Each year, '. for the past five years, the number of inmates released on ·parole
has represented about 42 per cent of the average penitentiary population.. For the :
reformatory this ratio' is about 110 per cent. 1 With a continuance of this ratio ·
and also of the average eight-month sentence at the reformatory, it can be expected
that 1, 325 inmates will be released on parole from the two institutions 'in 1965 as
compared with 1, 083 in 1955 •
• ·•
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If the parole- department has a staff large enough to handle the hlcreased case -

load while still maintaining adequate supervision over parolees,_ it is possible that
the rate of parole· violation can be kept down to the present level--28 per cent--or
even further reduced. Unless there is more extensive use of adult probation where
possible to ~educe institutional committments, the responsibility for successfully
returning offenders to society will fall more and more on the parole department as
the number of offenders increase in relation to state population growth.
This is also true of the juvenile parole program which at the present-is the
responsibility of the two juvenile- training schools. At the present ti.me there are
approximately 90 girls on parole from the girls school.or about 9 for every 10 ----· •·-· ·
girls confined in the institution·. By 1965, there will be approximately 140 girls· : ,- ··' ·
on parole if this ratio remains the same and the present 15 months incarceration
period is maintained. There were 340 boys on parole from the boys T school as of
July 1965 or about 11/2 boys for every one in the institution. At this rate by 1965,
the number of boys on pa.role at t:1Je boys' school will be arotmd 425 if the present
eight month commi~ent period iS '?ontinued.
1
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Toe girls' school has one parole officer to handle all 90 girls and she covers
the whole state. The boys' school has 1 1/2 parole officers to supervise the 340
1\,·

-~

1.. With an average incarceration of 8 months, more inmates are released
on parole at the reformatory each year than the average population for
that year.
'.''"
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boys. At present, arrangements for supervising juveniles on parole outside the Denver
metropolitan area are makeshift and leave much to be desired at both institutions. By
1965, there will be a need for at least three juvenile parole officers for the girls and
seven for the boys, if there is to be any adequate supervision. Such supervision is
extremely important at the juvenile level, · because successful completion of parole at
this this point is insurance against further criminal acts and will help to keep down the
penitentiary and reformatory population.
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-Summary
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_. Expected population increases at the four correctional institutions have wider
significance than merely for the programs and facility needs at the institutions alone.
Accompanying increases 'and resultant problems will also beset the state's probation

pi:~-.:,iir~~~iis: Jill{,"}};, : -·· 3,~l~f;at(.

and parole
: By 1965,~1r.there wilI be at least 2,800 inmates in the four institutions as com- .

. pared with 2;'200 at the present time~ It will cost the state an additional $835, 000
to $1, 500,. 000 _to:: ~perate_ the institutions just to maintain the present programs without any of the.~r~omm.ended additions. -The four·institutions will need a total of .
-_ from 115 to 175:additional employees to handle the-population increase -at.present·
' staff ratios:-:, (lb.is)ioes
take into consideration either the 40 hour week or ex- ·.
. panded institutional programs and thus is a very conservative estimate.) When · . '· .·
these costs are added to the_ costs of constructing new_ facilities, the need for
overall integratedp!anning}Jecomes imperative .. Such planning would aim at maximum
utilization of personnel and facilities and avoidance of duplication and waste. Future
--- needs at each institution would be weighed against the program as a whole and the
resourc~s available. · ·
· ·•
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VII

CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS IN OTHER STATES

.,

.>

Introduction
The correctional programs in 19 states were considered, in compliance with
the portion of HJR 12 (1956) directing the Council to "evaluate the i:rocedures in
other states where recognized progress has been achieved in the field of management and sentencing to correctional institutions." Data has been assembled from
these states, some of which was obtained by direct inquiry and the remainder from
the Council library files.
These 19 states all have some type of central correctional division or agency
and range in population size from Vermont to California. All sections of the country
are represented by this group of 19 states, although the programs of two southern states, Florida and North Carolina, have not been included here because of limited
application to Colorado.
The data received from these states indicate that there is a national trend
toward centralized correctional agencies. These agencies may be set up as independent entities or as divisions of an existing state agency, such as a department
of institutions or social welfare. There is a difference of opinion among the states
as to whether or not adult and juvenile programs and institutions should be combined
in one agency. Approximately 40 per cent of the states surveyed combine these
institution.:.s and programs under one central department; the remaining 60 per cent
have separate agencies for juvenile institutions.
The primary emphasis is on rehabilitation and treatment in the correctional
programs of these states. With this emphasis in mind, most aspects of the correctional program are supervised and coordinated by these central state agencies.
Some of the functions either supervised or assisted in by central agencies include:
Institutional assignment and classification; education and vocational training; mental health and counseling; farms and industries_; and personnel recruitment and
in-service training.
These central agencies usually have well-qualified, professional personnel on
their staff to direct these programs or to assist the institutions in their develop-·
ment. Professional personnel have also been added to institutional staffs to carry
out the programs at that level.

...

--

Most of these state agencies, whether independent or part of another state
department, have the assistance of boards. Some of these boards are only advisory, and some have policy-making functions. In most instances, even when
there is a policy-making board, the director of the agency has the administrative
responsibility and authority for the functioning of the central department and the
institutions thereunder.
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Many of these state organizations and programs are of relatively recent ongm.
In some states, such as Pennsylvania and Missruri, the changes took place as a
result of prison riots, general unrest, and dissatisfaction and low morale on the
part of both inmates and personnel. (This was also true in Massachusetts, for
which new program
information has not as yet been received.) In these states,
changes were made rapicll.y to avoid continuance of an intolerable situation and to
decrease threats to public safety.

In some of the states which developed their program without the added impetus
of riots and disturbances, it took considerable time before the new program and
orgctnization could win general support and acceptance. by both the public and the
state legislatures. In Ohio,. the Division of Corrections was established in 1941,
but it took eight years before it was activated, and it was three more years, or
1952, before the staff and budget became large enough to make anything but a
limited program feasible. It took five years for the present program and organizational structure to be approved by the legislature.
Many of the states still lack both the facilities and the personnel to carry
out their ambitious programs. In this respect, their centralized correctional
agencies have not as yet solved some of the problems which led to their establishment. But even these states have the advantage of an integrated program with
common goals. Needed facilities and personnel are being added as funds become
available. It follows that central correctional agencies are not, in themselves, a
ready-made answer to correctional program needs. However, if the necess~ry staff
and facilities can be provided, a central agency may do a better job of directing a
coo;dinated program than can individual institutions.
Many of the states are unable to measure the results of their programs. In
some cases, this is because the programs are so new that there is as yet not
enough experience for such measurement. Others report that there are so many
factors, other than institutional programs, to take into consideration that it is difficult to mmsure effectiveness by the rate of recidivism. In general, these states
recognize that at least 95 per cent of the inmates in their correctional institutions
will be returned to society sooner or later. Their programs are geared to rehabilitating these inmates in line with present-day accepted penal standards. They
are interested in avoiding riots and disturbances which threaten public safety and
in returning inmates to society who have at least some possibility of remaining .
there as law-abiding citizens.
These are common goals for all the states, including Colorado, and there
is concern he;re for the correctional program or programs, as evidenced by
HJR 12. Certain aspects of the programs·in other states do not have much
application for Colorado. Certain of the organizational structures also would
be out of place here. Many of the practices in the states surveyed do not represent any improvement over what Colorado is doing at present, and others are too
costly to be practical here at the present time. From their_ reports and answers
to questionnaires, it is difficult to evaluate fully what these states are doing.
However, there are many aspects of these programs that appear to be sound and
would be of interest to Colorado in considering what to do in the state correctional
field, and these are summarized below.
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Independent Adult Correctional Agency:
igan;, Missouri, Uta.1-i.

California, Indiana, Maryland. Mi::h-

Division of Another Agency: (Department of Welfare) :Minnesota, Rhode Island,
Wisconsin; (Department of Institutions) New Jersey, Washington; (Department of
Justice) Pennsylvania; (Department of Mental Hygiene and Corrections) Ohio;
(Department of Public Safety) Illinois.

.

-,,

Directly under Institutions' Department or Control Board, without Separate Division for Corrections: Iowa, Oregon, Vermont.

,Seven of the above states have combined central supervision over both adult
and juvenile institutions. Of the other ten, five have an independent agency for
juveniles, and five are divisions of other departments; three in departments of
welfare, one under the Department of Institutions, and one in the Department of Mental
Hygiene and Corrections.
Adult and Juvenile Insntutions Combined: (independent agency) Indiana; (division of another department) New Jersey, Rhode Island, Wisconsin; (directly under
Department of Institutions) Iowa, Oregon, Vermont.
Separate Independent Agency for Juvenile Institutions: California, Illinois, Minnesota,
Missouri,. Pennsylvania.
Separate Juvenile Agency: in Other Departments: (Department of Welfare) Maryland,
_Michigan, Utah; (Department of Institutions) Washington; (Department of Mental Hygiene and Corrections) Ohio.
Police-making and Advisory Boards: Thirteen of these states have either a policymaking or an advisory board in connection with their adult correctional agency. Five
of these boards have some policy-making functions and four are advisory. Of those
six states with independent adult correctional agencies, five have boards, with four
of these boards having at least some policy-making functions. Five of the eight
correctional agencies which are part of other departments have boards. Two of
these boards have policy-making functions and three have only advisory capacity.
The two that make policy do not do so for the correctional institutions alone.· One
board has policy-making functions for all state institutions and the other for all
welfare department operations. The three states where the correctional program
is operated directly by the central agency responsible for all institutions also have
policy-making boards.

, ,,
_,

....

Boards with Adrnininistrative or Policy-making Functions for Adult Correctional
Programs: (Independent correctional agency) Indiana, Maryland, Michigan, Utah;
(Division of another agency) New Jersey, Wisconsin; (Directly under Department
of Institutions) Iowa, Oregon, Vermont.
Advisory Boards for Adult Correctional Programs: Independent correctional
agency) California; (Division of another agency) Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island.
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In six states, the same board also has policy-making responsibilities for the
juvenile institutions. In one state, the same advisory board also assists juvenile
institutions.

Five of the ten states with separate central agencies for juvenile institutions
have boards, three do not, and information is unavailable on two. All of these
boards have policy-making functions, four of them are attached to independent juvenile agencies, and one is a policy-making board for the agency of which the
juvenile division is a part.
Sarne Board for Juvenile Institutions and Programs: (Policy-making boards) Indiana,
Iowa, New Jersey, Oregon, Vermont, Wisconsin; (Advisory boards) Rhode Island.
Policy-making Boards for Separate Central Juvenile Agencies: (Independent agen c ies) California, Illinois, Minnesota, Missoutj.; (Division of another agency) Michigan.
This summary indicates the great variety in correctional organizational patterns
in other states. A few of those patterns have some significance for Colorado. The
organization for adult corrections will be considered first, and those states with
separate juvenile agencies will be discussed later in this report.
In general, four types of organizational structure may have some application
for Colorado.
1.

Correctional divisions within a state department of public institutions.

2.

Independent correctional agencies in the survey states the populations of
which ~are closest to Colorado's.

3.

Correctional divisions of other departments where the divisional organzation structure has features not dependent upon the nature of the
parent agency.

4.

Departments of institutions which administer correctional pro grams
along with programs of other institutions.
Within the Department of Institutions

New Jersey, because of its population and large number of correctional institutions and inmates, naturally has an elaborate organization for administering
its correctional program. However, there are some features of interest to Colorado. In New Jersey, central responsibility for the supervision of correctional
institutions resides in the Division of Corrections. This division also controls
the educational and vocational training programs in the several correctional institutions, as well as the assignment, classification, and transfer of inmates.
There is central responsibility· for farms and industries, nutrition and food service, and financial management, but this responsibility lies within the Department of Institutions and Agencies.
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This department, of which the Correctional Division is a part, also has separate divisions to handle all institutional farms and industries, financial management for all institutions, and food service for all institutions. Diagnostic services
are available to the Correctional Division through the Diagnostic C~nter maintained
by the department through its Division of Mental Health an:l. Hospitals.
In the state of Washington, the Division of Adult Correction is one of four
divisions within the Department of Institutions. The Division has a supervisor and
three assistant supervisors who are responsible for classification and treatment,
security and maintenance, and state-use industries in the prison, reformatory, and
work camps. This Division is responsible to the Director of Institutions for all
phases of the correctional program. Unlike New Jersey, responsibility for all parts
of the program resides with the division rather than partly with the Department of
Institutions. However, the divison does use the Personnel Division of the department
for staff recruitment, subject to civil service regulations.

Independent Agencies
California and Michigan have been excluded from discussion here because of
their size. (Features of their programs, where applicable, will be mentioned
below.) Utah has been excluded because it has only one correctional instirution and,
with the exception of the seven-member board of corrections, its departmental
organization is localized in the state penitentiary.

-.
"'

,,

Missouri. The central Department of Corrections was the result of recommenda.:.
tions made by an investigating committee· following a series of riots in the state
penitentiary in 1953. Missouri has a Director of Corrections directly responsible
to the governor without either a policy-making or an advisory board. · The director
has full authority over the correctional program and not only appoints his assistants, such as the directors -0f prison industries, prison farms, and inmate education, but wardens and superintendents of the jn_stitutions as well.
Maryland. The Department of Corrections has a policy-making board of correction,
consisting of a chairman app9inted by the governor for four years, and six associate members appointed for six years. The Superintendent of Prisons is appointed
by the board and is the chief administrative officer of the department. The department has full responsibility and jurisdiction over the adult correctional institutions
and all their operations. The central staff consists of an Industrial Supervisor
in charge. of farms and industries, a Chief Accountant in charge of financial management, and a Director of Classification and Education.

"-

.....

.

·.

Indiana.
The independent correctional agency has a full-time three-man board
which has both policy-making and administrative functions and responsibilities for
the four adult, the two juvenile institutiom~ and the entire correctional program.
The board appoints all top level personnel, including a Director of Industries and
Farms and a Director of Classification and Treatment. The board is appointed
by the governor, and no more than two of the members may be of the same polit~
ical party. The term of appointment is four years.
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Correctional Divisions Within Other Agencies
The central correctional agencies in Minnesota, Rhode Island, and Wisconsin
are part of state departments of welfare. The organization of the correctional
agencies in these states is such that they could be set up independently or as part
of some other agency. In general, these three states have a Director of Corrections who is responsible to the Director of the Welfare Department.
Vv"i.sconsin .
The Corrections Division is responsible for the state prison,
home for women, the reformatory, and the two training schools. This division,
with its well qualified professional staff, is responsible for the full range of the
correctional program and also makes inspections and sets standards for· local jails.

,. .

~-

:.

Rhode Island. The correctional agency is responsible for the state's six correctional
institutions, including the two juvenile schools. However, this division makes use
of other welfare department services with respect to institutional farms, mental
hygiene, and accounting and financial control, much in the same way as the correctional division of the New Jersey Department of Institutions and Agencies does.
Minnesota's program, although somewhat similarly organized, is not as ambitious
as Rhode Island's and Wisconsin's, due to staff limitations.
Directly Under the Department of Institutions

t

This type of administrative set-up for correctional institutions and prognnns,
although used by several states, does not have too much to offer to Colorado. (It
is similar to what Colorado has now, at least on paper.) This arrangement is
practical in a small state, like Vermont, with few institutions, so that a separate
division is not needed. In larger states, it results in a limitation of central direction to the program because of the integration of all public institutions under the
same central agency, without a functional breakdown according to type of institution and program.
Adult Institutional Programs
Various aspects of the correctional programs in other· states are presented
below. . Some trends among the states are shown, and parts of the program in some
states are pointed out where these programs appear good and may have some application in Colorado.
Personnel and In-service Training. Approximately half the correctional agencies
report that they recruit their own personnel, usually subject to civil service rules
and regulations. This is done primarily in the larger states, which have agencies
big enough to warrant a regular personnel section.
Almost all of the states have in-service training programs for both new and
experienced employees. These programs are usually supervised and coordinated
by the central agency with full-time training officers on the institutional staffs.
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Pennsylvania conducts trammg conferences for top level and middle level personnel
in addition to new and experienced custodial personnel and operates a continuous
trammg program. Other states with well organized training programs include
California, Maryland, Minnesota, and Rhode Island .

,,

. Education. Most of the states have academic programs in all of their adult
institutions, with courses leading to elementary and high school diplomas. In
the states with the best academic programs, the central agency exercises supervision and provides guidance to the institutions.
California's educational program is developed with the assistance of the State
Department of Education, local school systems, and junior colleges. Indiana, Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsin are among the states with central supervision of the
educational program. Oregon and Washington have courses through high school, but
under the direction of each institution rather than the central agency.

I I

Vocational Training. Most of the states also have centralized control over vocational training, with the prime emphasis on this training at the reformatory level. Some
of these states tie in their vocational training with maintenance, industrial and farm
operations, as is done to a large extent in Colorado.
Among the states with good classroom vocational training programs are California,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin. California has an institution which specializes in a vocational training program for reformable males and also has an extensive program at the
reformatory. Vocational subjects taught include: construction trades, auto and ma_chinery repair, machine operation, printing and binding, drafting, electrical work,
radio, and cooking and baking, among others.
;:

Wisconsin has built a new vocational school at its reformatory, staffed with eight
teachers. Courses include: machine shop, foundry, welding, sheet metal, and carpentry.
Minnesota has apprentice training programs at both the reformatory and the penitentiary.
The inmates receive union credit for this training when they are returned to society.

,_

Mental Hygiene. This is an aspect of the corre<::tional programs which is receiving increased emphasis in almost all states surveyed. Most of the states have either central
supervision or guidance for their mental hygiene, diagnostic, and counseling services.
The general pattern is to have clinical psychologists and psychiatric social workers on the
staff of each institution, with psychiatric services provided at the central agency level.
A few states--notably California, Maryland, and Pennsylvania--have special institutions for c;onfinement of emotionally disturbed inmates and for their extensive testing and
treatment. California, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania have central diagnostic centers
where inmates may be sent for testing, evaluation, and recommendations.
Among the smaller states, Utah has a part-time psychiatrist, a part-time clinical
psychologist, and a full-time social worker on the staff of the penitentiary; Rhode Island
has full-time clinical teams at its institutions, under the direction of the Mental Hygiene
Division of the Department of Social Welfare of which the Corrections Division is also
a part; and Vermont has a part-time psychiatric clinical program at its prison.
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Food Service and Nutrition. In at least 11 states, food preparation and menu planning
are under the supervision of the central agency. These central agencies have dieticians
on their staffs who supervise and advise the institutions on this phase of their program.
California also has a special in-service training program for all culinary employees.
Industries and Farms. Twelve of the 13 states, for which information on this phase
of the correctional program is available, have a centrally coordinated farm and industry
program. In the thirteenth state--Utah--control of farms and industries remains at the
penitentiary level, because the state has only one correctional institution. In some states,
such .as New Jersey and Oregon, centralized control is at the Department of Institutions
level and covers all institutional farms and industries, not just those at the correctional
institutions .

-

>

..

These states all have state use laws which spell out the administrative controls
over this program and the use of the products from them by other institutions. At least
two of the states--Maryland and Indiana--issue catalogs showing the products made in the
prison industry program. These catalogs are made available to all state institutions,
agencies, and political subdivisions.
Two of the states--Califomia and Missouri--report that they have industrial advisory
boards composed of representatives of organized labor and industry. California also
has a public member and a represent_ative of agriculture on its advisory industries board.
Some states have extensive programs with many diversified industries. Following
is a partial list of industries in some of the states:
California: Kindergarten and grade school equipment; foundry castings; furniture;
tool and die making.
Indiana: Rug shop; furniture; shoes; paints and varnishes; soap products; cannery;
tobacco; cinder blocks.
Minnesota: R:>pe and twine; farm machinery.
New Jersey: Goffee roasting; foundry; paints; furniture; feed mill; upholstery;
printing.
Rhode Island: Brushes and brooms; upholstery; flags; paint; police night sticks;
mattresses and pillows.

:;

;

Vermont:

Lumber; cannery; furniture; guard rail posts; brushes.

Wisconsin: Baler and binder twine; metal furniture; paint; shoes; print shop and
bindery.
Most of the states have their correctional farm programs under the same division
of the central agency that operates the industrial program, although a few have a separate
unit in the central agency responsible for the operation of institutional farms.
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Farm production is also diversified within the several states, and the type of crops
grown and livestock raised varies from area to area.
Business Management. While some of the states surveyed leave budgeting responsibility
and fiscal management to the individual institutions, an increasing number of them have
assigned that function to the central correctional agency. Among these states are Indiana,
Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island. With this type of control, the central agency usually keeps tabs on institutional expenditures, reviews
institutional budget requests, and develops an overall departmental budget in keeping
with program goals.
Inmate Staff Ratios. There has been interest shown in the inmate-staff ratios in
other states to see how Colorado stands up in comparison. These ratios are superficial
to some extent, because they are based on the total number of staff members and the
total number of inmates and are not broken down according to program or function.
Staff ratios for the eight states in the survey from which this data was available is
shown below.
TABLE XIV
Inmate-Staff Ratios a at Penitentiaries and Reformatories
for Selected States
Prison
Population
Ratio

Reformatory
Population
Ratio

Indiana
Maryland
Minnesota
Missouri
Oregon
Vermont
Washington
Wisconsin

6.8-1
7.1-1
3.2-1
8.7-1
6.0-1
3.7-1
7.0-1
4.1-1

2,306
1.650
1,100
3.500
1.500
267
1,750
1,500

8.5-1
7.8-1
5.2-1
4.4-1
2.7-1
3.7-1
3.6-1

27
750
679

Colorado

6.0-1

1,540

5.0-1

355

Averaged

5.8-1

State

'·

C

5.1-1

Ji

l

'

.

,_

."

a Includes all staff in residence at institution.
b Two institutions combined for tabulation .
c Has no reformatory.

...

.

.

2,187
3 .300b
1,000
400

dcolorado not included.
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Sentencing Practices
Nine of the thirteen states for which information was available indicate that the courts
have complete control of sentencing procedures, including the setting of maximum and niinimum terms. In one state- -Wisconsin- -while the court has control over sentencing, the
new criminal code provides that judges set the maximum sentence within the statutory
limit, but the minimum sentence shall be none other than that prescribed by statute. In at
least . five states , while the court sets the sentence, the central correctional agency,
through its classification program, assigns the inmate to the institution in which he will
be confined. These states include Maryland, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
and Wisconsin. All of the states with more than one adult institution for offenders
of the same sex have the authority to transfer inmates under certain conditions.
In three states--California, Utah, and Washington--the parole board determines
the length of sentence to be served, and the correctional agency determines the institution to which the offender, shall be committed. In California, all committed offenders
a re sentenced for the term prescribed by law, and the court has no discretion in the
determination of the length of sentence. Such determination is rna:ie by the adult
authority (state parole board). The board may fix or refix a sentence, if it deems
it advisable, for all offenders except those under the death sentence and those serving life sentences without possibility of parole. The authority reviews each case
periodically and, usually, each inmate makes a personal appearance before the
board approximately six months after his confinement. The authority then either
fixes the sentence and/or schedules a date for further review.

-~·

·-

...
>

.

'

The State of Washington Board of Prison Terms and Parole acts in much the
same way. This board establishes the minimum sentence of all inmates (manda~ory· life sentence excluded) within six months after commitment.
The Utah Board of Pardons has the authority, except in cases involving
treason or impeachment, to decide when and under what conditions an offender
may be released on parole, pardoned, or have his sentenc~ reduced. With this
authority to reduce sentences, the board has in effect the power to set a minimum
term lower than that set by the committing judge.

.

In all three of these states, extensive use is made by the board of classification data and case histories developed by the institution and the inmate's institutional record in determining the minimum time to be served before release can
be considered.
_,

Juvenile Institutions
In seven states, the juvenile institutions are under the same central correctional agency as the adult institutions. In two other states, while there is a
nominal tie-in with the adult agency, the juvenile program is operated as a separate entity. The states with separate juvenile central agencies usu11lly encompass more in their program than just the operation of the juvenile institutions.
Usually, these agencies administer a community service program aimed at
delinquency prevention. These agencies are usually responsible for juvenile
parole and, in some states, juvenile probation as well. In some states, these
central juvenile agencies are responsible for all children's institutions, not
only for the training schools.
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In a few of the states with one central correctional agency as part of another state department, the correctional agency may be responsible for the juvenile institutions and their programs, and for parole, while community services and
other children's institutions are the responsibility of the parent agency. This is
the situation in New Jersey. In Wisconsin, however, although the Division of
Corrections is part of the Department of Social Welfare, it (the division) has the
responsibility for juvenile probation and parole, as well as for the juvenile institutions and their programs.

,'

.

t

.,

In the section which follows, six states have been selected for comparison of
their juvenile programs. These six states represent a cross-section of the various
types of organization of juvenile correctional programs. T·m c:::>f them--Illinois and
Minnesota--have youth commissions~ ~fichigan and Washington have a separate
juvenile central agency as part of another state department, and Indiana and Wisconsin handle juvenile institutions through the same agency that is responsible for
the adult correctional program. 1
Type of Central Agency
Illinois: A three-man youth commission responsible to the governor and appointed
by him with consent of the senate. Two twelve-member advisory boards which
serve without pay review the work of both the community service division and the
correctional service division.
Indiana:

Same as for adult corrections.

Michigan: The State Social Welfare Commission acting through the director of the
department has aut...'lori ty and control over the juvenile institutions.

'·

--

Minnesota: A youth conservation commission composed of six members, the chairman of which if the director of the juvenile program and is the chi~f administrative
officer for the commission. The commission is appointed by the governor and, in
addition to the director-chairman, is composed of one juvenile court judge, two lay
people, the commissioner of the Department of Welfare, and the chairman of the
State Board of Parole. The Commissioner of Education and the executive officer of
the Health Department serve as advisory members. Appointment is for a six-year
period.
Washington:
Institutions.
and who has
division has

Division of Children and Youth Services of the State Department of
The division has a supervisor who is the chief administrative officer
the responsibility for all phases of the division's operation. The
an advisory council for children and youth appointed by the governor.

1 Other states from which data was received have been excluded, not because
their programs have nothing to offer, but because of space limitations and the fact
that many of them have limited application to Colorado. The Council files contain
information on juvenile programs .in California, Missouri, New Jersey, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Utah, and Vermont, in addition to the states listed above.

- 12.f-

Washington (Cont'd): This council also has a voice in the selection of the supervisor.
,..
A

Wisconsin:

Same as for adult corrections.

Other Functions Besides Juvenile Correctional Institutions
..'-Illinois:

Community services (delinquency prevention) and juvenile parole.

Indiana:

Juvenile parole.

Michigan:
Minnesota:
Washington:
Wisconsin:

None.
Some juvenile probation, community services, and juvenile parole.

>

All institutions for juveniles, juvenile parole, and community services.
Juvenile probation and parole, inspection of detention homes.

Commitment, Classification, and Assignment of Juveniles
Illinois: Upon commitment, sent to reception and diagnostic center for examinations
prior to hearings before the commission for placement.

.,

Indiana: Between ages 10 - 18: one month orientation period; testing and evaluation
after commitment to institutions.
Michigan: CoJnmitrnent to institutions directly~ orientation and testing periods of
from two to three weeks before assignment within the institution.

.;,·

Minnesota: All children and youth under age 21 are committed to the commission
and not to institutions as such; juveniles assigned after examination and testing.
Washington: Commitment to central reception-diagnostic center for period of 3045 days; after testing and evaluation may be assigned to institutions, honor camp,
or released if institutionalization is not indicated.
Wisconsin: Up to age 21, may be committed to department after period of
examination and evaluation; juvenile offender may be assigned to institution which
can best deal with him, or he may be released on probation. ·
Academic and Vocational
Illinois: All boys under 16 attend academic classes ranging from second grade
to the sophomore year in high school. Classes in industrial arts, rug weaving,
and crafts are also taught. Work assignment tied in with industrial arts classes.
Some academic program at girls' school, plus vocational courses; home economics,
commercial, and cosmetology; also art and handicraft classes.
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staff for this aspect of program.
for adequate program.

Washington: Resident clinical and counseling services provided in addition to
central reception and diagnostic center .

.
I/

' / ···,....

.

Girls' school has sufficient professional staff

.

Wisconsin: Central agency maintains a psychiatric service at both schools. The
function of the service (within staff limitations) is to provide an all-embracing
psychiatric program for all committed juveniles. The service is responsible for
the screening and appraisal of evecy juvenile committed and does counseling as
indicated.
Central Agency Direction of Program. In-service Training, Maintenance, and Food
Service.

'

.,

Illinois: Superintendent of each institution responsible to commission for program,
maintenance, and food service. Each institution also responsible for in-service
training prcgrams which are provided periodically.
Indiana: Direct supervision of all of these by central agency in the same manner
as for adult institutions.
Michigan: Superintendents in charge of institutions and programs. except that
welfare commission must authorize establishment of a new program. Each institution is responsible for food service, maintenance. and in-service training programs.
Minnesota: Central agency has one man to supervise program and administration
at the juvenile schools. Food service is responsibility of each institution, with
guidance from S~te Health Department personnel. In-service training programs
are the responsibility af each institution, with planning guidance provided by central
agency.
Washington: Program supervision by central agency, . in addition to food service with
special central agency staff concultant. Full-time central agency staff training officer for in-service programs. Special committee is writing manual for continuous
training programs.
Wisconsin: Supervision of custody, discipline, detention and reformation of delinquents, including all aspects of institutional program and maintenance.
Sets up and
supervises in-service training program and food standards in same manner as for
adult institutions.
Release and Parole Procedures
Illinois: Final decision for release rests with commission; recommendations for release are made by i:Istitutional staffs. Supervision by central juvenile parole agency
operation as the field service unit of the commission's division of correctional
services.
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Indiana: Academic and vocational programs are under the superv1s10n of the
central department. Fifteen certified academic teachers for class enrollment
of 270. Courses include regular academic work leading to either an elementary
or a high school diploma, a special remedial program, dramatics, band, and
chorus. Vocational instructors hold licenses or permits to teach in their particular vocation. Classroom work is tied in with on-the-job training. Vocational
certificates are given upon release. Vocational instruction includes, among others:
Machine operation, printinf' barbering, brick-laying, carpentry, mechanics, and
various farm occupations.
Gu-ls·' school has a fully licensed and accredited academic and vocational program. Vocational courses include home economics, commercial subjects, and cosmetology.

>

Michigan: Academic program at both boys' and girls' school. Vocational training
is on-the-job type at the boys' school on a half-day basis. Girls' school has usual
emphasis on home economics as well as on-the-job training in the laundry.
Minnesota: Boys' school has academic program through high school; remedial work
stressed where needed. Vocational training includes metal work, auto repair,
printing, shoe repair, among others. 2 Academic program similar at girls' school.
Home economics, commercial courses, and arts and crafts are also stressed.
Washington:

(Information not yet received.)

Wisconsin: Both the boys' school and the girls' school have a fully accredited
program through high school.
Mental Hygi~ne and Counseling
Illinois: After original evaluation at diagnostic center and institutional assignment,
clinical services provided by resident staffs.
Indiana: Classification and treatment department at boys' school employs five
counselors, a classification supervisor, and two clinical psychologists. Counseling
begins with assignment to the institution and continues until release. Diagnosis and
treatment as needed. Girls' school has similar program.
Michigan: Boys' school has director of clinical services and resident psychologist.
Diagnostic services and counseling as indicated. Girls' school has a supervisor
of social services and resident psychologist, as well as other social workers.
Minnesota: Consulting psychiatrist available to boys' school, functioning mainly on
the diagnostic level. School also has one psychologist. Needs more professional
lNo mmtion is made of the ratio between classroom vocational training
and on-the-job training.
2

No indication as to whether ot not this on-the-job training is tied in with
classroom work in industrial arts.

;

...
....

...

Indiana: Each institution has own parole board, appointed by the governor, which
reviews cases and determines eligibility. Institution refers inmates to board with
c;lata and case history for its consideration. After release, juveniles are supervised by the parole division of the central agency .
Michigan: At boys' school, counselor periodically reviews a juvenile's progress
and, . starting with the third month, committee reviews progress and readiness for
release. Social service staff determines eligibility for release at girls' school.
Parole supervision by the juvenile court probation service.

"'

Minnestoa: Reports on progress of each juvenile reviewed quarterly at all institutions to determine whether the commission should consider for parole. Commission.
must interview each juvenile at least once every six months. Parole supervision
is a function of the commission's central parole division.

'

.

.

.

Washington: Review board determines whether juvenile ready for parole. Board
composed of representative of central agency, superintendent of the institution, and
the supervisor of social services of the institution. Parole supervision is a function
of the central agency.
Wisconsin: Release determined by central agency after careful review of each
case. Parole supervision also responsibility of central agency.

✓

TABLE XV
Inmate-Staff Ratios a at Juvenile Institutions
for Selected States

,,

Boys' School
Ratio
Population

Girls' School
Ratio
Population

Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Oregon
Utah
Washington
Wisconsin

1.8-1
2.9-1
1.4-1
4.0-1
3.2-1
2.0-1
2.4-1 b
1.4-1
2.4-1

635
411
380
400
337
300
180b
112
367

1.9-1
2.5-1
l. 7-1
1.5-1
2.0-1
2 .4-1 b
.98-:-.L
1.6-1

324
236
272
170
95
100
180b
130
194

Colorado

3.4-1

230

3.0-1

110

Averagec

2.1-1

State

...

'

-

,.

_g1.1

I. 7-1

a Includes all staff in residence at institutions.

-

b One institution for both boys and girls.
c Colorado not included.
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Central Agency Supervision of Adult Probation and Parole 1

,.

.

Of the 11 states in the survey for which this information is available, adult
probation supervision is a function of the central correctional agency in five, and .
adult parole supervision in nine.
The states with a division of their central correctional agency superv1smg
adult probationers include Ohio, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, and Wisconsin (except for Milwaukee county).

~-

~
4\.

..

In four states, California, Ohio, Utah, and Wisconsin, the parole board is
also a part of the central agency. These four states also have a division of
their central correctional authority to supervise parolees. . Five· other states
also have the division of adult parole supervision within their central correctional agency, although parole determination is made by a board or boards
appointed by and responsible to the governor.
These states are Indiana, New
Jersey, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, and Vermont.

JI
::.,.

~.~
'· '

Oregon and Maryland report that both parole determination and superv1s1on
are functions of boards and departments outside of their central correctional
agencies.

,...,.

.
1 This section represents a brief summary of the control over these functions
by the central correctional agency. Additional information is available in
the Council files.
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